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Foreword 

The Bench Marks Foundation was established by the churches to examine investment and 

investment impacts through the lens of CSR, and whether investment meets the needs of the 

poor, protects the environment and the social fabric of communities, so that people may have 

a life of abundance and a meaningful existence. It focused mainly on the corporate 

responsibility programmes of corporations and the communities’ perception and their real life 

experiences. 

This research documents the life of a small mining community in South Africa over the period 

of a number of years, with the study conducted from 2013 to 2016. We looked at how they 

lived before mining commenced, during the period of mining and after relocation (because of 

mining), and the aftermath. It highlights the various major role-players - in this case the specific 

community and different leaders in the area, the mine house (Anglo Platinum), the local 

authority, as well as the role of an NGO (The Bench Marks Foundation). Some implications 

arise from this research and are discussed by way of various recommendations. 

For the Bench Marks Foundation the story starts when a highly aggrieved Magobading 

Relocation Committee (MRC) approached it in 2007 to intercede with Anglo Platinum on its 

behalf.  It was already five years after their relocation to a new site.  They had been relocated 

so that mining could take place on the land of which  they had previously lived. The community 

agreed to be relocated from their previous homes in Magobading.  The area is located in the 

vicinity of a mining town called Burgersfort in the Limpopo Province. 

The Magobading Relocation Committee’s first and most urgent complaint was that the roof 

beams of the community’s new houses were being eaten by termites and, as a result, were 

caving in. The subcontractor who constructed the houses on behalf of Anglo Platinum 

apparently did not use termite-treated wood, thus cutting costs to maximise profit at the 

expense of the communities. But it still took another nine years for this immediate problem to 

be addressed. Since then the corporation claims to have “upgraded” and “refurbished” the 

Magobading houses, when in fact they just repaired the poorly constructed dwellings.    

Despite Anglo Platinum claiming that an ‘operation-specific grievance mechanism’ was 

created to deal with the Magobading community grievances, the MRC sought redress 

elsewhere, settling on the Bench Marks Foundation as the “most reliable and trusted” 

organisation to facilitate and mediate on behalf of the community. The BMF had already, over 

a number of years, been involved with research into mining and was willing to assist 

communities. 

On 8 April 2010, the Bench Marks Foundation (BMF) and Anglo Platinum (AP) signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to cooperate in a project to empower the relocated 

households in the community of Magobading (Limpopo). The project idea was developed in 

the context of the Roundtable on the Sustainable Production and Use of Platinum Group 

Metals (RT-PGM),” (de Man, 2010). The intervention resulted in the MoU being signed in Paris 

on 8 April 2010. 
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Within months of the signing of the MoU, the agreement appeared to flounder. A meeting called 

by the Magobading Relocation Committee (MRC) and the Bench Marks Foundation in May 

2010 was invaded by a local councillor “and members of the ruling party, a chief from outside 

the area and youth from all over [who] disrupted” it. Suspecting the hand of local mine 

management in this disruption, the Bench Marks Foundation directed urgent correspondence 

to Cynthia Carroll, the chief executive officer of Anglo American PLC, but  received no reply 

to its complaint. Instead of settling down, the community became increasingly aggravated. In 

2011 an external mediation by Renier de Man and Wouter Pronk on behalf of industry, with 

the Bench Marks Foundation alongside the community, took place. The mediation process 

was unsuccessful with the Bench Marks Foundation deciding not to continue as the facilitator. 

However, the Magobading community continued to rely on the Foundation to ensure Anglo 

kept to its promises. 

The Bench Marks Foundation’s original intention was to develop a model engagement 

approach between a mine and an affected community, into which corporations would buy. 

Having been unsuccessful with this, the Bench Marks Foundation decided that the next step 

was to examine the life experience of the Magobading community. The community lived under 

the shade of a mountain and was largely self-sustainable., The Bench Marks wanted to 

develop sound principles and standards that should guide corporations when the uprooting 

and relocation of a community is contemplated. 

Many communities are uprooted to make way for mining, more often than not suffer severe 

economic hardships, with loss of arable land for cattle and crops, social and cultural upheaval, 

resulting in loss of identity, as well as becoming dependent on state grants and handouts from 

corporations. This study sets out to look at how the Magobading relocated community lived 

before mining, what happened when the mine came along making many promises of a better 

life, and how they live now, 14 years later.  

The Bench Marks Foundation hopes that this study will shed light on the effects of the 

relocation of community on its lives and livelihood, and the solutions necessary to mitigate the 

impact. The report has attached an addendum on relocation based on the ‘Bench Marks 

Global Principles for Corporate Responsibility’, that spells out the principles that should govern 

the relocation process, the basic steps a company must take, the criteria, and the benchmarks 

to be considered in measuring the company’s impact. The Bench Marks Foundation’s section 

on relocated communities gives guidance if a community agrees to be relocated. The Bench 

Marks Foundation also supports the use of the International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) 

International Performance Standards which states that all relocations should be considered 

involuntary and forced.  

However, as this study notes, communities are severely disadvantaged when it comes to large 

multinational companies. In particular, they lack access to reliable information on the impact 

the mine will have. This includes social, economic and environmental impact, but also the 

cultural and spiritual impact, and loss of livelihood. The right of communities to be properly 

informed and to have access to their own expert advisors is a prerequisite. If they do not have 

access to such expert advice, communities frequently agree to be relocated, believing the 
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corporation’s promises of jobs, and that investment will be good for everyone.  When this does 

not materialise, the community, uprooted from its mineral-rich land, ends up suffering, in 

despair, and dreaming about how it once lived. 

The relocation process results in the corporation enriching its shareholders at the expense of 

communities. This is unacceptable, iniquitous, and perpetuates inequalities, giving rise to huge 

social discontent. Compensation is often totally inadequate: it is usually given once-off, and 

often amounts to some form of “bribery”. In the case of this study, each family was offered 

R20 000 to relocate to new township houses, which had been poorly constructed, a fact of 

which the community was unaware until they moved. 

The “ideal” situation would involve the company moved communities to similar land on which 

they previously lived, and continually compensating the community for loss of livelihood, 

cultural and social losses. Such compensation should ideally continue even once mining is 

over.   

Finally, the Bench Marks Foundation believes in the community’s right to say ‘no’ to mining, 

the right to say ‘no’ to being moved and the right of communities to protect their way of life, 

their economic activities, as well as their social and cultural patterns and traditions. After all, 

investment that only benefits a few largely offshore investors at the expense of the wellbeing 

of others is morally wrong and indefensible.  

The Rt Rev Dr Jo Seoka 

Chairperson of the Bench Marks Foundation 

October 2016 
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1. Executive Summary 
This report emanates from the approach in 2007 to the Bench Marks Foundation by people 

relocated from the Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo communities into the 

township/community of Magobading. They requested   assistance so that they could  

effectively engage with the mining corporation, Anglo American Platinum, and the government 

over the relocation process, its execution and ongoing relationship regarding their grievances 

with Anglo Platinum. This request, and how to effect the engagement that would be meaningful 

for the community, has been a matter of debate, investigation and concern for the Bench Marks 

Foundation for almost a decade. 

Anglo Platinum announced on 6 September 2001 that it would be developing a new platinum 

group metals mine on the farms Twickenham, Paschaskraal and Hackney on the eastern limb 

of the Bushveld Igneous Complex in the Northern Province, some 40 km from the town 

Burgersfort (Anglo Platinum, 2001).  

Production was projected at 250 000 tons of UG2 ore per month consisting of two 100 000 ton 

per month decline shaft systems, a 50 000 ton per month adit hill system and a dedicated 

250 000 ton per month concentrator (Anglo Platinum, 2001). 

At the planned production rate, the mine’s resource base at the time was sufficient to sustain 

production for more than 30 years. Anglo Platinum did not anticipate the 2009 financial crisis 

and the collapse of global platinum prices. Half way into the predicted life of the mine, 

speculation is rife that Anglo wants to sell Twickenham (Faku, 2014). 

Initial capital expenditure was estimated at R2,7 billion (in 2002 money terms). It was expected 

that the mine will be in a steady state of production in 2006 and will be producing 160 000 oz 

of platinum per annum and 176 000 oz of palladium per annum (Anglo Platinum, 2001). The 

development of the mine required the relocation of Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo 

villages to Magobading. 

In 2002, a Resettlement and Integrated Development Plan (RIDAP) was developed by Anglo 

Platinum for the resettlement of households from the Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo 

villages located on the farms Twickenham, Paschaskraal and Hackney. The three 

communities were unaware that they could apply for the establishment of Community Property 

Associations (CPAs) on the farms. Such an association would have strengthened their 

bargaining position as it would have forced the Presidency and the Minister of Land Affairs to 

devolve the management of the land to the communities in accordance with land legislation 

(Department of Land Affairs, 1996). 
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In 2010, Mr John Capel, Executive Director of Bench Marks Foundation (BMF), signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on behalf of the Magobading community with Anglo 

Platinum in Paris, France during the Platinum Round Table meeting. In this MoU, it was agreed 

that BMF would provide oversight of the process of agreed deliverables perceived as 

outstanding in terms of the original relocation agreement between the mining company and 

the relocated community. This research is therefore part of that oversight.  

However, BMF also participated in a project of developing a concept mining law for Southern 

Africa under the oversight of the International Alliance on Natural Resources in Africa (IANRA). 

The report thus includes a detailed discussion about laws related to mining and the impact of 

mining on communities, both before and during mining, with specific reference to the relocated 

community of Magobading.  

In summary, this means that BMF research is not only participator but also activist in nature. 

This means that throughout the research process, corrective actions were engaged in with 

and on behalf of the community in their relationship with one of the richest and most powerful 

mining corporations in the world. Finally, the research forms a building blocks for a model for 

life after mining for mine-impacted and -affected communities. 

At the time of the development of the RIDAP in 2002, seven households in the village of 

Magobagobe declined to be resettled. However, they subsequently requested to be moved to 

sites which they identified. The mine views this resettlement project as ‘a goodwill gesture’ as 

the households have requested to move, and that at this point in time, does not regard itself 

as having an obligation to move them. (Synery Global Consulting, 2013, p. 8).  
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1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this report are as follows: 

1.1.1 To construct an impression of life in Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo prior to the 

resettlement of the community to Magobading; 

1.1.2 To reconstruct and understand the process by means of which the community was 

relocated from Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo to Magobading, including the 

legislative and regulatory environment within which this occurred; 

1.1.3 To measure the relocation of the communities against global best practice for 

community relocation and to investigate the legal and regulatory background against 

which the relocation took place; 

1.1.4 To understand what life is like within the relocated community of Magobading and how 

it compares with the life led by the communities of Maotsi, Magobagobe and 

Botshabelo. 

1.1.5 To predict, from our experience with other communities in post-mining environments, 

what the residents of Magobading can expect after mining. 

1.1.6 To make recommendations to the corporation, various government, human rights and 

environmental agencies concerning the report’s findings. 
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1.2 Key findings 

The following are key findings from the study. 

1.2.1 Community consent 

The community consented to the original relocation, but did not do so from a properly informed 

perspective. They did not understand the consequences of the relocation and the impact it 

would have on their lives.  

1.2.2  Community consultation 

The community is of the view that the initial process of consultation was inconsistent. Through 

their protests and actions, they have forced the mining corporation into a continual and long-

term process of engagement. However, the lack of respect for effective and meaningful 

consultation and for basic engagement and meeting protocols has been a source of frustration 

for both the community and the mining corporation.  

1.2.3  Respect for heritage and culture 

The mining corporation employed subcontractors who gave scant respect to the culture and 

heritage of the community.  There was also no consideration in the relocation process to 

provide the community with buildings to specifically cater for religious and spiritual needs. 

1.2.4  Disruption of the community’s self-sustaining economy 

The community was uprooted from a self-sustaining customary economy into a spatial 

arrangement that resembles a modern urban township.  

1.2.5  Community unable to engage with the market economy 

The community is without the skills or means to engage with the modern economy and is 

located far from opportunities offered by that economy. The community claims that in the 

relocation process they were promised two jobs per household, and that this promise never 

materialised. It is possible that the promise was made by consultants and never officially 

recorded or made part of a contract. Often when engaging with communities the carrot of 

employment is dangled in front of them so as to secure consent. 

1.2.6  Community without deeds of ownership of land or houses 

The community claims that they have not been given title deeds for their houses in the 

relocation township of Magobading. This makes them feel insecure as the land on which their 

houses are located does not belong to them. They also do not have land for cultivation and 

herding their livestock and their yards are too small for kraals in which to keep livestock 

(cattle/goat pens).  
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1.2.7 No evidence of environmental impact assessment or water license 

There is no evidence that an environmental impact assessment (EIA) was done for the 

township of Magobading. Serious water and land issues ensued, as well as structural 

problems with the new houses. There is also no indication that a water use licence for the 

relocation project was issued. 

1.2.8 No evidence that Magobading was properly proclaimed from farming area to a township 

We found no evidence that Magobading was properly reproclaimed from a farm to a township. 

The community had access to sustained water supplies in their villages prior to relocation, but 

now they have erratic access to water once a week, according to the latest information. 

They claim they were promised piped water, but that the single tap per yard is mostly dry, and 

water is provided by water tankers brought in by the municipality or the mine.  

1.2.9 No respect for customary leadership 

The community now lives in the space of a different headman (Kgosi/Dikgosi) to that of the 

the villages from which they were relocated. Allegiance to a particular traditional leader is by 

lineage (family ties). The Magobading relocation has not taken this into consideration. Three 

different communities from different spatial and customary governance arrangements of 

chieftaincies were mixed mixed together and relocated into the space of a different chieftaincy. 

The community members do not recognise the chief/Dikgosi onto whose land they have been 

located, and he does not necessarily recognise them. As a result, there is simmering tension 

between those who have been resettled and those on whose land they have been resettled.  

It is difficult to consider Magobading as a “community” in the customary sense. They are still 

subject to customary law but have been dislocated out of recognisable customary space, and 

have been robbed of any means of sustaining a customary economy. It is the experience of 

BMF that mining corporations will do everything in their power to secure mining rights, 

including manipulating and dividing communities In some instances complex communities are 

‘tribalised’ to ensure a single entry point through the Dikgosi (Chief). Where the headman is 

resistant, his community is detribalised to emphasise divisions and opposition to him. 

Magobading is composed of people relocated from three different villages, with different 

headmen, into a single space or township-like settlement. They have an elected community 

relocation committee (MRC), in which they have reaffirmed their trust and support repeatedly. 

1.2.10 Scant respect for graves and the custom of ancestor veneration, and no provision for 

the religious and spiritual needs of the community. 

The Magobading community remains concerned about the manner in which their graves have 

been relocated. The community is dissatisfied about the manner in which the grave yard in 
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Magobading is being maintained. They are also disturbed by the fact that the remains of 

people buried in yards of homesteads in the villages they were relocated from, but which could 

not be identified due to their age, could not be relocated to the new burial site.  No provision 

was made for the religious and spiritual needs of the community to provide buildings or 

structures to cater for the religious and spiritual needs of the community. 

1.2.11 Respecting the 2010 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 

In 2010, Anglo Platinum and Bench Marks Foundation signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) in Paris at the Platinum Round Table meeting. The MoU agreed that: 

(a) Anglo Platinum fix the termite-eaten roof trusses of the houses and the school into which 

the communities were relocated at Magobading; (b) Anglo Platinum secure the title deeds to 

the land on which the houses are constructed behalf of the households in Magobading; (c) 

Anglo Platinum secures land for cultivation and grazing on behalf of the community; (d) Anglo 

Platinum sets up a community trust fund for the people of Magobading and pays rental for the 

land lost by the community; and (e) Anglo Platinum sorts out the water problem in Magobading. 

Apart from fixing the termite-eaten roof trusses, Anglo Platinum has not complied with any of 

the other commitments contained in the MoU. 
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1.3 Recommendations 

The following recommendations address the key findings and are directed at Anglo American 

Platinum. Other recommendations follow at the end of the report and are addressed to other 

role players.  

Anglo Platinum must reopen negotiations with the Magobading community with regard to the 

relocation and its consequences. This must include ongoing compensation and access to 

arable land.  

The following specific recommendations should be taken into account: 

Recommendations to Anglo Platinum around the self-sustaining economies, environment, 

agriculture and corporate social responsibility. 

1.3.1  Land for grazing and cultivation. 

That Anglo Platinum recognises the impact of not providing adequate land for 

grazing and cultivation for the relocated community at Magobading. The report 

recommends that Anglo Platinum provides the land for grazing and cultivation as 

promised in the original relocation process and funds the restoration of the 

customary cattle culture from which the community was dislocated. 

1.3.2   Title deeds to stands.  

That Anglo Platinum recognises that it has increased the insecurity of the relocated 

population by not providing stand occupants and households with the title deeds to 

their stands in Magobading. The report recommends that Anglo Platinum secures 

and hands over the title deeds to the relocated community. 

1.3.3  Spatial arrangements. 

That Anglo Platinum and other mining companies recognise, in respect of future 

relocation processes, that spatial arrangements are an integral part of role 

definitions, identity and culture in customary communities and that attention must 

be paid in future to this aspect in the spatial layout of communities that have 

consented to be relocated. 

1.3.4.  Access to potable household water and water for agricultural purposes 

That Anglo Platinum recognises the centrality of water to customary culture, life and 

self-sustaining economic activities as well as the constitutional right to water of 

every individual, and makes adequate provision for water before a community is 

relocated. The report further recommends that the untenable water situation at 

Magobading be resolved immediately (see Appendix 8.7). 
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1.3.5 Fountains and streams 

a) That Anglo Platinum recognises the economic and cultural importance of 

fountains and streams to customary communities and at all costs avoids the 

pollution and/or destruction of such fountains and streams. The report 

recommends that Anglo immediately stops the pollution by sewage from its 

employee accommodation of the fountain at Magobagobe.b) The report further 

recommends that Anglo Platinum fills in the canal that leads from its Twickenham 

operation into the Motse River and stops the daily discharge of mine water into that 

river. 

1.3.6. The religious and spiritual needs of the Community 

It is recommended that Anglo American, other corporations and government ensure 

that any relocation of a community considers the religious and spiritual needs of the 

community and makes provision for those needs in providing the necessary 

buildings and structures within which the community and providers may cater for 

those needs. 
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2. Introduction 
Before anything else is considered, the tremendous disadvantage of rural customary 

communities in the engagement between mines and communities must be recognised. In this 

engagement process, customary self-sustaining communities are confronted by global 

transnational corporations who can retain the best lawyers, the most expensive consultants, 

property evaluators, leading scientists and engineers. The community on the other hand, being 

self-reliant, is hardly an equal participant in the market and can therefore draw no skills, 

powers or qualifications to its cause. Most of all, communities lack financial resources. In 

writing about the power of money in a market economy, Marx notes that money provides its 

owner with the “property of buying everything, by possessing the property of appropriating all 

objects, money is thus the object of eminent possession. The universality of its property is the 

omnipotence of its being” (Marx). Given this simple but crucial imbalance, communities will 

always receive the short end of the stick, unless assisted by civil society organisations, the 

state or an independent source of funding.  

However, in engaging the state or civil society, communities run the risk of research “voice-

over”, which means that the community’s voice is muted by the voice of the state agency, non-

government organisations (NGO) or social research agencies employed by the agency of the 

state or NGO. In writing this report and engaging with the Magobading community, the Bench 

Marks Foundation (BMF) placed itself both outside and in the community so as to get a global 

macro understanding of the issues involved as well as of the local micro experiences of people 

affected by the relocation.  

The term “community” is much abused by “social scientists” acting as consultants for either 

corporations or governments and non-government organisations. Thus the researcher runs 

the “risk” of allowing communities to speak. As Dressler and Mavhunga have found, “For 

several decades now, social researchers have advocated and steered the popular paradigm 

of participatory, grass-roots research. The emergence of research that engages, transfers 

authority to, and empowers ‘the community’, apparently marks the end of centrist, top-down 

research initiatives… This report offers an alternative interpretation of this assumption.  It will 

also show that while it seems to have achieved its stated objectives on the surface, underlying 

research beliefs and attitudes still interpreted “local people” and ‘“the community” as simple, 

discrete concepts. Such concepts turned abstract processes into concrete entities. In turn, the 

use of such concepts by researchers ensured that local settings remained simple so that 

themes, participants and communities were readily accessible and easily understood. Social 

researchers thus reinterpreted local reality as if it were an absolute so that results would 

remain simple, effective and digestible. We conclude that rather than allowing local people to 

speak on matters that concern them, the discourse of this and other participatory meetings 
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ensures that social researchers speak on behalf of ‘the community’” (Dressler and Mavhunga, 

2007). 

Given the distances between the BMF offices in Marshall Street, Johannesburg and the 

“community” of Magobading in the heartland of Sekhukhuneland, the researchers had difficulty 

in engaging the complexity of local participants’ lived experiences, a difficulty which, given the 

complexities of South African society, cannot be entirely overcome. The research team’s 

difficulty was to understand how peoples’ lives changed from that of pre-mining communities, 

to relocated and reconstituted communities, and finally to communities living near a mine 

approaching the end of its life. In addition, the suburban life of the researchers is qualitatively 

different from that of the dislocated and relocated people, who form the subject of the research. 

Bench Marks Foundation remains committed to allowing the community to speak for itself, to 

engaging with power on its own terms and to setting its own agenda for that engagement. The 

research report and its outcomes will form the foundation of continued future engagements, 

support for community-based and -derived organisations, committees and monitors. 

From years of work in the field the Bench Marks Foundation has found that corporations do 

not easily open their doors to negotiation with those impacted by their activities. BMF has also 

found that corporations take at face value the advice of subcontracted consultants who are in 

the game to maximise profit through undertaking the community engagement work that the 

corporation itself finds difficult and tedious. Consequently, the corporation then engages in 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) actions that have not been requested by the community, 

but have been imposed on it by the subcontracted consultant. This paternalism also affects 

government service delivery programmes. Both government and corporations are often 

surprised by the hostile, violent response of communities to things being done “for them”. 

Similarly, corporations are more likely to listen to and change their behaviour towards a 

community where that community has the support of civil society in general and a formidable, 

outspoken NGO in particular. NGOs on the other hand must be careful of the possibilities of 

co-option by the corporation, the state, or global funders. Similarly, NGOs must refrain from 

exploiting the context and daily experiences of communities as a “fund-raising” tool, turning 

communities and those living in them into the posters of NGO fundraising campaigns. 
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2.1 Background 

On 6 September 2001, Anglo Platinum announced that it would be developing a new platinum 

group metals mine on the farms Twickenham, Paschaskraal and Hackney on the eastern limb 

of the Bushveld Igneous Complex in the Northern Province, some 40 km from the town 

Burgersfort (Anglo Platinum, 2001).  

Production was projected at 250 000 tons of UG2 ore per month consisting of two 100 000 

tons per month decline shaft systems, a 50 000 ton per month adit hill1 system and a dedicated 

250 000 ton per month concentrator (Anglo Platinum, 2001). 

At the planned production rate, the mine’;s resource base at the time was sufficient to sustain 

production for more than 30 years. Anglo Platinum did not anticipate the 2009 financial crisis 

and the collapse of global platinum prices. Half way into the predicted life of mine, speculation 

is rife that Anglo wants to sell Twickenham (Faku, 2014). 

Initial capital expenditure was estimated at R2,7 billion (in 2002 money terms). It was expected 

that the mine will be in steady state production in 2006 and will be producing 160 000 oz of 

platinum per annum and 176 000 oz of palladium per annum (Anglo Platinum, 2001).  

A Resettlement and Integrated Development Plan (RIDAP) was developed by Anglo Platinum 

in 2002 for the resettlement of households from the Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo 

Villages located on the farms Twickenham, Paschaskraal and Hackney. The three 

communities were not aware that they could apply for the establishment of Community 

Property Associations (CPAs) on the farms which would have strengthened their bargaining 

position as it would have forced the Presidency and the Minister of Land Affairs to devolve the 

management of the land to the communities in accordance with land legislation (Department 

of Land Affairs, 1996). 

A 2009 “SEAT”2 (the internet publication date is 2016) report by Anglo Platinum for the 

Twickenham Mine sketches a grim picture of communities in Sekhukhuneland and concludes 

                                                

1 

  Adit Hill system refers to adits driven into the side of a hill or mountain, and are 

often used when an ore body is located inside the hill or mountain. 

2 Socio Economic Assessment Toolbox (SEAT), a set of tools developed by Anglo Platinum 

for engaging with communities.  
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that mining constitutes “a gift from on high” to resolve water problems, unemployment and 

poverty (Anglo American Corporation, 2009). Note that the community was relocated in 2002. 

One suspects that this SEAT report was carried out to deflect pressure from the Magobading 

Community Relocation Forum, the media and civil society organisations. In many meetings 

held between the Magobading Relocation Committee and Anglo Platinum, community 

representatives have been at pains to point out that they now have erratic water supplies, that 

the mine reneged on employing two members of every household, and that the relocation has, 

in fact, impoverished them. 

Seven households in the village of Magobagobe declined to be resettled in 2002. The 

households have subsequently requested to be resettled to host sites, which they have 

identified.  

For one of those who refused, 32-year old Esther Moloto, owner of a little house on top of the 

world’s biggest platinum reserves, “the sound of progress is falling plaster. Before the mine 

came there were no cracks. Now there’s blasting every day and cracks are everywhere,” she 

says, pointing to a kitchen wall riven with fissures that she blames on underground explosions 

from the nearby Twickenham mine, owned by Anglo Platinum. Moloto wants repairs and 

compensation for the blasting, which she says has driven even cobras from the rocky hillside 

behind her home into her yard. She vows in a manner typical of many South Africans to keep 

fighting against the unfairness of the system. 

“As long as we are alive, we will pursue Anglo Platinum to get what is owed to us,” she says, 

standing with arms crossed on the cracked concrete veranda of her home (Cropley and Flak, 

2011). 

Anglo Platinum views the current resettlement project of seven households as “a goodwill 

gesture” as the households requested to be moved, and that at this point in time, it does not 

have an obligation to move them.” (Synergy Global Consulting, 2013, p. 8).  

The 2002 resettlement involved 98 households. To effect the relocation, the mine interacted 

with a democratically constituted Magobading Relocation Committee (MRC). For the purposes 

of this report, the word “community” refers to these 98 relocated households and their 

representative structure, the MRC (See Appendix 8.6). From interviews with the MRC, verified 

separately through interviews with randomly selected households, it is clear that the 

households relocated willingly on the basis of a relocation agreement of what to expect at 

Mecklenburg A farm (renamed Magobading).  
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The people who were relocated to Magobading approached the Bench Marks Foundation in 

2007 to assist them in engaging effectively with Anglo Platinum and the government over the 

relocation process, its execution and ongoing relationship regarding grievances with Anglo 

Platinum. This report is in response to a request from the community to assist them in their 

interaction with the Anglo Platinum. The community is strongly of the view that undertakings 

made by the mining company on the basis of which they agreed to be relocated, have not 

been fulfilled. This request and how to effect meaningful engagement for the community has 

been a matter of debate, investigation and concern for Bench Marks Foundation for almost a 

decade. In 2010 BMF signed a MoU with Anglo Platinum and the Magobading community that 

would see BMF monitor the implementation of original agreements between the community 

and Anglo Platinum. 

The Bench Marks Foundation has over the past seven years engaged with the creation of a 

perception index that will allow it to evaluate/appraise the ethical conduct of corporations and 

further develop the idea of ethical investment. In developing the concept of perception, the 

work of Maria Lugones is seminal (Lugones, 1994). Although Lugones focusses specifically 

on black women with regards to perception, her understanding of the concept is extremely 

useful in the context of the relationship between mining corporations and communities. This 

impact is informed by the perception held by the corporation of the impacted communities as 

well as the perception by communities of the corporation in its midst and of the corporation’s 

own self-perception (private personality). The Bench Marks Foundation started to apply 

‘perception’ as a tool as early as Policy Gap 63 (Bench Marks Foundation, 2012) with reference 

to the private, the public and the experienced personality of a corporation. In this study the 

“ways of seeing” and “perceiving” corporations will be deepened. 

 

                                                
3 

  Policy Gap 6, A review of Platinum Mining in the Bojanala District of the North West 

Province (2012)  
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Figure 1: Aspects of Corporate Personality (derived from (Babiak and Hare, 2006). 

Some members of the community interviewed claimed that once the mine started operating 

they were treated “as foreigners on their own land”. While mines claim to respect the 

community’s right to informed consent, communities and their individual members do not seem 

to have the right to refuse the construction of the mine on what used to be their land. 

Communities resisting mining are thus turned into outsiders on the land of their ancestors; 

they become resistant minorities in the scheme of national development, and economic 

growth. The mining corporation further marginalises them by calling on militarised mine 

security or the repressive apparatus of the state in the form of the police and the ‘justice’ 

system should they resist the mine’s efforts to further marginalise them. As one Bench Marks 

Foundation staff member and former monitor aptly put it, “when communities agree to 

participate in the consultation process initiated by the mine they are in fact participating in their 

own oppression” (Mokoua, 2014).  

American sociologist Maria Lugones states that “... the outsider has necessarily acquired 

flexibility in shifting from the mainstream construction of life where she is constructed as an 

outsider to the other constructions of life where she is more or less ‘at home’” (Lugones, 1994, 

p. 103). In the context of mining in South Africa, the migrant worker has always been construed 

as an outsider whose labour was needed by the mines on the Witwatersrand, but who had no 

right of residence in the towns and was restricted to living in prison-like compound conditions. 

Once a year the migrant worker could go “home” and travelled from the world of the compound 

and mine back to the “homeland” where he was more or less at “home” on his own land, with 

friends, family and herd.  

The mineworker in the South African context has always been part proletarian, part peasant 

given that he annually travelled between the world of mineworker and rural small 

herder/agriculturalist, and the class of migrant workers could be described as a peasantariate. 
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This allowed the worker some degree of flexibility, even if systemically imposed, of travelling 

between two very different worlds.  

The difficulty in post-apartheid society is that minerals have been discovered in the former 

Bantustans4 and mining corporations have moved in to alienate migrant workers even from 

their customary land, that space in which they were formerly “at home.” This has greatly 

reduced the imposed flexibility of which Lugones refers to. It was a flexibility created by the 

logic of apartheid capitalism, now superseded by the logic of what some would refer to as neo-

apartheid capitalism.    

Lugones suggests that while this flexibility is “required by the logic of oppression,” it can also 

be “exercised resistantly” (Lugones, 1994, pp. 103-117). Given the history of mining in the 

South African and African context, the dominant private perception by corporations of 

communities is that they represent, at best, a challenge to the development of a mine, and, at 

worst, constitute a nuisance to the realisation of a profitable operation. Publicly the 

corporation, using its immense public relations resources, creates the impression that without 

mining there will be no development, no economic growth, no poverty alleviation and that any 

community resistance to mining is an act against the national interest and the greater good. 

The mining corporations construct a paternalistic and modernist perception of communities 

and deal with them in an arrogant manner. 

In constructing this dominant perception of impacted communities, the corporation uses the 

immense political, economic, financial and academic resources at its disposal to influence the 

dominant discourse in the country.   

Lugones calls this flexibility “world”-travelling, and holds that this should be done in a playful 

manner. Similarly, communities, responding to the logic of oppression and exploitation 

inherent in the arrogant perception and oppressive actions of the corporate, construct a 

perception based on their experience of the mining operation and its impact on their lives, 

responding flexibly and acting resistantly to the impact of mines. This will be demonstrated by 

this paper. 

The notion of “arrogant perception” is extremely important in understanding the impact of 

mining on the lives of people in communities. To introduce this concept, Lugones quotes 

                                                
4 

  Bantustans or “homelands” refer to ethnically separate areas allocated to different 

‘tribes’ by the apartheid regime. 
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Marilyn Frye: "to perceive arrogantly is to perceive that others are for oneself and to proceed 

to arrogate their substance to oneself" (Lugones, 1994, p. 104).  

It is in the context of corporations’ assuming persona (they can sue and be sued) and 

“corporate citizenship” (ie that they be accorded the same rights as other citizens, and in some 

cases even demand preferential rights), that the notion of perception becomes relevant to the 

discourse on the impact of mining on communities. If we accept that the corporation has a 

personality in law, we should be able to construct a psychology of the corporation based on 

its behaviour (Bakan, 2004).  

Through the Policy Gap series, the Bench Marks Foundation has demonstrated that 

corporations perceive that communities, land and resources exist for them to oppress, exploit, 

dispossess, alienate and marginalise and to arrogate the substance of these communities to 

the interests of the corporation. To perceive a community arrogantly is to see that community 

one-dimensionally. It is to see the community as a stereo-type, in a manner that ignores the 

complexity of the community, the character, history, culture, religion, world view, mode of 

production and reproduction, interaction and interdependence with nature and the 

environment, and to deny the possibility of the community as a multi-dimensional subject. It is 

a way of seeing or interpreting communities in a manner that is understandable to the 

powerful, such as corporations and government. Arrogant perception is to see a community 

through the eyes of the oppressor. 

It could therefore be argued that there is a connection between arrogant perception and the 

failure of corporations to identify with the communities who are being perceived arrogantly, 

causing communities to become products or constructs of arrogant perception. Corporate 

officials in engagements with the Bench Marks Foundation often ask, “But how do you define 

communities you are supposed to consult with?” Government believes that “communities have 

elected representatives in the various legally constituted spheres of government, and must 

consult their elected representatives.”5 This government response alienates communities from 

the right to participate in, and decide on, their own future and denies the very limited notion of 

free, prior and informed consent.  

Both the corporation and government then proceed to construct their perception of the 

community as poor and unemployed, when they might in fact be self-reliant agriculturalists, 

                                                
5 

  We hear this at workshops and conferences so cannot make a specific reference. 
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and impose the narrative that the mining project will bring them wealth, development and 

prosperity.  

The corporation, frequently with the collusion of government and the assistance of the law, 

therefore arrogantly constructs a perception of the community as it was before mining (poor 

and unemployed), and how the mining project will “transform” that imposed construct into the 

future world of wage employment, a market economy and modernity. The Bench Marks 

Foundation has found that there is a huge gap between the myths constructed by corporate 

perception, and the real experiences of communities on the ground. What corporations tell 

society about why, how, what, where and when they engage with communities is very different 

from how communities experience them.  

Corporations have very deftly positioned themselves in relation to the new democratically 

elected government by linking the arrogant perception of the mining industry to the 

‘development, objectives’ of the new regime. In this way, they have  “married” the interests of 

the mining industry and the interests of the state, and shifted the “loving perception” of the 

liberation movement for those oppressed under apartheid into sharing the arrogant perception 

of the industry. This shift in perception in the ruling party and the state t gives rise to the brutally 

violent response by the state to the demands of the oppressed, be they mine-impacted 

communities (Maandagshoek) or striking workers (Marikana).  

More worrying is that the arrogant perception associated with the industry is being generalised 

through the media, education institutions, government and policy development to becoming 

the dominant public perception. In the process, mine impacted communities and striking 

workers and their organisations become marginalised and even criminalised. Using Lugones 

we can conclude that as we learn and continue to perceive others arrogantly or think of them 

as merely passive subjects, moulded and shaped by arrogant perception, we fail to identify 

with - and fail to love – those so perceived (Lugones, 1994, pp. 104-108). 

In the context sketched above, the oppressed and exploited are in the process sanctioned to 

“have our gazes fixed on the oppressor” along with another injunction “not to look to and 

connect with each other in resistance to oppression. In Africa we have been brainwashed to 

accept that “development” is the opposite of our way of life, that ‘development and growth’ can 

only come from outside, through foreign investment, it is part of being taught to be African, “... 

to be both the agent and the object of arrogant perception” (Lugones, 1994, p. 106). 

In the process, and due to the paternalistic attitude of both government and mining 

corporations towards impacted communities who were previously self-reliant, communities 

become the oppressed and exploited, dependent on state hand-outs and corporate largesse 

and philanthropy. At this point, the paternalism of the mining corporation comes into play.  
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Naomi Klein claims that corporations want to be loved (Klein, 2005), and, in this, corporations 

seek to establish a paternalistic relationship with impacted communities. They want to be 

perceived lovingly by communities and the public at large (hence their immense public 

relations budgets), while they arrogantly perceive the communities and the public.  

In insisting that any person who is not involved in wage labour in the market economy is “poor”, 

corporations seek to establish a dependent, parasitic relationship of communities in mining 

areas. When a mine is established, all previous economic modes are destroyed (as this report 

will demonstrate), and communities lose access to land, grazing, water, and broad 

environmental resources.  

The impression is created, even demanded, that corporations must be loved because they 

are purported to bring development, growth, employment, and modernity on the one hand, 

and that people in communities must be passive and dependent on the corporation for jobs, 

housing, and feeding on the other. In the process, the corporation hopes that the community 

and the public will identify with and love the corporation. Instead, corporations find that 

communities end up hating them. The end result is that the corporation abuses the community 

and the community responds by abusing the corporation. A cycle of conflict thus ensues. 

The Bench Marks Foundation is using the concept of arrogant perception, developed by 

Lugones, not just to assign responsibility, but to understand the oppression, abuse and 

exploitation of impacted communities in order to find a way out of this situation, a way that will 

allow us, as South Africans, to take responsibility for the current situation in a manner that will 

not be doomed to oppress abuse and exploit others. In finding a way forward, the Bench Marks 

Foundation sees the need for a broad coalition between impacted communities, community-

based organisations, civil society organisations, faith-based organisations and trade unions. 

However, the researcher agrees with Lugones when she explains why coalitional work is 

difficult. She cites Audre Lorde and her argument that the formation of coalitions can have a 

problematic homogenizing aspect. Focusing on “differences”: which are constructed by the 

“logic of domination” is part of the “divide and conquer” (Lugones, 1994, pp. 108-111) strategy 

used by oppressors to separate and diffuse the radical potential of communities, workers, civil 

society, faith-based organisations etc. Lugones argues that instead we need to focus neither 

on sameness nor on “difference” (insofar as these "differences” are constructed through the 

logic of oppression), but instead of “non-dominant differences” (Lugones, 1994, pp. 108-116).  

What this means is that we need to understand ourselves as occupying interrelated “ ‘worlds’ 

of resistant meaning,” - that is, to abandon arrogant perceptions and to instead “travel” to other 

people’s “worlds” and to see and understand these “worlds” (Lugones, 1994, pp. 108-111).  
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In the South African context, NGOs and political organisations of the left, including trade 

unions, are deeply divided as a result of the arrogant perception of each other. These divisions 

are fostered by competition for funding, competition for relevance and competition for space 

and attention. These divisions must be overcome if the challenges posed to the environment, 

society and communities by the mining industry are to be addressed.  

Thus, human rights and environmental lawyers, trade unionists, workers, community-based 

organisations, NGOs, churches and religious groups need to abandon any arrogant 

perceptions they might have of each other, learn to understand each other’s worlds through 

their “travel” and engagement. Lugones suggests “disloyalty to arrogant perceivers, including 

the arrogant perceiver in ourselves,” (Lugones, 1994, p. 117) and to their construction of 

perceptions of communities impacted by mining. In this context, the perception index tool that 

Bench Marks Foundation wants to construct becomes incredibly important. 

Struggling to address the impact of corporate behaviour and actions on communities, a “loving 

perception” needs to be adopted. Lugones once again quotes Frye” “The loving eye is ‘the 

eye of one who knows that to know the seen, one must consult something other than one’s 

own will and interests and fears and imagination’”  (Lugones, 1994, p. 107). It is in this context 

that the Bench Marks Foundation community monitoring school and its Tunatazama (Swahili 

for “we are seeing”) programme comes into play, because it provides communities with tools 

to enable them to deconstruct the arrogant corporate images of themselves, and to reconstruct 

themselves and the perceptions of others about communities. This means that the arrogant 

perceptions need to be abandoned and we must refuse to use our own preconceived notions 

and experiences to interpret the experiences and lives of other people.  

 

Photo 1: Bench Marks community monitors  
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To do so, Lugones argues, people need to “travel” to the “worlds” of other people. Through its 

research, the Bench Marks Foundation has learned that it can best understand the real impact 

of mines on communities through communities’ experience of that impact. It is this experience 

by communities of the corporation that allows the third aspect of our understanding of 

corporate personality to be completed (see figure 1). Thus NGOs, civil society organisations, 

faith based organisations, trade unions, researchers and academics need to engage with 

mine-impacted communities and workers by “travelling” to their worlds without the baggage of 

preconceived notions and experiences. We need to create the opportunity for these impacted 

communities and workers to speak for themselves, to articulate their own experiences and 

find solutions and strategies of resistance to the impact of corporations. 

The world in which we live is multi-versal; we do not exist in a universe, but in a self-

constructed multi-verse.  A person in Sandton6 lives in a completely different “world” from that 

of a person in Alexandra township7. The person living in relocated Magobading lives in a very 

different world from a person living in Pretoria. Lugones is the author of the theory of “worlds.” 

She stresses that this is not a utopian theory. It cannot be an imagined place; rather, it is a 

“world” must be possible. However, Lugones clarifies, any possible “world” will not necessarily 

fit into her conception of “worlds.” Rather, a “world” must be “inhabited at present by some 

flesh and blood people” (Lugones, 1994, pp. 108-111). A “world” could be a society, or a 

“dominant culture’s description and construction of “life, including its constructions of gender, 

race, class, etc. A “world” can also be a “nondominant, a resistant construction” by a minority 

of the dominant society. Indeed, she writes, a “world need not be a construction of a whole 

society. It may be a construction of a tiny portion of a particular society” (Lugones, 1994, pp. 

108-111). 

 

  

                                                
6 

  Sandton is one of the wealthiest suburbs in South Africa located north of 

Johannesburg 

7 

  Alexandra is a very poor ‘location’ in which many of the workers employed in the 

industrial area of Wynberg between Alexandra and Sandton live. 
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3. Methodology 
This chapter covers the overview of the methodology used in the study. The discussion in the 

chapter is structured into seven main sections. The first section looks at the research 

questions used to guide the open-ended interviews. The second section looks at the research 

designs that informed the research method. Section three looks at the instruments used in the 

field for data collection (focus groups and random individual interviews), while section four 

addresses the sampling techniques for recruiting interviewees. The fifth section explores the 

methods used for data collection (open-ended questions). Section six examines the data 

analysis employed, while the final section explores the limitations of the study. 

3.1 Research questions 

The research questions are: 

1. What was life like in Sekhukhuneland in general, and in Maotsi, Magobagobe and 

Botshabelo in particular, before mining? 

2. How and why were the people moved from Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo to 

Magobading?  

3. Did the community have an opportunity to give free, prior, informed and continuous 

consent to the process of removal? Were they properly informed of the consequences? 

4. Did the corporation Anglo Platinum pay due attention to the law and regulatory 

requirements governing relocations? 

5. Is life in the relocated community what they were promised it would be, and is it what 

they expected it to be? 

6. What does the future hold for the community of Magobading?  

7. What are the lessons to be learned from this particular relocation? 

3.2 Research design 

The research report used mainly qualitative methods to answer the research questions. The 

following table summarises the methods used for each each question: 

Table 1: Methods used to answer research questions 

Research Question Method Used to Answer Question 

1. What was life like in Sekhukhuneland 

in general, and in Maotsi, 

Magobagobe and Botshabelo in 

particular before mining? 

Researchers had focus group discussions with elders in the 

community. They also did a literature review on the history and 

anthropology of Sekhukhuneland. They did an extensive review of 

the pre-mining village of GaNchabeleng to provide readers with an 

idea of what life in Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo must 

have been like. 
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Research Question Method Used to Answer Question 

2. How and why were the people moved 

from Maotsi, Magobagobe and 

Botshabelo to Magobading? 

Researchers had focus group discussions and interviews with 

households in Magobading. They also reviewed company 

literature, newspaper reports and company reports. 

3. Did the community have an opportunity 

to give free, prior, informed and 

continuous consent to the process of 

removal? Were they properly informed 

of the consequences? 

 

Researchers had focus group discussions with members of the 

community and interviewed members of households. They also 

reviewed company literature, newspaper reports and company 

reports. 

4. Is life in the relocated community what 

they were promised it would be, and is 

it what they expected it to be? 

 

Researchers had focus group discussions with members of the 

community and interviewed members of households. 

5. Did the corporation Anglo Platinum 

pay due attention to the law and 

regulatory requirements governing 

relocations? 

 

Researchers did an intensive and critical review of the legislative 

and regulatory requirements. 

6. What does the future hold for the 

community of Magobading?  

 

Researchers looked at other communities living in a post-mining 

environment, had interviews with residents of such communities 

and participated in focus group discussions. Researchers also 

conducted literature reviews on other studies done in post-mining 

communities. 

7. What are the lessons to be learned 

from this particular relocation? 

Researchers, community members and Bench Marks Foundation 

staff collaborated in reviewing the report and drawing out the 

pertinent lessons and recommendations. 

3.3 Instruments 

The Bench Marks Foundation research team used focus group discussions, unstructured 

interviews, women, youth, and community workshops. The purpose of the team’s approach 

was not just to gather information from the community but also to leave basic research skills 

in the community, including mapping, drawing, writing, interview and workshop skills, 

particularly for the youth (see Appendix 7.7 for the list and dates of focus group discussions). 
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Photo 2: Focus group discussion with women 

3.4 Sample collection 

The research team worked through the Magobading Community Mine Relocation Committee 

(MCMRC), which represents the entire community. Regular focus group meetings, facilitated 

by the MCMRC, were conducted, as well as focus group meetings with the youth and the 

elderly. Altogether 17 such engagements were held, with the aim of soliciting as much 

information as possible about the relocation process, outcomes and impacts on the 

communities involved. 

 

Photo 3: Meeting with the Magobading Community Relocation Committee 
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Focus group meetings with men, women and with heads of households were also conducted. 

Youth in the community were trained in a workshop to conduct interviews, and recorded 

interviews were done with households in every street. 66 households out of 98 households 

were covered. The Bench Marks Foundation also facilitated a meeting between Anglo 

Platinum management and representatives from the community at the company’s head office 

in Johannesburg (see Appendix 7.7 for schedule of meetings between the community and 

Anglo Platinum).  

 

Interviews with key informants were recorded, and the recordings were translated and 

transcribed. 

In order to understand what life was like in Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo prior to 

relocation, the research team undertook field visits to the site of the former village with 

community guides to explain the history and context of life there. The research team also 

visited GaNchabeleng village in Sekhukhuneland where mining activities have not yet begun. 

In GaNchabeleng, community guides led the team to cultural and heritage sites, explaining 

what life was like, and the team went to the surrounding bush with two traditional healers to 

visit a male initiation site, various springs and waterholes of cultural significance and to learn 

about the community’s use of fauna and flora. The team participated in a focus group meeting 

with the GaNchableng tribal council and in a traditional wedding ceremony, the significance of 

which will be discussed elsewhere in the report. 

Interviewer: What did they promise you? 

Interviewee: They told us that when we move to Magobading they would take two 
children from each family to work in the mine but they have not delivered on that promise.  

Interviewer: What is the main feeling when you see the youth of Magobading not 
working? 

Interviewee: We feel sad because it is painful to see them not finding jobs. 

(Interview conducted on 9 June 2014). 
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Photo 4: Meeting with the tribal council of GaNchabeleng 

 

Photo 5: Magobading relocated community 

3.5 Data collection 

The Bench Marks Foundation team trained youth in the community to conduct open-ended 

interviews, in other words there was no fixed questionnaire; the interviews were 

‘conversational’ given that the researchers were not looking for quantitative, but rather 

qualitative information. A day was set aside for teams of two interviewers (one scribe and one 

interviewer) to conduct the interviews. The interviews were unstructured and were conducted 

around the key research questions (see above). Interviews with key informants were 

electronically recorded and transcribed. The interviews were conducted between 9 and 17 

June 2014. 

The research team also did an extensive literature review including of anthropological reports, 

company reports, newspaper reports and articles, copies of relocation contracts, house plans, 

academic research reports etc. The team also reviewed the national legal and regulatory 
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frameworks within which mining and relocation are supposed to occur. The information thus 

gathered was then compared with the perceptions and opinions of the communities engaged 

with. For legal opinions, the team interacted with the Legal Resource Centre and Lawyers for 

Human Rights. 

3.6 Data analysis 

The information gathered was subsequently triangulated to determine the extent to which 

Anglo Platinum’s private personality matched its public and experienced personalities from 

which the final conclusions were drawn. In this instance triangulation refers to matching the 

private personality, the public personality and the experienced personality of the corporation 

in relation to the experience of the relocated communities. 

3.7 Limitations 

The Bench Marks Foundation has been involved with this community for almost a decade. In 

this time, the Foundation has interceded with the corporation on behalf of and with the 

community on numerous occasions. The Foundation’s concerns are driven by anxieties for 

human, social, economic and environmental rights of the community, whereas the concerns 

of the mining corporations are driven by their obligations to shareholders, the profit margin 

and the state of the market at any one point. The corporation’s reliance on contractors and 

subcontractors in the relocation process not only costs it in terms of remediating the mistakes 

made by those acting on its behalf, it also impacts on the institutional memory of the 

corporation. This was made clear by requests to the corporation for information relating to (a) 

the rezoning of Mecklenburg A farm to Magobading, (b) the environmental impact assessment 

for the relocation, and (c) the water use licence for the township of Magobading. Other 

limitations include the long distances between the Bench Marks Foundation’s offices and the 

community, the lack of communication technology in the community, and the frustrations of 

the community with consultation processes. The community have on several occasions 

accused Anglo Platinum of seeking to divide them, and to turn the community against the 

Magobading Relocation Committee. The research findings are specific to a rural relocated 

community. In many other instances, mines are located within urban spatial contexts and the 

social and economic impacts and community experiences within an urban context are 

different. 
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4. Discussion and findings 
4.1 What was life in the community like before mining? 

The purpose of this section is to give an overview of what life was like before mining in 

Sekhukhuneland in general so as to contextualise life before mining in Maotsi, Magobagobe 

and Botshabelo. It is also important to briefly discuss the precolonial mode of production and 

existence and later how this mode articulated with the evolving market economy in its colonial 

and apartheid forms. 

4.2 Brief history of Sekhukhuneland 

Present-day Pedi, Sekhukhuneland, is situated between the Olifants River (Lepelle) and its 

tributary, the Steelpoort River (Tubatse). It is bordered on the east by the Drakensberg range, 

and crossed by the Leolo mountains. At the height of its power the Pedi polity under Thulare 

(about 1790–1820) included an area stretching from the site of present-day Rustenburg in the 

west to the Lowveld in the east, and ranging as far south as the Vaal river. 

The area under Pedi control shrank dramatically when they were defeated by British troops in 

1879. Reserves were created for this and for other northern Sotho groups by the Transvaal 

Republic’s Native Location Commission. Over the next hundred years or so, these reserves 

were then variously combined and separated by a succession of government planners.  

The Pedi were not excluded from the objectives of the regime change programme of Cecil 

Rhodes, Prime Minister at the Cape, and rand lord supreme of the mining industry, and Lord 

Alfred Milner, colonial Governor at the Cape prior to and after the Anglo Boer War 1898 to 

1902. Their demands for the change of government in the Transvaal included: 

a) The transformation of the machinery of the state:  

- A modern bureaucracy, particularly a Native Affairs Department (to secure cheap 

labour for the mines); 

- An effective police force (to police both black and white labour); and 

- An uncorrupt judiciary. 

b) The elimination of the concessions policy; 

c) The elimination and reduction of tariffs; 

d) Ensuring the reproduction of the work force of both black and white labour; 
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e) “…the magnates themselves sought a ring-keeper who would reduce eliminate 

competition among themselves, and between themselves and commercial farming and 

commercial capital”; and 

f) Reinforcing the coercive machinery of state and to reduce the need for it, they sought 

institutions which would create ideological supports for the new economic order such 

as a compliant press and a suitably adapted education system (Marks and Trapido, 

Lord Milner and the South African State, 1979, p. 63). 

The Land Act of 1913, which restricted the indigenous African population to 13 % of the land 

despite being more than 80% of the population, followed rom these demands, . Lionel Curtis, 

influential in British domestic policy and an arch imperialist, created a think tank to formulate 

policies for the Union of South Africa.  

One of the participants was Howard Pim. In 1905, Pim systematically laid out the dynamics 

that would see the majority of South Africans deprived of their land and turned into cheap black 

labour for the mining industry and farming, all without any consultation with, and participation 

of, the black African majority. He provides the logic that formed the foundation of the bantustan 

system, viz, (a) to keep black South Africans out of towns; (b) to pay them only single man’s 

wages; (c) to use the bantustans as a dumping ground for the sick and disabled, often made 

so by the mining industry; and (d) to control crime in towns through the creation of locations 

(now townships). Note also that Pim admits that indigenous African farmers at that time were 

more efficient at farming than their settler counterparts: 

"… let us assume... that the white man does turn the native out of one or more of his reserves... 

the native must live somewhere. Supposedly, he is moved into locations attached to the large 

industrial centres - a theory of native management which receives much support... In the 

location he is more closely huddled together than he would be in his own country, and finds... 

himself in surroundings in which his native customs have no place and he is compelled to 

purchase from the white man the food which in his own country he raised for himself. What 

the white man gains, therefore, is little more than the labour required to pay for the food which 

under natural conditions the native raised for himself.... The white man has not yet shown the 

competitive nature his cultivation of the simple crops in South Africa which the native is 

required to produce can compete with native cultivation.... For some time, the location consists 

of able-bodied people, but they grow older, they become ill, they become disabled - who is to 

support them? They commit offences - who is to control them? The reserve is a sanatorium 

where they can recruit; if they are disabled they remain there. Their own tribal system keeps 

them under discipline, and if they commit a crime and are convicted for it there is not the 

slightest difficulty in bringing them to justice... As time goes on these location burdens will 

increase and the proportion of persons in the location really able to work will still further 
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diminish ... it is a fair assumption that the outside one-fifth of the location population... is able 

to work. This means that the wages paid by the employers will have to be sufficient to support 

four other/extra persons besides the workman” (Marks and Trapido, Lord Milner and the South 

African State, 1979, p. 71). 

Of importance to the discussion about the Magobading relocation by Anglo Platinum later in 

this paper are the prophetic words of Pim regarding the impact of relocation from a rural setting 

to an urban setting designed for purposes of social engineering rather than redress: “We will 

suppose that he is moved into locations attached to the large industrial centres - a theory of 

native management which receives much support... In the location he is more closely huddled 

together than he would be in his own country, and finds... himself in surroundings in which his 

native customs have no place and he is compelled to purchase from the white man the food 

which in his own country he raised for himself” (Marks and Trapido, Lord Milner and the South 

African State, 1979).  In effect, the relocation of people from three customary villages into a 

grid-pattern township transformed them from self-reliant agriculturalists into a potential pool of 

cheap labour, unemployed, desperate and without any means in land or livestock to continue 

in the manner in which they have lived before mining. Pim’s vision dating back to the early 20th 

century replayed itself out in the early 21st century in the relocation of people to Magobading 

in 2002. 

Black South Africans, who did not attain full  citizenship rights until 1994, were systemically  

subjected to relocation in order to make way for white dominated economic interests in mining 

and agriculture, and reduced to the provision of cheap labour only. The hostile reaction of 

black communities to relocation stems from this long and unfortunate history. 

The urban planners of the colonial Union of the South Africa government between 1910 and 

1948 paid little attention to the influence of kinship and culture on customary spatial 

arrangements and the influence and determination of such arrangements on African identity. 

Being more interested in the control of the state over African people than in the human dignity 

and socio-cultural identity of those being displaced from their land and their self-defined urban 

space, these planners paid scant attention to the culture and values of African people. This 

arrogance was inherited and replicated by mining corporations responsible for the removal 

and relocation of people to make way for mining. 

The purpose of colonial and apartheid ‘planning’ of the spatial arrangement of indigenous 

African populations and communities can be deduced from a statement by Alfred Milner, “Our 

welfare depends upon increasing the quantity of our white population, but not at the expense 

of its quality. We do not want a white proletariat in the country. The position of whites among 

the vastly more numerous black population requires that even their lowest ranks should be 

able to maintain a standard of living far above that of the poorest section of the population of 
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a purely white country... However, when examining the matter, the conclusion of the same root 

principle is always found - the urgency of that development alone can make this a white man’s 

country in the only sense that South Africa can become one, and that is, not a country full of 

poor whites, but one in which a largely increased white population can live in decency and 

comfort. That development requires capital, but it also requires a large amount of rough labour. 

And that labour cannot, to any extent, be white...” (Marks and Trapido, Lord Milner and the 

South African State, 1979, p. 66). 

The philosophies that would inform urban and rural planning throughout the colonial era 

between 1910 and 1948 and apartheid after 1948 had to do with cheap black labour and 

sustaining white privilege. Australian journalist Ambrose Pratt observed in 1910, “There are 

classes in South Africa, but amongst the whites at least there are no masses. The caste 

system which has replaced the older institution of slavery has effectually compelled even the 

poorest of the wage earning whites to join forces with the plutocrats in a tacit conspiracy of 

co-operation to maintain their pride of race and to prevent the social elevation and political 

emancipation of the blacks… Millionaires and mechanics view the Negro through cognate sets 

of spectacles. The millionaire wants plenty of cheap labour. The mechanic wants a monopoly 

of the skilled labour market and, being lazy, he also wants cheap black industrial valets to 

perform the rougher portions of his work” (Kennedy, 1984, p. 20). 

To establish a functioning society that would funnel the mineral wealth of South Africa to the 

centre of the empire, Britain had to arrange the division of space, the division of labour, the 

division of wealth, and the division of control in such a manner that the Union of South Africa 

could become a self-regulating/self-disciplining unit within which a white minority could sustain 

its control in the face of an overwhelming black majority. In doing so the new Union of South 

Africa administration had to solve a number of problems which the old divided South Africa, 

given its divisions, was not sufficiently equipped to do. On the one hand there was the labour 

question, that of amassing cheap black labour for the mines and commercial agriculture For 

this purpose, the tribally divided black population had to be separated from their means of 

production, especially in respect of the land and cattle.  

However, in turning this majority of people into cheap labour, the possibility of them becoming 

a detribalised, class conscious proletariat that would pose a threat to white domination in urban 

areas also had to be countered. In the articulation between the capitalist mode of production 

and the pre-capitalist customary modes of production, just enough of the latter had to be 

sustained to allow for the functioning of the migrant labour system. Instead of creating a 

proletariat, the system produced a semi-peasant/ semi-worker – or what we could call a 

peasantariate. The system had to advance the advantages of concentrating large numbers of 

people for the mines, while simultaneously reducing the risks of massification both in rural and 

urban areas. Thus the system of customary rule and law had to be turned into a disciplining, 
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self-regulating system in rural areas working for the dominant capitalist mode of production 

rather than against it. 

As Foucault summed up the processes at work globally in the 18th and 19th centuries, “if the 

economic take-off of the West began with the techniques that made possible the accumulation 

of capital, it might perhaps be said that the methods of administering the accumulation of men 

made possible a political take-off in relation to the traditional, ritual, costly, violent forms of 

power, which soon fell into disuse and were superseded by a subtle, calculated technology of 

subjection. In fact the two processes – the accumulation of men and the accumulation of 

capital – cannot be separated; it would not have been possible to solve the problem of 

accumulation of men without the growth of an apparatus of production capable of both 

sustaining them and using them; conversely, the techniques that made the cumulative 

multiplicity of men useful accelerated the accumulation of capital” (Foucault, 1977, pp. 220-

221).  

Thus the reserves/homelands, townships, rural villages, racial segregation and the immense 

social engineering which brought us to where we are today was engaged in to facilitate the 

accumulation of capital through the control of accumulated human beings. It made the masses 

work for it while simultaneously arresting and regulating movements that could work against 

it, and where such movements become too powerful, co-opting them. “That is why discipline 

fixes; it arrests or regulates movements; it clears up confusion; it dissipates compact groupings 

of individuals wandering about the country in unpredictable ways; it establishes calculated 

distributions. It must also master all the forces that are formed from the very constitution of an 

organised multiplicity; it must neutralise the effects of counter-power that wishes to dominate 

it: agitations, revolts, spontaneous organisations, coalitions – anything that may establish 

horizontal conjunctions” (Foucault, 1977, p. 219).  

In the case under review, the people of Magobading had to be relocated in a disciplined 

manner that would facilitate the accumulation of capital in the form of platinum mining, without 

disrupting the preferred labour relations mediated through migrant labour and subcontracting, 

while simultaneously convincing the people that it was in their best interest to be moved, 

thereby preventing a resistance to the removal and the emergence of a disaffected counter-

power in the community and nationally. Both the current government and the mining industry 

are trying to prevent the emergence of a counter-power of opposition of communities affected 

by mining. 

The 1913 Land Act resulted in over population, aggravated by drought and a decline in the 

agricultural ability of rural people to sustain themselves in the reserves (later homelands). 

While the homelands functioned as labour reserves for the white owned economy, the Group 

Areas Act restricted their access to towns.  A number of commissions were appointed, first by 
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the Union government and then by the apartheid government, to study this problem and 

present solutions for it. One was the Social and Economic Planning Council, whose report 

appeared in 1946 under the title The Native Reserves and their Place in the Economy of the 

Union of South Africa. In 1948 the National Party came to power and, in order to solve these 

problems, also appointed a number of commissions, the most important of which was the 

Tomlinson Commission, whose report appeared in 1955 (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, 

Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005).  

The major problems identified in these reports had to do with the quality of the land on which 

black people were settled. It was therefore decided to address this in drastic manner. One was 

to lessen the number of livestock, as it exceeded the carrying capacity in most cases. The 

other was to urbanise the areas. These and other measure not mentioned here, over time, 

gave rise to the concept of “betterment” (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 

2005).  

 According to the system of “betterment” a survey was made of all land in the homelands. The 

results were subdivided into three categories: land suitable for grazing, agriculture or 

settlement. ‘Surplus’ animals were culled, in most cases without the knowledge and consent 

of the owners. Further, new settlements were laid out according to planned townships and 

people were forced to move to these. This was later colloquially referred to as malaene, 

derived from the word line, with reference to the settlements being laid out in lines. (This, in 

all probability was the first move (1954) mentioned in the oral history.) This led to the 

Sekhukhuneland uprising of 1958 (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005).  

The second move (1975), referred to in the oral history, is basically a continuation of the 

previous events. In this case, however, it specifically involved the concept of homeland 

consolidation and development with the eventual aim of achieving “independence”. This 

necessitated the implementation of the same principles as originally formulated for 

“betterment”. Needless to say, it had similar results as the people also resisted it (van 

Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005).  

By 1972 this planning had culminated in the creation of a so-called independent national unit 

or “homeland” named Lebowa. In terms of the government’s plans to accommodate ethnic 

groups separately from each other, this was designed to act as a place of residence for all 

northern Sotho speakers. The purpose of creating Lebowa, like all other Bantustans, dates 

back to the vision of Alfred Milner as expressed above, to ensure that indigenous Africans “will 

not become a permanent urban proletariat by legislating that every black must register as a 

citizen of a homeland. While the high rate of labour migration to the towns has had an 

increasingly disturbing effect upon rural social patterns…” the apartheid government felt that 

a reverse influx of urban Pedi back into the homeland would constitute an equal threat for the 
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future (Comaroff J. L., 1976, p. 69). Indeed, such fears were realised in the 1958 Pedi uprising 

in Sekhukhuneland in which mine workers and some local chiefs including Chief Mampuru, 

where Magobading is located, participated (Lodge, 1987).  

But many Pedi had never resided in the area called Lebowa; since the polity’s defeat, they 

had become involved in a series of labour-tenancy or sharecropping arrangements with white 

farmers, lived as tenants on crown land, purchased farms communally as freeholders, or 

moved to live in the townships adjoining Pretoria and Johannesburg on a permanent or semi-

permanent basis. Many became migrant workers in the factories and mines around 

Johannesburg (Gemmill, 1961). In total, however, the population of the Lebowa homeland 

increased rapidly after the mid-1950s, due to the forced relocations from rural areas and cities 

in common South Africa undertaken by apartheid’s planners and to voluntary relocations by 

which former labour tenants sought independence from the restrictive and deprived conditions 

under which they had lived on the white farms. It is thus entirely possible that Mecklenburg A 

and B where Magobading was created as a relocation community, or the land from which they 

had been moved had actually been purchased by their ancestors in the 19th century in a 

manner similar to the Bafokeng. For justice to prevail this would warrant in-depth investigation. 

The references to totems of sub-groups in this study demonstrates the relationship between 

the Pedi and fauna in the areas where they reside. Mining and imposed largely western 

enclave “development” models have had a devastating effect on wild life in the area. Animal 

totems, flora, and and streams all formed part of the identity of village communities and the 

destruction of these resources represents a destruction of individual and communal identity. 

 

4.3 What was life like in Maotsi, Magobagobe and Botshabelo in 
particular before mining? 

The heritage audit that was done prior to the relocation of the three villages to Magobading 

was carried out on behalf of the engineering firm SRK Consultants in April 2003 and consists 

of a ten-page summary remarkably empty of anthropological and archaeological content (van 

Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005). According to the authors, “Documenting 

the sites showed that it all belonged to a single extended family that have been living in the 

area for a number of generations. Suddenly, the history of a seemingly insignificant group of 

people became the object of study, giving us the opportunity to understand the problems they 

faced and continue to face in their daily lives” (see Appendix 8.2).  No mention is made of the 

problems associated with dislocation that resettlement would cause, neither is there any 

consideration of living culture or the anthropology of the impacted communities. 
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In addition, two brief archaeological reports were submitted towards obtaining the mining 

licence for Twickenham mine (see Appendix 8.3 Archaeological Assessment For The 

Twickenham Hackney Pachaskraal Platinum Mine, Northern Province, and Appendix 9.4 

Additional Cultural Heritage Assessment for Twickenham). 

 

Map 1: Showing Magobading and surrounding villages, including the area from where relocation took place (Ga-

Makgopa/Magobagobe (Ladski, Seshoka, Faysse, Lévite, and Koppen, 2004, p. 2) 

The establishment of Twickenham mine represented the disruption of three communities and 

their way of life. The impact was one of shock and awe in the sense to which Naomi Klein 

refers. In these communities,  the pre-mining ‘peasant’ or self-sustaining household produced 

its own means of livelihood. It did so in a communal manner and not in isolation. Unlike the 

urban nuclear household of the market economy at the centre of liberal economics, the 

reproduction of peasant communities entails social rather than individual reproduction. 

Choices in this context are not calculated by the “individual” of liberal economics, but by the 

household in the context of an extended family. This is not to say that these villagers were in 

the pre-mining years unaware of, and did not engage with, the wider economy. They did, but 

had more room to mediate that engagement and could to some extent determine its terms and 

conditionssince there was a greater degree of flexibility and choice.  

The village household, while being a complex of collective productive activities with clear role 

definitions, was part of a wider complex of social activities. The household was the core unit 

of economic production and self-sustainability; as a interviewee put it, “before we were 

relocated, we worked with our own hands and we were dependent on no one, we had our 

livestock and we ploughed our land.” The household was also the core unit of consumption of 

that which was produced. While many people did engage in migrant labour in Johannesburg, 

this was to supplement household income and to meet the pressures put on the household by 
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the state and the market. However, the villagers never suffered the poverty of modern 

urbanisation. As another respondent put it, “we were not rich, but we never went hungry.” 

However, the household was not only an economic unit central to production and consumption 

. It was also central to all social purposes, being a unit of residence, marriage, and kinship 

relations, as well as a unit for venerating the ancestors, the earth spirits and the Supreme 

Being (Worseley, 1984, pp. 72 - 73). 

The household was central in the pre-mining context and it was founded on access to the land. 

The Pedi household had room for more than one livestock enclosure (kraal), and all families 

had access to land for cultivation. Family rituals such as weddings, funerals and age-defined 

ceremonies and rituals, including burials, took place on the land, close to the homestead. The 

land defined the household. Depriving such communities of their “ancestral lands” is to deprive 

them from the narrative of their history, from their ‘title-deeds’ which are the graves of their 

ancestors, and write them out of history. 

The land is the foundation of the household, the family, the extended family and ultimately the 

world view of the community, and, without it, everything falls apart. As Worseley put it, “It is, 

literally, a sacred trust, for it has to be handed on to the next generation, in good heart, to 

provide for their subsistence as it was handed to this generation from generations untold” 

(Worseley, 1984, p. 73).  

The current generation does not merely occupy and manage the land, sustaining themselves 

from it, but their link to it traces back to the common ancestor, to the Supreme Being, from the 

founding ancestor through the current generation, to the unborn and the future. The household 

is, therefore, the trans-generational manager of the land, and the household is obliged to 

ensure security of tenure, reduction of risk, sustain the family unit and the extended family 

dependent on that land and ensure that it is transferred to the next generation in good stead. 

These are the principal preoccupations of the current generation, not the preoccupation of 

profit as is the preoccupation of the household in the market economy. 

The land was thus essential to the survival of every member of the community. Land, therefore, 

had to be kept and passed down to the next generation in good condition. It could not be sold 

or alienated to anyone outside the community. Land was commonly divided in accordance 

with the changing composition of the extended family. Anyone who broke this chain 

jeopardised the future of generations to come Under pressure from Anglo Platinum and the 

government, the communities that were relocated to Magobading broke the chain and 

jeopardised the future of their children. They did so in terms of the promise of alternative land 

to be provided by the mining company, a promise which, fourteen years later, Anglo Platinum 

must still honour. Should Anglo Platinum renege on this promise, they will condemn the current 
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generation to despondency and powerlessness.In the case of the Magobading community 

studied here, it also has an impact on individual families in the community. Children in families 

are struggling to identify with their parents, after the community was relocated from their 

original self-sustaining village to the grid pattern township-style settlement Anglo Platinum built 

for them. The parents are no longer able to sustain their children; they have lost cattle, 

agricultural land, grazing land and access to water. 

 

The textbox above contains a snippet from open ended household interviews conducted on 

19 June 2014. It contradicts the picture painted by mining corporations of miserable poverty, 

unemployment and malnourishment in rural communities prior to mining. It also contests the 

narrative that modernisation brought as a result of mining is of benefit to communities. 

The relocated township is situated far away from any market or job opportunities. The 

community is now entirely reliant on state hand-outs in the form of various poverty grants, 

living in houses and in a location entirely provided by the corporation. In normal situations, 

children identify with their parents. It is through this identification that their “love” for their 

parents is expressed. This identification implies seeing oneself as the person with whom one 

is identifying.  

Interviewer: I would like to know about your life here since you moved to this 
area compared to the life you used to live in Magobagobe. 

Interviewee: The life here in Magobading is very difficult. 

Interviewer: And Magobagobe? 

Interviewer: At Magobagobe we used to farm and we were dependent on 
farming for survival. Life was easy there.  

(Interview conducted on 19 June 2014) 
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When the child observes the parent being oppressed, abused and exploited, either by 

corporations or the state, the child will see him- or herself, in the same position, which means 

that the child is being similarly oppressed, abused and exploited. Needless to say, many of 

the youth in Magobading blame their parents for accepting the relocation, and, as a 

consequence, responsible for their current state of dependence and misery. 

 

Evidence of the negative intergenerational impact of the relocation on the Magobading 

community came from a meeting jointly called by the community and Bench Marks Foundation 

on Tuesday, 5 July 2014 with Anglo Platinum at Twickenham mine in which the MRC wanted 

the management to clarify the source of funding for the Centre for Orphans and Vulnerable 

Children the corporation wants to construct in the community. 

4.3.1 Kinship in pre-mining communities 

It is important to discuss kinship because relocating people from three different villages into a 

single township set up disrupted long standing kinship relations, age roles, gender roles and 

the pre-existing customary hierarchies which existed in these communities. While it might be 

argued that these social relations and relations of production were conservative, the disruption 

of relocation did not represent an evolutionary process, but rather a shocking,  sociologically 

unplanned and destructive process.  A discussion of the pre-mining system of kinship now 

follows. 

Kgosi – a loose collection of kinsmen with related males at its core – was as much a rural unit 

as a kinship one, since membership was defined by acceptance of the kgoro-head’s authority 

rather than primarily by descent. Royal or chiefly kgȏrȏ sometimes underwent rapid 

subdivision as sons contended for positions of authority. 

Marriage was patrilocal. Polygyny was practised mostly by people of higher, especially chiefly, 

status. Marriage with a close or classificatory cousin, especially a mother's brother's daughter, 

Interviewer: What is the difference between your life here and the one in 

Magobagobe? 

Interviewee: Life is different because now we are struggling, there is no water, we 

are not farming and no one is working. We were dependent on our hands not on 

someone else. 

Interviewer: How do feel about lack of employment for your children? 

Interviewee: We are crying because the mine promised to provide employment for 

our children but they are not working and are busy on the streets. 
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was preferred, but this preference was most often realised in the case of ruling or chiefly 

families. Practised by the ruling dynasty during its period of dominance, it represented a 

system of political integration and controlled recycling of bridewealth (dikgomo di boela 

shakeng; returning of bride cattle). Cousin marriage meant that the two sets of prospective in-

laws were closely connected even before the event of marriage, and went along with an 

ideology of sibling-linkage, through which the bohadi (bridewealth) procured for a daughter's 

marriage would in turn be used to get a bride for her brother, and he would repay his sister by 

offering a daughter to her son in marriage. Cousin marriage is still practised, but less 

frequently. Polygyny too is now rare: many marriages end in divorce or separation, and a large 

number of young women remain single and raise their children in small (and often very poor) 

female-headed households. But new forms of domestic co-operation have come into being, 

often between brothers and sisters, or matrilineally-linked relatives (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi 

Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

Previously the oldest son of a household within a polygynous family would inherit the house-

property of his mother, including its cattle, and was supposed to act as custodian of these 

goods for the benefit of the household’s other children. With the decline of cattle-keeping and 

the sharply increasing shortage of land, this has switched to a system of last-born inheritance, 

primarily of land. 

The life-cycle for both sexes was differentiated by important rituals. Both girls and boys 

underwent initiation. Boys (bašemane, later mašoboro) spent their youth looking after cattle at 

remote outposts, in the company of peers and older youths. Circumcision and initiation at 

koma (initiation school), held about once every five years, socialised youths into groups of 

cohorts or regiments (mephato) bearing the leader’s name, whose members then maintained 

lifelong loyalty to each other, often travelling together to find work on the farms or on the mines. 

Girls attended their own koma and were initiated into their own regiments (ditswa-bothuku), 

usually two years after the boy’s school. Initiation is still practised, and provides a considerable 

income to the chiefs who licence it for a fee or, in recent years, to private entrepreneurs who 

have established initiation schools beyond chiefs’ jurisdiction. This has happened particularly 

where traditional spatial arrangements and customary community relations have been broken 

(Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

4.3.2 The importance of, and  relationship to the environment for pre-mining communities 

It must be understood that the resettled people came from villages in which they had resided 

since 1834, where all the features of the landscape were named and people easily oriented 

themselves. They came from a landscape threaded with paths linking one homestead with 

another in the village and neighbourhood, homesteads with fields, fields with one another, 

neighbourhoods with other neighbourhoods. In Magobading, the resettled communities were 
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left without fields to cultivate or land for grazing and forced into a township grid pattern with 

no recognition of customary spatial arrangements. We are therefore not surprised that the 

community feels disoriented, alienated and despairing. 

Much of the background information in this report was garnered from the Tšate Heritage Site, 

which contains a comprehensive history and anthropology of the Tšate Valley (Basadi-Ba-

Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

New Magobading (Mecklenburg A farm) is situated in the Tubatse District Municipality about 

fifty kilometres north west of Burgersfort. It is part of Tšate Valley, and had to make way for 

the development of the Twickenham mine in 2002. 

The present-day Sekhukhune (Bopedi) is situated between the Olifants river (Lepelle) and its 

tributary, the Steelpoort river (Tubatse), bordered on the east by the Drakensberg range, and 

traversed by the Leolo mountains. The area covers approximately 13 264 square kilometres 

(Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

 

Photo 6: Tšate heritage site 

The landscape is characterised by semi-arid plains and open valleys between the chains of 

hills and mountains running parallel to the escarpment. The plains are covered mostly by open 

and closed thornveld with an abundance of aloes and other succulents. The area near the 

Steelpoort river was in the past intensely farmed with sisal from which bags and ropes were 

made prior to the arrival of plastic substitutes (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 

2005).  
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Photo 7: Tšate Valley is covered in sisal, the obvious green alternative to plastic bags and nylon ropes. 

If modern mining operators in the area were serious about environmental sustainability, they 

would revive the sisal industry for biodegradable bags and instead of using plastic and nylon 

based products in their operations. This would translate into sustainable job creation under 

community ownership and management. 

The main urban centres include Groblersdal, Marble Hall, Burgersfort, Jane Furse, Ohrigstad, 

Steelpoort and Driekop. The rural component is composed of 600 villages dispersed 

throughout the district. The Sekhukhune economy is driven by agriculture, mining and tourism 

(Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

Topographically the area ranges in altitude from 900 meters above sea level in the Steelpoort 

valley to 1932 meters at the highest point on the Leolo mountains. The varied aspects and 

slopes associated with the mountainous nature of the area further contribute to the richness 

of its biodiversity. The climate is warm, with moist summers and cool, dry winters. Mean annual 

rainfall ranges between 400mm in the valleys to 600mm on the mountain slopes with mean 

summer temperatures ranging from an average of 25 degrees Celsius in the north to 20 

degrees Celsius in the south. 

Rare species occurring in the area include:  

 Two threatened mammal species (Juliana’s Golden Mole and the Short-eared Trident 

Bat); 

  The rare Cicada Pycna Sylvia that was believed to be extinct as it was last collected 

in 1906; 

The endemic Sekhukhune Flat Lizard; and 

 A large number of endemic plants such as the Yellow Leololo Arum Lilly, Sekhukhune 

Thorn, Red-berry Grey Karee, Sekhukhune Karee, Sekhukhune Bushman’s Tea, 
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Sekhukhune Green Stem, Sticky Nuxia, Lydenburg Euphoria, Sekhukhune Grape, 

Sekhukhune Elephantroot, and Sekhukhune Guarri (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural 

Development Trust, 2005). 

More than 2 200 vascular plants have been reported in the area, of which a large number are 

used directly for medicinal and cultural purposes, or are edible. There are 58 endemic and 

another 70 near endemic plant species in Sekhukhune. The region as a whole has been 

botanically under-explored and new endemic plant taxa and biogeographically important 

species are regularly discovered (Semenya and Potgieter, 2014).  

The rural population of Sekhukhune is highly reliant on wild plant biodiversity that provides 

diverse resources to them such as traditional medicines, grazing, browsing, food, fuel and 

building materials for housing. Dislocating/relocating a community from an area where they 

had free access to wild plants and the variety of uses from those plants to a township-like 

urban setting has separated the people from a critical natural resource that was freely 

available to them into a market type context that is inconveniently located many kilometres 

from the nearest malls or shopping centres. Even if they were to be located closer to market 

centres, the fact that they have not been absorbed into the money economy through labour or 

ownership of productive land has deprived them of any opportunity of engaging with the money 

economy. 

Jean and John Comaroff similarly point out how integrated the Sotho/Tswana cosmology and 

nature are, from the distinction between Naga, wild space and the Motse, which referred to 

controlled urban/village space, to the greeting of Pula, “let it rain” or “let it be cool” when 

someone entered the Kgotla, meeting place, to participate in a Pitso, a meeting of the tribe 

with the Kgosi, king or chief (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1985).  Each clan has a totem animal, 

and members of the clan may not kill or eat the meat of the totem animal of his/her clan. Thus, 

the totem of  the clan Phaahla among the BaPedi is Tau (lion) while the totem for the Baroka 

is Ditlou (elephant).  

In Tswana, Sotho and Pedi the word for medicine is Setlhare, which also denotes tree. For 

traditional rural communities whose culture and cosmology is steeped in the environment the 

destruction of the land, the environment, water, air, fauna and flora represented by industrial 

mining and the extractive industries is a heart-wrenching experience and something to which 

governments, corporations and the media pays insufficient attention. 

4.3.3 Settlements 

The Iron Age defined the cosmology (worldview), religion, culture, traditions and heritage of 

the pre-mining communities that occupied the Tšate Valley, and determined their relationship 
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to nature and the environment with which they interacted. Pre-mining settlement patterns were 

thus informed by communal access to: 

a) water; 

b) grazing land; 

c) land with fertile soil for cultivation; 

d) indigenous medicinal plants; 

e) naturally available building materials; and 

f) wildlife as an additional source of food. 

It should be noted that pre-mining communities were historically disrupted by the colonial 

invasion of land, by the 1913 Land Act, and by the various actions of the apartheid regime 

which required these communities to constantly adapt and change to imposed circumstances. 

These changes affected: 

a) settlement patterns; 

b) building materials; 

c) livestock numbers; 

d) land availability for cultivation; 

e) access to water; and 

f) consumption patterns. 

Most of the pre-mining settlements in Tšate Valley were located in valleys with fertile alluvial 

soils. The settlement patterns reflected a central cattle pattern (CCP) (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi 

Cultural Development Trust, 2005). It is important to note that the deep relationship between 

these communities and their herds influenced not only their language, linguistic idioms, 

religion, cultural practices and rituals, but also their settlement patterns, architecture and 

cosmology. Tearing these people from their land - “Our title deeds to this land are our ancestors 

buried here” - is extremely disruptive and psychologically damaging to those affected, and 

alienating them from their livestock represents an attack on their identity and their human 

dignity. It is in effect an act of dehumanisation. 

In the CCP system or pattern, the houses of wives were arranged according to rank around 

the central cattle enclosure and each house was divided into male and female space by a 

central hearth (fireplace). Within the CCP, the cattle enclosure is considered a male space and 

is strongly associated with the ancestors. The Kgotla or meeting place is at the centre of the 

Motse (village/town). This is where Pitsos (meetings) take place and is also considered male 

space. It is very closely associated with the central cattle enclosure. The Kgosi’s (King) 

homestead is arranged around the central enclosure and meeting place. The royal graves are 

located in the central enclosure. The king’s brothers are all Dikgosana (sub-chiefs/headmen) 
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and each occupied a ward (suburb) around secondary cattle enclosures. The most ordered 

space in the CCP is the central enclosure and meeting place of the King. Moving away from 

this space, one moves towards disorder, and the wild outside of the village is referred to as 

Naga (wild, unclean, disordered space) (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 

2005). 

In pre-colonial, pre-apartheid and pre-mining times, people settled on elevated sites in 

relatively large villages, divided into kgoro (pl. dikgoro, groups centred on agnatic family 

clusters). Each consisted of a group of households, in huts built around a central area which 

served as meeting-place, cattle byre, graveyard and ancestral shrine. Households’ huts were 

ranked in order of seniority. Each wife of a polygynous marriage had her own round thatched 

hut, joined to other huts by a series of open-air enclosures (lapa) encircled by mud walls. Older 

boys and girls would be housed in separate huts (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development 

Trust, 2005). Aspirations to live in a more modern style, along with practicality, have led most 

families to abandon the round hut style for rectangular, flat tin-roofed houses.  

Thus a typical Pedi town or Motse/Kgȏrȏ was arranged according to the coincidence of lineage 

and power, emphasising the importance of the position king as the centre of order power, 

control and stability vested as the custodian of all land belonging to the collective. Other 

pertinent points for this study are:  

a) The arrangement of space in the household dividing each household into male and 

female space; 

b) The burial of deceased family members inside the enclosure of the yard of the 

household, or in a cemetery located inside the village (our informants told us “our 

ancestors are a part of us we always want them close by”); 

c) The distinction between controlled space inside the village, with the centre of order 

being the Kgotla or the king’s enclosure; and, 

d) Uncontrolled/wild space, Naga, outside the boundaries of the town, far away from the 

centre of ordered space. 
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Photo 8: Note the grave inside the yard of the household. 

The customary arrangement of space, power and order both suited and posed a threat to 

colonial authorities and the apartheid government as customary economies “articulated” with 

the dominant colonial/capitalist economy. Firstly, the rural hinterland represented a major 

source of cheap labour for the mining industry and commercial farming and secondly, it could 

be used to control the flow of the African majority into the mining towns and industrial cities. 

Thirdly, it reduced the costs of administration and reverted costs of health, housing, education, 

policing and the reproduction of the semi urbanised migrant working class, back onto the rural 

hinterland. On the negative side, from the perspective of the apartheid and colonial regimes, 

it allowed for concentrations of people outside the direct hegemonic control of the dominant 

socio-economic mode of production which has allowed space for anti-colonial and anti-

capitalist movements such as the 1958 Sekhukhuneland uprisings, the Bahurutshe revolt in 

1957, the ‘peasants revolt’ in Pondoland of 1960 and the Thembu revolt of 1962/63 (Lodge, 

1987, pp. 261-294) 

Processes of forced and semi-voluntary relocation, and an apartheid government planning 

scheme implemented in the name of "betterment", have meant that many newer settlements, 

and the outskirts of many older ones, consist of houses built in grid-formation, occupied by 

individual families unrelated to their neighbours. Such living arrangements have not changed 

substantially since the advent of democracy in 1994 (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, 

and Viljoen, 2005) 

4.3.4  Self-sustaining economy of the pre-mining communities 

Claude Meillassoux defines self-sustaining economies as: 

a) a traditional social unit composed of a number of individuals of both sexes linked by 

kinship ties and grouped territorially or moving around together under the authority of 

a person regarded as eminent; 
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b) such a unit may be referred to as a community; 

c) it derives its self-sustaining capacity from agriculture, herding, elementary mining and 

minerals processing, gathering wild fruit, berries, edible roots and hunting; 

d) the main economic feature of such a community is self-sufficiency, meaning that the 

group produces all the goods needed for its reproduction and continuity from the 

immediately available natural resources in its environment. 

Such a community is integrated either in a larger formation (a tribe) composed of similar self-

sustaining communities or in a more complex and stratified political society. The other 

important characteristics of such a community include: 

a) all members of the community have physical access to raw materials and land; 

b) individual means of production are simple; 

c) relative complexity of production techniques; 

d) division of labour according to sex and age; 

e) circulation of food and products in terms of a social hierarchy cantered on the notion 

of seniority (Meillassoux, 1980, pp. 133-135). 

A self-sustaining community is unlikely to integrate easily into the market economy as 

labourers and will only do so in situations where its self-sufficiency has been undermined, or 

where the community has been alienated from raw materials and land and the environment 

that has made their self-reliance possible, thus disrupting the social relations, division of labour 

and social hierarchy of the community. We argue that this is what happened in the case of the 

Magobading relocation. 

4.3.4.1 Land tenure 

The pre-colonial system of communal or tribal tenure, being broadly similar to that practised 

throughout the southern African region, was crystallised, but subtly altered, by the colonial 

administration. A man was granted land by the chief. As a husband, the man could then 

allocate a piece to each of his wives. Overpopulation resulting from the government’s 

relocation policies, especially the impact of the 1913 Land Act, resulted in this system being 

modified – a household’s fields, together with its residential plot, are now inherited, ideally by 

the youngest married son. Christian Pedi communities who owned freehold farms were 

removed to the reserve without compensation, but since 1994, many have now reoccupied 

their land under restitution legislation, or are preparing to do so. The few Pedi who still live as 

labour tenants on white farms have been promised some security of tenure by land reform 

legislation. However, many communities are losing their land in the face of predatory mining 

expansion into the areas where they are residing (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development 

Trust, 2005). 
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4.3.4.2 Agriculture 

The Pedi owned large herds of cattle and were skilful manufacturers of iron tools. Because of 

their dependence on cattle for their everyday livelihood, culture and religion, cattle imagery 

dominated their language in idioms, praise songs, poetry and speech.  

The introduction of the animal-drawn plough and maize transformed the labour division 

significantly, especially when combined with the effects of labour migration. Mens’ leaving 

home to work for wages was initially undertaken by regimental groups of youths to satisfy the 

paramount’s firepower requirements, but later became increasingly necessary to individual 

households as population increased within the reserve and land degradation made it 

impossible to subsist from cultivation alone. Despite increasingly long absences, male 

migrants nonetheless remained committed to the maintenance of their fields: ploughing had 

now to be carried out during periods of leave, or entrusted to professional ploughmen or tractor 

owners. Women were left to manage and carry out all other agricultural tasks (Schapera, 

Migrant Labour and Tribal Life, 1947). Men, although subjected to increased controls in their 

lives as wage-labourers, fiercely resisted all direct attempts to interfere with the sphere of 

cattle-keeping and agriculture. Their resistance erupted in open rebellion – ultimately subdued 

– during the 1950s (Lodge, 1987).  

In later decades, some families have continued to practise cultivation and keep stock. These 

activities should more accurately be seen as demonstrating a long-term commitment to the 

rural social system to gain security in retirement than as providing a viable form of household 

self-sustainance (Schapera, Migrant Labour and Tribal Life, 1947). 

In the early 1960s, about 48% of the male population was absent as wage-earners at any 

given time. Between the 1930s and the 1960s, most Pedi men would spend a short period 

working on nearby white farms followed by a move to employment on the mines or domestic 

service and later – especially in more recent times – to factories or industry. Female wage 

employment began more recently, and is rarer and more sporadic. Some women worked for 

short periods on farms, others, since the 1960s, began to work in domestic service in the 

towns of the Witwatersrand. But in recent years there have been rising levels of education and 

expectation, combined with a sharp drop in employment rates (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural 

Development Trust, 2005). Many youths, better-educated than their parents and hoping for 

jobs as civil servants or teachers, stand little chance of finding employment of any kind in a 

place like Magobading. 

Pre-mining economy combined cattle-keeping with hoe cultivation. Principal crops were 

sorghum, pumpkins and legumes, which were grown by women on fields allocated to them 

when they married. Women hoed and weeded, did pottery and built and decorated huts with 

mud, made sleeping mats and baskets, ground grain, cooked, brewed, and collected water 
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and wood. Men did some work in fields at peak times, hunted and herded, did woodwork, 

prepared hides, and were metal workers and smiths. Most major tasks were done communally 

by matsema (work parties) (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

 

Photo 9: Communal grain grinding and meal production area, GaNchabeleng 

Millets and sorghum, cucurbits, groundnuts and beans were produced, and these communities 

also gathered wild fruits and roots, and hunted game. Domestic animals included goats, 

sheep, cattle, chickens and dogs (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005).  

Evidence from all over GaNchabeleng shows that in Pedi self-sustaining villages the grinding 

of grain was a communal activity carried out by groups of women rather than an isolated 

activity as in other Tswana communities (see photo 11 above). 

Grains were usually stored in (sefalana) granaries or pits close to the cattle enclosure. Over 

time, these pits were filled with domestic debris. Evidence from Tšate Valley indicates that pit 

fills consist of pots with broken bases and that these could be associated with rites of passage 

and the widespread metaphorical link between people and pots. What we have so far 

established are the links between these communities and their environment, their livestock, 

their spatial arrangements, and their ancestors. The pots and the pits near the cattle enclosure 

also bridges male and female space. We will also establish the link between pre-industrial 

mining communities, and mining and metals (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 

2005). 

4.3.4.3 Water and agriculture 

The chief was depended upon to perform rain-making for his subjects. The Bapedi are an 

offshoot of the Batswana people and like other Motswana understood the world in terms of 

the heat and dust and the cooling rains. Much of their belief system revolved around turning 

the heat and dust into something that would nourish life. The ancestors controlled rains. 

Therefore, keeping the ancestors happy was a key role of the Kgosi (King) to ensure that they 

brought soft, extended and even rains. This explains the location of ancestral graves in the 
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spatial arrangement of the village in close proximity to the kgotla and the central cattle kraal. 

In the prelude to the rain season, virgins would gather at the royal kraal around the royal pots 

‘molhapo’ and sing rain-making songs led in rain-making rituals by an old lady who is no longer 

sexually active (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005).  

Traditional music and dancing that accompanies rainmaking prayers could be used in protest 

if a Kgosi failed to make rain by neglecting the ancestors. Although Christianity is now a major 

religion throughout Sekhukhuneland, the rainmaking rites (gofetlha pula) remain an important 

part of Tswana/Pedi culture.  

According to Mr Mampuru (interviewed telephonically on 23 September 2014), a senior 

member of the tribal council under which Magobading falls, the Pedi greatly value rain, “which 

ultimately gives us water”. The names of children born during rainy seasons are called 

‘Mmapule’ (for girl child) or ‘Rapule’ (for boy child). This clearly shows that even human 

resources are valuable, hence the association of surnames to rain. It is also not uncommon to 

see young children dance and jump in the rain whenever there is a downpour chanting 

‘Pula nkgodisa’ (rain make me grow up), the myth associated with the practice that 

“encourages vitality and healthy growth of the young ones”! When a prominent visitor is 

received, the guest is accorded a special welcome, again with reference to rain. The 

expression in Setswana goes thus: ‘Goroga ka Pula!’ Yet another usage of the word rain in 

the Pedi culture is when droughts persist, or when rains delay beyond the usually expected 

season, on which occasions communities hold prayers. At these sessions, the congregation 

members incessantly chant and cry “Pula! Pula! Pula!”, while gazing to the heavens – perhaps 

in expectation of mystical cloud formation! Royal council meetings also end with chants of 

“Pula! Pula! Pula” meaning “let it rain!” 

Fountains also played a significant role in the self-sustaining pre-mining communities. 

Fountains were a source of water and often villages were located in close proximity to 

fountains. Thus Magobagobe was located right next to a fountain.  
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Photo 10: Women gather around the fountain to fetch water, wash clothes and discuss “women’s issues.” 

Women fetched water and gathered around the local fountain to do the washing. As such the 

fountain formed a place where they could discuss the issues of the village and matters of 

particular concern to them without the interference of men. Fountain water was also an 

important ingredient of traditional medicines. On hot days, children could swim in the natural 

pools below the fountain. How then could a mining company place a monetary value on the 

loss of a fountain? 

4.3.4.4  Pre-colonial mining 

Pedi communities mined minerals and processed them into tools in pre-colonial times, like all 

other Sotho/Tswana communities; the intent, however, was to produce use values rather than 

commodities for exchange and profit. James Baily recounts, “When I asked one of the heads 

of Anglo American mining group whether there was evidence that their mines had been worked 

by prehistoric miners, he replied that it was true for almost all, adding that a number of present 

day mines had been started merely by finding the old workings and looking down them to 

Photo 11: Children swimming in the pools below the fountain. 
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discover what the other people had been after. He cited the Rooiberg tin mine north of Pretoria 

as an example of this” (Baily, 1973, p. 186).  

RW Johnson remarks, “A prominent feature of the late Iron Age economy (of South Africa) was 

mining. The basic technology of iron casting could obviously be applied to other metals. So 

not only iron, but also copper, tin and gold were mined by late Iron Age communities in South 

Africa. The extent of mining was staggering: Iron Age mines were counted not in the dozens 

or scores but in hundreds. Later, white settlers would claim that they had provided the know-

how for mining, Africans labour - but actually many thousands of tons of rock containing iron 

and copper were excavated long before the white settlers arrived. The biggest mining areas 

were at Phalaborwa and around Messina. Gold and copper were mined to be sold to the coast 

while iron and tin were mined mainly for local consumption” (Johnson, 2004).  

Iron Age communities mined gold, iron, copper and specularite, and produced metal objects 

for personal adornment, agricultural tools and implements, defence, hunting and trade. 

However, mining and metal production was essentially for use rather than for exchange. Thus 

in an official Iscor (Iron and Steel Corporation) history of steel production in South Africa it is 

noted that “the manufacture of iron from native ores is as old as the known history of South 

Africa… The processes used by these early smelters were those of primitive iron makers 

throughout the world. Charcoal and ore were charged into a low furnace of stone and clay and 

blast was supplied from goatskin bellows through tuyères8 (of clay coated horn or bamboo)… 

Deep secrecy shrouded the craft of iron making which had become a mystic ritual. Only 

carefully chosen and carefully trained initiates could perform its mysteries, for enormous 

military and economic advantage lay in the possession of these secrets and the supernatural 

protection of the taboo replaced, perhaps more effectively, the legislative protection of patents 

in a more enlightened age” (ISCOR, 1953, p. 3). 

In the geological survey of 1976 we read, “the history of mining activities in South Africa began 

before the arrival of the European. Long before that event gold, copper, tin and iron were 

mined and smelted in the northern and eastern Transvaal and Rhodesia... Although these 

ancient workings did not penetrate below the water table, they have often guided modern 

prospectors to deep seated ore deposits” (Department of Mines, !976, p. 1). 

                                                
8  Tuyères – in seTswana/sePedi this is called Lenaka 
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Photo 12: Iron slag in Tšate Valley - evidence of pre-colonial mining. 

 

Photo 13: Possible ancient, precolonial mine not far from Magobagobe 

Given the above it is an indictment of the ruling party and post-1994 government that they fail 

to recognise community rights to mining and a meaningful part of the wealth generated from 

mining. 

4.3.4.5 Music, arts and crafts 

Important crafts included metal smithing, beadwork, pottery, house-building and painting, and 

woodworking (especially the making of drums). Pedi music (mmino wa setso: traditional music, 

lit. music of origin) has a six-note scale. Formerly played on a plucked reed instrument called 

dipela, its musicians now make use of trade-store instruments such as the jaw harp and the 

German autoharp (harepa), which have come to be regarded as typically Pedi (Basadi-Ba-

Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005).  

The peak of Pedi (and northern Sotho) musical expression is arguably the kiba genre, which 

has transcended its rural roots to become a migrant style. In its men’s version it features an 

ensemble of players, each playing an aluminium end-blown pipe of a different pitch (naka, pl. 

dinaka) and together producing a descending melody that mimics traditional vocal songs with 

richly harmonised qualities. In the women’s version, a development of earlier female genres 

which has recently been included within the definition of kiba, a group of women sings songs 
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(koša ya dikhuru- loosely translated: knee-dance music). Other musical traditions included the 

Sekgapa (Thema, 2006) 

This translation has its roots in the traditional kneeling dance that involves shaking movements 

of the breast area accompanied by chants. These dances are still very common among 

Tswana, Sotho and Nguni women. This genre comprises sets of traditional songs steered by 

a lead singer and accompanied by a chorus and an ensemble of drums (meropa), previously 

wooden but now made of oil-drums and milk-urns. These are generally sung at drinking parties 

and/or during celebrations such as weddings (van Warmelo, 1966). 

The ceramics associated with Iron Age Communities in Tšate valley are associated with what 

archaeologists refer to as the Doornkop facies and dated to AD 750 – AD 1000. The ceramics 

are highly decorated when compared to ceramics of later Iron Age occupations. Ceramics are 

very important in the reconstruction of Iron Age cultures and the movement of people across 

the landscape. As an example, the Doornkop facies associated with this site have been 

identified as possible predecessors of the later Mapungubwe facies based on stylistic ceramic 

traits (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

 

Photo 14: A shard of Iron Age pottery in the royal kraal at Mampuru’s village 

4.3.4.6 Religion 

The veneration of ancestors’ worship (phasa) involved animal sacrifice or the presenting of 

beer to the shades, on both the mother's and father's side. A key figure in family ritual was the 

kgadi (father’s older sister). The position of ngaka (diviner) was formerly inherited patrilineally, 

but is now commonly inherited by a woman from her paternal grandfather or great-grandfather. 

This is often manifest through illness and violent possession by spirits (malopo) of the body, 

the only cure for which is to train as a diviner. There is a proliferation of diviners in recent 

times, with many said to be motivated mainly by a desire for material gain (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi 

Cultural Development Trust, 2005).  

The Bapedi custom is to bury loved ones in the yard of the homestead. Given that ancestors 

are venerated and continue to be part of the family even after death, they are considered to 

be part of ordered space. Outside the village is disordered space, the space of the unclean, 
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Naga. Only criminals, murderers and rapists are buried in the disordered, wild space outside 

of the village (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1985). 

4.3.4.7 The aesthetic integration of landscape, religion, culture and music 

Throughout Sekhukhuneland, people have maintained a close relationship with the landscape 

and the environment with which they interacted. The mountains, valleys, rivers, streams and 

rocks all formed the reference points by means of which communities located and demarcated 

themselves. Identity, landscape and environment coincided for centuries, long before the 

modern colonially defined state of South Africa came into existence in 1910 and only fully 

inclusively in 1994. Thus in GaNchabeleng we find a single human footprint in the rock, similar 

to the print found in Taung in the North West Province, and on the mountain of Powe in 

Lehurutshe and at the waterhole in Lowe (near Mochudi) in Botswana (Breutz, 1987, pp. 1-2). 

The Bapedi, or North Sotho share Sotho/Tswana myths and folktales that all start with the 

phrase, “… long, long ago when the rocks were still soft.”  

 

Photo 15: "Long, long ago when the rocks were still soft." 

There are similar footprints in rock in Venda in the northern part of Limpopo.  Lebogang Lance 

Nawa published a magazine feature article in April 1991 about similar footprints in Kwakwane 

village, Venda, said to be millions of years old according to a University of Venda 

anthropologist. Uncontrolled mining will result in these rocks being blasted to smithereens. 

 

Photo 16: More references to rocks and culture 
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A key informant, Jerry Tshehlakgolo, took me to a musical rock or lithophone on the mountain 

above the village which was relocated; he spoke with great sadness of the loss to the relocated 

community of access to this rock. Lithophones are common among the Bapedi and I came 

across similar musical rocks at GaNchabeleng.  

 

 

Photo 17: The Lithopone that had to make way for Anglo Platinum's Twickenham Mine 

Lithophones are used as gongs in communities traditionally to communicate across distances, 

for rituals, for communication, for public announcements and as warning signals of imminent 

danger. These rocks may also have been considered to have sacred, spiritual powers. 

Heritage surveys submitted to the DMR and the South African Heritage Resources Agency 

(SAHRA) by Anglo Platinum and reviewed by the Bench Marks Foundation fail to identify the 

important landmarks that inform the script of traditional/customary communities. Clearly 

money sounds more loudly than these rocks as SAHRA almost invariably gives permission for 

mining to proceed. The Bench Marks Foundation has yet to learn of any mining application 

turned down by SAHRA. SAHRA is indeed the instrument mining is using to write 

traditional/customary communities out of the history of South Africa, preferring the gaudy 

signage of mining corporations, and permitting their environmentally and culturally destructive 

activities to replace all references to our past, thereby leaving South Africans without heritage, 

identity or dignity, and reducing them to cheap labour for global capital. 

A.M Jones points out that, “as to the linguistic cleavage yet musical unity of the various 

language families of Africa… one fact is clear: the fundamental identity of the musical system 

is as certain and as striking as the disparity in languages. In our opinion, with Africans, music 

is more permanent than language. The unity of musical practice therefore suggests a common 

past and not the assimilation of a dominant culture” (Jones, 1959). Ill-considered relocations 

also impact, through the destruction of the natural environment including lithophones to the 

destruction of heritage and identity. Whereas in the global order, centuries old heritage sites 
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and conservation areas in Europe are strictly protected, in Africa they are easily destroyed by 

corporate predatory action, and within South Africa a colonial heritage monument such as van 

Riebeeck’s castle in Cape Town is carefully and expensively preserved while indigenous 

African heritage sites crumble before the bulldozers of profit. 

The significance of rocky hill formations in traditional culture was brought home to us by the 

Marikana massacre of mine workers in August 2012. In their struggle to maintain their 

independence and control over their lands, traditional communities have often sought the 

safety of such rocky hills against the superior fire power and aggression of colonial invaders, 

often associated with mine bosses and colonial politicians such as Cecil John Rhodes.  

Thus, Luka Jantje a Tswana resistance leader, sought refuge in a rocky hill pursued by the 

British colonial forces at the Cape under orders from Rhodes.  Luka Jantje was a kogsi (king), 

a leader of a branch of the Batlhaping (Shaw, 1984, p. 102), the southern most of the 

Setswana-speaking peoples of Southern Africa. He was the Batswana killed in the northern 

Cape in 1897 protecting his followers and his stretch of land against colonial and capitalist 

appropriation (Innes, 1972, p. 206). Luka’s head was cut off and the soldiers reportedly played 

football with it. The restremainder of the captured rebels at the conclusion of the ‘Langeberg 

Campaign’ were sold as “indentured labour” to farmers in the Cape Colony (Molteno, 1981, p. 

62).  

Similarly, Sekhukhune sought refuge in a rocky hill in his final stand to retain his people’s right 

to their land, human dignity and identity. “After many years of being beaten in battle by King 

Sekhukhune and his men, the colonial authorities moved a motley collection of troops 

comprising Britons, Boers and Africans (10 000 Swazi troops) to bring down the kingdom. This 

was the fourth British attempt to reduce Sekhukhune to submission. It was a major military 

operation. The enemies moved in a pincer movement from Fort Kruger to Jane Furse and 

from as far afield as Swaziland… literally from all sides, towards Thaba Mosega. The battle 

raged furiously from 28 November to 2 December 1879. King Sekhukhune fought with 

muskets obtained from Lesotho, from French Missionaries, from the Kimberley diamond fields 

where his people worked and from Delagoa Bay (Mozambique) with which he had close trade 

and other links. 

“The British used their more modern mausers and much life was lost. Sekhukhune himself lost 

his son and heir, Moroanoche, and fourteen other members of his immediate family. As the 

battle raged, Sekhukhune was taken by surprise in the form of an attack from behind by the 

10 000 Swazi troops in the service of the British. This surprise attack virtually brought the war 

to a close. So ended the colonial war against Sekhukhune on this koppie in December 1879” 

(The Journalist, 2014). 
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Each koppie tells a story and is part of local history. Uncontrolled mining, including hilltop 

mining, is wiping this history from our collective memory. 

 

4.3.4.8 Specific detail of the history of the three villages, Maotsi, Magobagobe and 

Botshabelo that were relocated to make way for Twickenham mine. 

According to informants, the affected homesteads were all inhabited by the people of Sekiti, 

forming part of an extended family. They claim to have originated from the Koni of Matlala, 

living North West of Pietersburg at Matlala a Thaba. They revere the phiri or the hyena as their 

totem (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005).  

After the breakaway, they eventually settled with the people of Mashabela at Mosego (on the 

farm Hackney 116KT). The people of Mashabela called themselves the Pedi of Mongatane. 

They have the kwena (crocodile) as their totem.  

“The great-grandfather (of Mmampshe, the spokesperson recounting the history) was a 

wealthy man, with many head of livestock. He married a woman from the Mashabela, but 

eventually he left the area due to a lack of grazing for his livestock. He moved up the Leolo 

mountain and over the mountain to the place called Mohlaletsi (Geluks location), close to the 

present capital of the Pedi people. Originally he settled peacefully amongst the people there. 

However, this did not last long and conflict developed when he was appointed headman (tona 

Photo 18: Memorial Museum to King 
Sekhukune 
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or ramotsana) over the people of the area. The local people did not like this and fighting broke 

out between his followers and the local people. This conflict carried on, even after the death 

of the old man (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005).   

“As a result of this fighting, his three sons, Puleng, Moshoaneng and Phomphage (also known 

as Njubala), fled back to Mashabela, settling with their aunt (sister to their deceased father). 

Here each of the three sons took one of their nieces as wife. After a time, they went to settle 

at Makgatlo (Twickenham 114KT), where the family of Makgwale later joined them. This took 

place around 1928.  

“They stayed at Makgatlo until 1954, when they were forced to move away by the then 

government to the place called Sentlhana, together with the family of Makgwale. Later they 

were joined here by the family of Makola (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, andand 

Viljoen, 2005).  

“When the development of Malaene started, they were again forced to move and were 

resettled, in 1975, at our current place of residence at Magobagobe. Here a split took place 

as some people chose to follow chief Kgoputso Thobejane and other chose chief Mashabela.  

“Two chiefs reigned at this place called Magobagobe, Thobejane and Mashabela, but here at 

Sentlhana the chief was Mashabela. The headman or ramotsana was Moshoaneng. Three 

different kraals were found at Sentlhana: Mashabela with the crocodile as their totem, Sekiti 

with hyena as their totem, and Makola with the baboon as their totem (van Schalkwyk, 

Moifatswane, Teichert, and Viljoen, 2005).  

4.4 The legislative and regulatory environment within which the 

relocation occurred. 

A part of the terms of reference of the research, an investigation into the shortcomings of 

existing laws pertaining to mining and community relocation in South Africa was included. The 

discussion which follows deals with the current legislative and regulatory environment, which 

if left unattended, will see a repeated cycle of conflict every time mining licences are issued 

and communities relocated. 

Anglo Platinum, after the lengthy conflict with the Magobading community, now pays 

meticulous attention to the legal requirements that must be adhered to during the resettlement 

of a community. In effect the persistence of the community in holding Anglo Platinum 

accountable to the community’s perception of the terms of agreement of the relocation has 

forced Anglo Platinum into a relationship of continuous involvement and of seeking consent, 

which is a positive development.  
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It may be argued, and Anglo does argue, that the company goes beyond compliance with 

South African law in the application of international best practice, and that community 

resettlement should always be a last resort. However, the Bench Marks Foundation suggests 

that the framework within which the resettlement process occurs is a market framework, 

imposed on communities who in their lives before mining acted within a non-market context.   

It is important to note that although the “law” is presented as being neutral and accessible, it 

is an instrument of class rule in class divided societies. Thus Rhodes used the law to secure 

cheap African labour for his diamond mines in the Cape Colony (Callinicos, 1985). Within 

market economies the law is a commodity, meaning that it is a traded exchange value, and 

the wealthier the consumer of law, the better legal product he or she can afford. Rural 

communities often lack the financial resources to access the law effectively. Using the law was 

a major instrument available to the corporation in the relocation of the Magobading community 

and it plays an important role in their life experience during mining. This section also analyses 

the intersection of the law, the corporation and the community and makes important 

suggestions about the shortcomings of the legislative and regulatory environment. 

 

 

Before the arrival of Twickenham mine and other mines in the Tšate Valley there was an 

articulation of the market mode of production and the customary mode of production that 

allowed communities to be self-sustaining and in control of their social and natural 

environment. The Bench Marks Foundation suggests that mining companies need to go 

beyond compliance, not only in terms of national laws and regulations, but also in terms of the 

economic model to which they ascribe, in their engagement with communities. The disruption 

of certain aspects of community life and existence cannot be measured in monetary and 

market terms. However, the report will show that even in terms of market values, relocated 

communities are short-changed.  

Relocating people to Magobading is not just about the hardship, it is also about 
dependency and the loss of self-reliance. 

Interviewee: They have promised lot of things but we have forgotten some of them. 

Interviewer: What is the difference between your life here and the one in Magobagobe? 

Interviewee: Life is different because now we are struggling, there is no water, we are 
not farming and no one is working. We were dependent on our hands not on someone 
else. 

(Interview conducted 9 June 2014) 
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The bulk of the information below is taken from an Anglo Platinum Report around the relocation 

of communities from the vicinity of Twickenham mine in Tšate valley (Synergy Global 

Consulting, 2013). Anglo Platinum works with a social-economic assessment toolbox (SEAT), 

a detailed assessment tool from which the community relocation strategy is designed. 

4.4.1  Legal and policy framework 

The legal framework for Anglo Platinum’s relocation plans describes all laws, decrees, policies 

and regulations relevant to the resettlement activities associated with a project. Many 

countries have legislation and policies governing land expropriation and compensation for 

affected assets. However, policy-governing resettlement is often poorly defined, if not 

altogether lacking in South Africa. Anglo Platinum is committed to identifying, reviewing, and 

abiding by all laws that are applicable to resettlement in South Africa (Synergy Global 

Consulting, 2013). 

The legal framework for resettlement issues derives principally from domestic laws pertaining 

to rights and procedures governing entitlements to land and other forms of property. 

Resettlement references within the Constitution and land-related legislation do in general 

underline respect for and the rights of private property owners to protect their property 

interests, highlighting the need for compensation for expropriated land or damages and 

consent from owners and the community for dam (sic) related activities on or in the vicinity of 

their land, heritage sites, water resources or other key livelihood assets (e.g. agricultural 

lands). Complementing and supporting these domestic requirements are international best 

practice standards, most pertinently the International Finance Corporation (IFC) performance 

standards (Synergy Global Consulting, 2013). Synergy Global Consulting, which compiled the 

Resettlement Action Plan (RAP), is correct in pointing to the weakness of a lack of clear policy 

guidelines for community relocation. The South African Constitution fails in that the so-called 

property clause largely refers to private property and lacks any detail relating to the 

expropriation of communal property.  The Constitution is also lacking in that it determines 

compensation in terms of “market value”.    

4.4.2 South African legislative requirements 

Currently there is no comprehensive national resettlement and compensation policy in South 

Africa. South African law enshrines expropriation (as an outcome of the power of eminent 

domain) and market-based compensation for land. This report shows that it is entirely 

inadequate to depend on the market as a mechanism to compensate communities for the loss 

of their land. Some government departments (e.g. Department of Water Affairs and 

Department of Public Works) have an outline of their own internal resettlement policies, often 

in line with international best practice, but usually they operate independently without any 

national oversight except for remaining in line with the South African Constitution. 
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4.4.2.1 The Constitution of South Africa 

The Constitution of South Africa (Act No. 108 of 1996) is the cornerstone of all legislation in 

South Africa. It supersedes all other laws in the country and requires compliance. Any law of 

conduct inconsistent with it is invalid and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled. 

The Bill of Rights in the Constitution enshrines the rights of all people in RSA and affirms the 

democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom. 

More specifically, no-one may be deprived of property except in terms of the law of general 

application and no law may permit arbitrary deprivation of property. Anglo Platinum claims that, 

“this is applicable to the Twickenham resettlement, which is in line with this standard.” The 

South African Constitution fails in that the so-called property clause largely refers to private 

property and lacks any detail relating to the expropriation of communal property.  The 

Constitution is also lacking in that it determines compensation in terms of ‘market value’ (3). 

The amount of the compensation and the time and manner of payment must be just and 

equitable, reflecting an equitable balance between the public interest and the interests of those 

affected, having regard to all relevant circumstances, including: 

(a) the current use of the property; 

(b) the history of the acquisition and use of the property; 

(c) the market value of the property; 

(d) the extent of direct state investment and subsidy in the acquisition and beneficial 

capital improvement of the property; and 

(e) the purpose of expropriation” (The Constitutional Court, 2014, p. 15). 

It is interesting to note that there is not a single instance in which the state has found in favour 

of any community opposed to relocation. This implies that in every instance the state considers 

the interests of the mining company as coinciding with the ‘public interest’, regardless of the 

next clause of the Constitution which reads, “(4) For the purpose of this section – (a) the public 

interest includes the nation’s commitment to land reform, and to reforms to bring about 

equitable access to all South Africa’s natural resources; and (b) property is not limited to land” 

(The Constitutional Court, 2014, p. 16). 
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In fact, the Bench Marks Foundation holds that Anglo Platinum not only fails in not going 

beyond market principles in the expropriation and relocation of communities, but it fails even 

in terms of market-related compensation for such mine relocated communities. The standard 

practice by mining companies is to send in property evaluators to determine the value of the 

land and other property of the communities to be relocated. The property evaluators use 

standard urban and suburban criteria for the evaluation of communal property. Such criteria 

are entirely irrelevant.  The members of the community are also not informed as to the value 

of the mineral resource under their land, which surely is the reason for the intended 

expropriation (ie the mining of the mineral). Surely, such a valuable resource as platinum group 

metals, for example, would greatly increase the value of the land if strict market principles 

were applied and the affected community should be compensated accordingly. 

This clearly demonstrates the ‘arrogant perception’ with which the corporation perceives the 

community, particularly the sentence, “with the right to enter upon the land at any and at all 

times for the purpose of prospecting.” Following from this, the Bill provides that everyone has 

the right to have access to adequate housing to the extent that no persons may be evicted 

from their home or have their home demolished without an order of court and that no legislation 

may permit arbitrary evictions.  

 

In the case of the 2002 relocation of people to Magobading, the housing provided by the 

corporation not only failed to consider customary spatial arrangements and sensibilities but 

also provided substandard housing which after inspection the Lobatse Regional Council 

housing inspector condemned as unfit for human habitation. 

The Bill of Rights also guarantees communities a right to a healthy and a safe environment. 

The Bench Marks foundation has found that in many instances the impact of mines on nearby 

communities severely impact on their right to healthy and safe environments, and that 

prolonged exposure to such impacts force communities to move, or persuades them to accept 

Title deeds 

The title deeds given to the house owner states clearly that the place where the relocated 

people of Magobading are staying doesn’t belong to them in spite of the fact that they owned 

a land and farms where they were staying before they were relocated. Relocated people of 

Magobading were moved from their homes and dumped at a place which doesn’t officially 

belong to them. This is the information appearing on page 2 Paragraph 1: Subject to the 

reservation to Albert Weir Baker and William George Baker, their hires and assign all 

minerals, metals, precious stones and mineral substances including coal, oil, mineral water 

lime cement and fire clay in or under the surface of the said land, with the right to enter upon 

the land at any and at all times for the purpose of prospecting. 

(Magobading Relocation Committee (MRC), 2012) 
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relocation by the mine. This cannot be described other than a crude form of bullying by bad 

corporate neighbours. 

 

Photo 19: Anglo Platinum sub-contractors fixing poorly constructed houses in Magobading 

 

Photo 20: The consequence of a poor or no environmental impact assessment and bad building. 

 

4.4.2.2 Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002 (Act No. 28 of 2002) 

The central legislation governing mining operations in South Africa is the Minerals and 

Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002 (Act No. 28 of 2002) (MPRDA) which covers 

four broad categories of mining, comprising surface mining, shallow underground mining, 

deep underground mining, and off-shore mining. The environmental impacts of mining differ 

between the various stages of the mining process and are categorised according to the type 

of pollution or environmental degradation which may occur, associated with inter alia: mining 

waste, water pollution, and atmospheric pollution, including dust pollution. The Act provides 
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mandatory provisions requiring an environmental management programme (EMP) to be 

drawn up before mining authorisations are granted. 

The Bench Marks Foundation is concerned that, on the one hand, there are separate national 

laws to which all citizens including corporate citizens in industries other than mining are subject 

to and, on the other, a separate regime for the mining industry with regard to water, 

environment and waste. The BMF is concerned that the core business of the Department of 

Mineral Resources is the promotion of mining and given the massive impact of mining on 

waste production, water use and pollution, air pollution and environmental destruction. The 

MPRDA in fact elevates the Department of Minerals above other departments, and mining 

legislation above all other legislation and possibly even above the Constitution. 

The Act and its complementary regulations also makes provision for, inter alia, prospecting, 

reconnaissance and retention rights, mining rights and permits, rehabilitation, closure, 

pollution control, waste management, and restricted areas. 

The Constitution does not mention minerals or mining in either Schedule 4 of 5, and 

administration of minerals matters is thus an exclusively national matter with the Department 

of Minerals Resources (DMR). However, although this department administers the MPRDA, 

as well as other mining and energy legislation, it should be noted that the Department of 

Environmental Affairs is the lead agent as regards environmental management and protection 

in respect of mining operations and impacts.  

4.4.2.2 National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) 

The National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA) regulates 

environmental management in the country. This Act requires that all industrial operations 

require Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) and major industrial operations also 

require Environmental Management Plans. EIAs and EMPs are important for all mine-

impacted communities including relocated communities. The Bench Marks Foundation has 

over the past seven years advocated that communities become part and parcel of the 

environmental management committees of mining operations given that the environmental 

impact of mining on soil, water and air quality extends way beyond the perimeter of the mining 

operation. The BMF is concerned that while the Twickenham mining operation might have an 

environmental impact assessment as required by law, and an environmental management 

plan, it is not clear that the relocation project complied with NEMA and there is some doubt 

that there is an EIA and EMP for Magobading as required by NEMA. 
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4.4.2.3 South African National Water Act, 1998 (Act No. 36 of 1998) 

The South African National Water Act, 1998 (Act No. 36 of 1998) provides for fundamental 

reform of the law relating to water resources, to repeal certain laws, and to provide for related 

matters. 

The purpose of the Act is to ensure that the nation’s water resources are protected, used, 

developed, conserved, managed and controlled in ways which take into account, among other 

factors, promoting equitable access to water, redressing the results of past racial and gender 

discrimination, promoting the efficient, sustainable and beneficial use of water in the public 

interest, facilitating social and economic development, protecting aquatic and associated 

ecosystems and their biological diversity, and meeting international obligations.  

It is interesting to note that Anglo Platinum’s consultants for the relocation of people to 

Magobading does not make any reference to the National Water Act. Noting that the 

Magobading relocation was an entirely separate project from the mine development project at 

Twickenham, it is only logical to expect that the township of Magobading would require a 

separate water use license. There is no indication that Anglo Platinum applied for, or obtained 

such a licence. To obtain clarity on whether Anglo Platinum did obtain a water use licence for 

the project, BMF corresponded with the mining company seeking clarity on the matter. 

Also of concern is that the BMF discovered that the Water Act was amended in 2015 to allow 

the Minister of Mineral Affairs the responsibility of issuing water licences to mines, thus 

assuming/hijacking the responsibilities of the Minister of Water and Sanitation, who has been 

reduced to a point of appeal against licences issued to mining operations. This once more 

confirms the suspicion of the Bench Marks Foundation that the Department of Mineral 

Resources has been elevated to a super department able to trump all other departments and 

even the Constitution of South Africa. Clearly our government is more concerned with profits 

for the mining industry than with the rights of citizens. 

4.4.2.4 National Environmental Waste Management Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008) 

Closely associated with this Act is the Waste Management Act 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008). 

South Africa is responsible for 98% of Africa’s air pollution and 86% of the continent’s waste 

production (Enviropedia, 2007). According to NEMA environment refers to the surroundings 

within which humans exist. These are made up of 

 The land, the water and the atmosphere of the earth; 

 Micro-organisms, plant and animal life; 

 Any part or combination of the first two items on this list, and the interrelationships 

among and between them; and 
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 The physical, chemical, aesthetic and cultural properties and conditions of the 

foregoing that influence human health and well-being. 

The Environment Conservation Act, 1994 (Act No. 52 of 1994), which NEMA has not repealed, 

also has a definition. It refers to the environment as “the aggregate of surrounding objects, 

conditions and influences that influence the life and habits of man or any other organism or 

collection of organisms.” 

The problem with regards to mining is that the industry’s management of pollution and waste 

is regulated by the Department of Mineral Resources according to the MPRDA and not the 

Department of Environmental Affairs or the Department of Water Affairs directly. 

Much of the former land for agriculture and grazing of the three relocated villages are destined 

to be covered in mine tailings waste and therefore lost to agriculture forever. 

Any human settlement generates waste, including Magobading. However, there seems to be 

no waste management plan for Magobading, or any allocation of waste management sites for 

the relocated community. 

 

 

Q u a n t it y  o f  s o lid  w a s t e
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Waste generation in South Africa  

Over 42 million cubic metres of general waste is generated every year across the country, with the 

largest proportion coming from Gauteng province (42%) (DWAF 1997). 

In addition, more than 5 million cubic metres of hazardous waste is produced every year, mostly in 

Mpumalanga and KwaZulu/Natal (due to the concentration of mining activities and fertiliser 

production in these provinces). The average amount of waste generated per person per day in 

South Africa is 0.7 kg. This is closer to the average produced in developed countries (0.73 kg in 

the UK and 0.87 kg in Singapore), than to the average in developing countries such as 0.3 kg in 

Nepal (DWAF 1997). By far the biggest contributor to the solid waste stream is mining waste 

(72.3%), followed by pulverized fuel ash (6.7%), agricultural waste (6.1%), urban waste (4.5%) and 

sewage sludge (3.6%). (Refer to www.sawic.org.za for future updates) 

Source: (Enviropedia, 2007) 
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Figure 2: Solid waste production in South Africa by source 

However, the DMR, in processing EIAs, EMPs and waste management plans circulates these 

to the Department of the Environment and the Department of Water Affairs with deadlines for 

responses. If there is no response within the indicated period, the DMR assumes that the EIA 

is approved. This begs departmental capacity to deal with possibly hundreds of applications, 

as in the case of water licences by the Department of Water Affairs within timeframes imposed 

by the DMR. It would be preferable if corporations submitted water licence applications directly 

with the Department of Water Affairs and EIA applications directly with the Department of the 

Environment. The privileged position of the mining industry through the MPRDA is 

unacceptable, given that South Africa is responsible for 98% of Africa’s air pollution and 86% 

of the continent’s waste production. The Bench Marks Foundation would argue that mine 

impacted communities should be involved in mine waste management committees given that 

mine waste represents both a hazard and an opportunity to communities. 

Much of the waste produced by mines ends up on huge tailings dams and rock piles covering 

and permanently destroying agricultural land - land, which is rented often at ridiculously low 

rentals, which do not consider the opportunity cost over generations to rural communities of 

the production lost to them from the land, from traditional authorities. The mines also do not 

bother to involve communities in the recycling of such waste as required by the Waste 

Management Act, which calls into question the validity of waste management plans submitted 

by corporations to the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism. 

In its first Policy Gap publication in 2007, the Bench Marks Foundation made a number of 

recommendations 7 (The Bench Marks Foundation, 2007), not only about how mine waste 

could be recycled, but also how communities could be involved in the process. The Foundation 

has yet to see mining companies take up these recommendations or comply with the waste 

management hierarchy contained in the Act.  

The MPRDA also requires that mine operations produce social and labour plans, are a 

prerequisite for their obtaining mining licences and realising their social licence to operate. It 

is the experience of the Bench Marks Foundation researchers that these are usually desktop 

exercises done in terms of expensive contracts by consultants (Bench Marks Foundation, 

2008, p. 12) (Bench Marks Foundation, 2014). 

The Community Relocation Committee, elected by the people of Magobading to represent 

them in negotiations with Anglo Platinum, claimed that they obtained the social and labour 

plans for Twickenham after the fact and that there are several shortcomings in these plans as 

well as a litany of broken promises and commitments (Magobading Relocation Committee 

(MRC), 2012). 
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4.4.2.5 Disaster Management Act, 2002 (Act No. 57 of 2002) 

Interestingly the MPRDA does not require that mining operations develop disaster 

management plans, despite the huge potential within the mining industry as a whole for 

disasters. Those most likely to be impacted by such disasters include near-mine or mine-

relocated communities. The Disaster Management Act (note that the Act in its title and content 

does not make reference to “disaster prevention”, or “disaster mitigation”) refers to mines or 

mining only three times in its content. Thus it states that with regard to the National Disaster 

Management Advisory Forum “other disaster management role-players designated by the 

Minister, which may include amongst others: (ii) the Chamber of Mines” (The Department of 

Cooperative Governance, 2002)” , the Act then repeats this discretionary “may include” at the 

provincial and local government spheres, “designated by the MEC… which may include-  (ii) 

representatives of mines in the province” There are no references to the Mine Health and 

Safety Act, 1996 (Act No. 29 of 1996). The word “disaster” does not appear at all in the Mine 

Health and Safety Act, nor does it appear in the 2013 amendments to the Act (Resources, 

1996). The word “disaster” or phrase “disaster management committee,” is also conspicuous 

by its absence from the Mineral and Petroleum Development Act and all its amendments 

(Department of Mineral Resources, 2002). 

The omissions of potential mine induced disasters and impacts from the legislative and 

regulatory environment relating to mining and disaster management is indicative of a refusal 

on the part of the South African government to admit the impact on community and worker 

health and safety of mining, or to hold to account an industry that has had a disastrous impact, 

not only in terms of once-off accidents and disaster incidents, but also slowly unfolding 

disasters associated with water pollution, air pollution, environmental destruction, loss of 

agricultural soil and the health of entire communities. Thus Cronje et al have pointed out the 

potential impacts of mining on communities in Jamba, the leading disaster management 

journal in South Africa (Freek Cronjé, 12 March 2013), while the International Council for 

Science spelled out that mining is a major disaster risk at national and regional levels in Africa 

in a publication titled, “Natural and human-induced hazards and disasters in sub-Saharan 

Africa” (Mulugeta, et al, 2007). 

In a green paper developed before the Act was passed, there was the following reference to 

potential mine disasters: 

Earthquakes/dolomite land/nuclear radiation 

South Africa has a wide variety of geological formations and these are subject to various 

development pressures and use by human beings. These geological formations pose various 

kinds of structural risks and if development is not managed well, can lead to disasters. Typical 

of these are dolomitic land subsidence or sinkholes. Mining activity can also lead to 
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earthquakes and the contamination of water and other natural resources. Mining waste is 

stored in large slimes dams, which can lead to disasters like we had with the Merriespruit 

slimes dam bursting its walls. 

Mining dumps often contain material that emits radiation. For instance, some dumps contain 

high concentrations of uranium and thorium. South Africa is also a producer of nuclear fuels 

and has an atomic energy plant at Koeberg. Radioactive materials can pose special problems 

for disaster management, and cannot be dealt with in the conventional ways of dealing with 

disasters. It is expected that in the case of these disasters, the lead agency will be the 

Department of Minerals and Energy Affairs (DMEA now DMR), receiving support from the 

Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism. 

Preventing geological and mine related disasters 

 The department regulates the large number of mining activities that take place in the 

country through the issuing of permits. Before a permit is granted, a mining company 

must conduct an environmental management project report (EMPR). The EMPR 

provides for the assessment of risk and the specification of mitigation measures. 

 The DMEA (now DMR) works closely with the Department of Water Affairs in managing 

potential forms of hazards such as the possible contamination of ground and surface 

water systems because of mining activity or the release of hazardous material. 

 In addition to natural earthquakes, South Africa does have a large number of regularly 

occurring mine-related earthquakes. South Africa has an on-line national seismological 

network, which conducts seismic surveillance on a 24-hour basis. This network is 

linked directly to the main seismological centre in Pretoria and the latter is linked to 

similar centres in the US and in Europe. The network is administered by the Council of 

Geoscience. 

 The Council of Geoscience also provides regular advice to city and town councils on 

a range of issues related to the building of infrastructure on sensitive geological 

formations that can pose potential hazards. It also advises on ways to avert possible 

risks associated with mining activities. In addition, mining companies have their own 

sets of rules and plans to deal with disaster situations. 

 Certain types of hazards associated with mining, like contamination from waste dumps, 

are regarded as an incipient (potential) hazard. The DMEA (now DMR) and 

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry have a legislative framework to deal with 

these issues. 
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 The DMEA (now DMR) and other parastatal institutions in South Africa have developed 

information systems and databases on the hazards and risks of various geological 

formations. These databases can be used by provincial and local governments to 

assist with more effective urban and rural planning. 

 In the case of nuclear accidents, the Council for Nuclear Safety plays an important 

advisory role in the prevention and mitigation of such disasters” (Ministry of Provincial 

Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1997) 

The MPRDA, which was enacted in 2002, does not require mining operations to produce 

disaster management plans, presumably because this should be catered for in terms of the 

EMPs of the mine. However, the word “disaster” or the phrase “disaster management” does 

not appear in either the National Environment Management Act nor in the Mine Health and 

Safety Act, while reference to mining in the Disaster Management Act only appears with 

reference to national, provincial and local government disaster management committees. This 

would imply that the costs of disasters caused by mines beyond the perimeter of the mine 

would be externalised to the public. The Bench Marks Foundation has long held the view that 

mine-impacted communities should serve on mine disaster management committees.  

 

Photo 21: Why communities need to be involved in the disaster management plans of mines. Photo taken in 2013 

4.4.2.6 Laws dealing with heritage resources 

From the preceding discussions, it is obvious that any relocation of communities must take 

into consideration the heritage resources of those communities. The 2013 relocation action 

plan devised by Synergy Global Consulting does indeed pay much attention to the issue 

(Synergy Global Consulting, 2013). However, the shortcomings of a legalistic compliance 

approach is extensively noted from header 2 through to header 3 above. 
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The legal regime regulating the preservation of cultural resources includes common law 

principles, public and private international rules, constitutional law aspects, and planning law. 

The core, however, is contained in dedicated heritage resources conservation legislation. 

 

4.3.3.7 The National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 (Act No. 25 of 1999) 

The National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 (Act No. 25 of 1999) is the central legislative 

enactment regulating the management of South Africa’s resources through, inter alia, the 

protection of national and provincial heritage sites; protected areas; heritage areas; and 

archaeological sites. The various control measures for these resources include instances 

where a place or site is included in the heritage register, the demolition of structures, and 

undertaking certain types of development. 

The Human Tissue Act, 1983 (Act No. 65 of 1983) deals with graves that are less than 60 

years old. This Act states that a survey and an evaluation of cultural resources should be 

undertaken in areas where development which will change the face of the environment is to 

be made. The impact of the development on the cultural resources should also be determined 

and proposals to mitigate this impact are to be formulated. 

Human remains that are less than 60 years old are subject to provisions of the Human Tissue 

Act and to local regulations. Exhumation of graves must conform to the standards set out in 

the Ordinance on Excavations (Ordinance No. 12 of 1980) (replacing the old Transvaal 

Ordinance No. 7 of 1925). As far as the Bench Marks Foundation is concerned, these three 

acts date back to the apartheid era and are not in keeping with the democratic changes that 

have taken place in the country. The relocation of graves do not only require the permission 

of descendants, but also need to take into consideration the place of graves and of ancestors 

in the living culture of the affected community, as is shown here in the case of Magobading 

(see point 4, pages 24 and 25 above). 
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Photo 22: The culturally offending graveyard at Magobading 

Permission must also be obtained from the descendants (where known), the National 

Department of Health, Provincial Department of Health, Premier of the Province and local 

police. Permission must also be received from the various landowners (ie where the graves 

are located and where they are to be relocated) before exhumation can take place. Human 

remains can only be handled by a registered undertaker or an institution declared under the 

Human Tissues Act (Act No. 65 of 1983 as amended). Most registered undertakers have no 

appreciation for the culture, anthropology or sociology of the impacted communities. As a 

community member noted, “it is very undignified to haggle over the costs and price of the 

relocation of graves.” The laws fail to understand that ancestral graves in fact represent the 

claim of communities to their ancestral lands, a claim that predates even the formation of the 

geographical and political entity called South Africa. 

4.4.2.7 Land issues 

The 2013 Relocation Action Plan (Synergy Global Consulting, 2013) is at pains to demonstrate 

compliance by Anglo Platinum with the land legislation in the country in terms of the latest 

intended relocation of families away from its Twickenham operations. It must be noted that the 

Bench Marks research team had to work back from the 2013 relocation action plan in trying to 

understand the 2002/3 relocation, given that there is no 2002/3 Magobading relocation action 

plan on the Anglo Platinum website or in the public domain. 

Interim Protection of Informal Land Rights Act, 1996 (Act No. 31 of 1996) 

The main legislation governing informal land rights is the Interim Protection of Informal Land 

Rights Act, 1996 (Act No.31 of 1996) (IPILRA). The IPILRA relates specifically to state-owned 

land that is informally occupied as well as trust land. 

The Act provides for the temporary protection of certain rights to and interests in land, which 

are not otherwise adequately protected by law, and to provide for related matters. 
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Definitions 

1. (1) in this Act, unless the context indicates otherwise- 

(i) “beneficial occupation” means the occupation of land by a person, as if he or she is the 

owner, without force, openly and without the permission of the registered owner;  

(ii) “community” means any group or portion of a group of persons whose rights to land are 

derived from shared rules determining access to land held in common by such group; 

(iii) “informal right to land” means: 

(a) the use of, occupation of, or access to land in terms of 

i) any tribal, customary or indigenous law or practice of a tribe; 

(ii) the custom, usage or administrative practice in a particular area or community, where the 

land in question at any time is vested in: 

(aa) the South African Development Trust established by section 4 of the Development Trust 

and Land Act, 1936 (Act No. 18 of 1936); 

(bb) the government of any area for which a legislative assembly was established in terms of 

the Self-Governing Territories Constitution Act, 1971 (Act No. 21 of 1971), or 

(cc) the governments of the former Republics of Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei, 

(b) The right or interest in land of a beneficiary under a trust agreement in terms of which the 

trustee is a body or functionary established or appointed by or under an Act of Parliament or 

the holder of a public office; 

(c) Beneficial occupation of land for a continuous period of not less than five years prior to 31 

December 1997; or 

(d) The use or occupation by any person of an erf as if he or she is, in respect of that erf, the 

holder of a right mentioned in Schedule 1 or 2 of the Upgrading of Land Tenure Rights Act, 

1991 (No. 112 of 1991), although he or she is not formally recorded in a register of land rights 

as the holder of the right in question. 

But does not include – 

(e) Any right or interest of a tenant, labour tenant, sharecropper or employee if such right or 

interest is purely of a contractual nature; and 
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(f) any right or interest based purely on temporary permission granted by the owner or lawful 

occupier of the land in question, on the basis that such permission may at any time be 

withdrawn by such owner or lawful occupier. 

Section 2(4) of IPILRA states that “the custom and usage of a community shall be deemed to 

include the principle that a decision to dispose of any such right may only be taken by a 

majority of the holders of such rights present or represented at a meeting convened for the 

purpose of considering such disposal and of which they have been given sufficient notice, and 

in which they have had a reasonable opportunity to participate.” The Bench Marks Foundation 

is concerned that there is no effective monitoring that such meetings are properly conducted 

and managed. However, it is the contention of the Bench Marks Foundation that it is not just 

the format and structure of such a meeting that is important but also the access of participants 

to relevant information about the intended changes of the land use and the short-, medium- 

and long-term impacts of such changes for the community. The law also does not state the 

implicit right of communities to refuse to dispose of their rights. Furthermore, the Bench Marks 

Foundation notes that the Magobading Relocation Committee elected by the community 

claims that they had title deeds for the land from which they were relocated by Anglo Platinum, 

but that they have not received any title deeds for the land to which they were relocated. By 

including the lengthy discussion on IPILRA in the 2013 Relocation Action Plan document it 

would seem as if Synergy Consulting and Anglo Platinum wish to create the imprison that 

communities are/were occupying state-owned land informally, when this was not the case with 

those relocated in 2002. 

The Extension of Security of Tenure Act, 1997 (Act No. 62 of 1997) 

Anglo American is currently intending to resettle more people to Magobading. The Extension 

of Security of Tenure Act, 1997 (Act No. 62 of 1997) is discussed as one of the relevant Acts 

since there are sections of it that provide some guidance to the resettlement process regarding 

compensation. The Bench Marks Foundation is yet to confirm that the traditional authority and 

the community have been properly consulted concerning the intended relocation of the 

families referred to in the 2013 relocation action plan. Interviews with members of the 

traditional council on 18 June 2014 indicate that they knew nothing of the intended relocations. 

The Extension of Security of Tenure Act, which facilitates long-term tenure of land and 

regulates conditions of residence and conditions upon which residence may be terminated 

(Section 8 and 13 in particular), is probably applicable in this case. 

In regards to termination of tenure, section 8 of the Act outlines the regulations pertaining to 

termination of tenure of land, stating that it may be done so long as it is considered just and 

equitable, having regard to all relevant factors. The Act itself is intended for the security of 

tenure (particularly agricultural/farm workers) and protects against illegal eviction of 
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“occupiers”. The Bench Marks Foundation is concerned about the manner in which mining 

corporations determine the value of not only the land but also the economic/market value of 

the agricultural and business activities conducted on the land by the occupants of that land. 

The occupant will thus typically be compensated for one season’s crop only. The value of the 

mineral resource under the land is not factored into the compensation at all.  

Section 13 goes on to describe the compensation that must be paid by the owner to the evicted 

occupier. As such, the owner or person in charge will have to pay compensation for any 

structures and improvements made by the occupier, as well as any standing crops. The 

compensation paid must take into account 1) the cost of replacing structures and 

improvements, and 2) the value of crops if they are not allowed to be removed from the land. 

The owner has to allow the occupier to 1) remove materials so as to be salvaged, and 2) tend 

standing crops to which he or she is entitled until they are ready for harvesting, and then to 

harvest and remove them. Importantly, eviction may not occur until compensation has been 

paid or satisfactory guarantees have been given of future payment. Section 13 refers to 

evictions by the “owner” of the land, yet it is unclear as to how Anglo Platinum acquired the 

“ownership” of the land in the first place, given that mines do not acquire surface rights of 

traditional or customary land, but rent the mineral rights beneath the land from the state, while 

renting surface rights from traditional authorities. The Bench Marks Foundation is of the 

opinion that Section 13 is wholly inadequate and discriminatory against those to be relocated. 

Relocation is about far more than compensation, which is in all cases completely inadequate. 

The Bench Marks Foundation recommends that the value of the mineral resource under the 

land be included in the calculation of compensation. The Bench Marks Foundation also 

recommends that compensation not be limited to “standing crops” but calculate crops for a 

generation of seasons based on the life expectancy of the affected farmers. 

4.4.2.8 Subjects and citizens, customary law serving mining interests 

This report has discussed how the architects of South African society and the economy 

attempted to create a self-regulating system of labour supply, labour flow and labour control 

through the creation of a peasantariate, through the migrant labour system preventing workers 

from becoming fully urbanised, and shifting the costs of the reproduction of labour to remote 

rural labour-sending areas. The report pointed to the conundrum faced by the post-1994 

government and the mining industry of minerals, particularly platinum group minerals, 

occurring in abundance in labour-sending areas such as Sekhukhuneland. The report then 

dealt with the impact of mining in these rural communities and on the customary way of life. 

The report also suggests that the post-1994 dispensation also privileged mining as the base 

for economic “development” and “growth” and this together with a global commodities boom 

which lasted until 2008 resulted in a mining drive into former labour-sending areas in Limpopo, 
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North West Province and Mpumalanga which has seen conflict between communities opposed 

to land dispossession to mining and their removal from customary land. 

 

In another community relocated by Anglo Platinum at the same time as the Magobading relocation 

in 2003, a community leader, Mr James Shiburi, had this to say concerning the consultation 

process followed by the mining company that failed to satisfy community demands and 

expectations: “The mining company says that there were over 300 consultative meetings held 

between the Langa tribe and PPL involving communities, their relocation, housing, compensation 

and relocation of graves. I know about this because the story of our land and our lives and our 

communities is the story of disruption by the mining company. The Human Rights Commission 

prepared a 100-page report on what happened in the Mokopane area involving the mining 

company and its impact on communities. Although the report of the Human Rights Commission 

acknowledges that community members were given opportunity to voice concerns and raise major 

issues, the report states serious concerns that issues were in some cases not properly addressed. 

In addition, the report records concern that the consultation took place under the community 

perception that the mine expansions would take place and therefore that the relocation was 

inevitable, thus giving the community the impression that they had no agency to protest. Of 

importance is the fact that there was lack of sensitivity given to the location of graves of the 

community.” "Furthermore, the report criticises the section 21 companies to which the mining 

company effectively delegated responsibility for the consultation to. Therefore, the mere fact that 

hundreds of consultative meetings took place does not lead to a sufficient community involvement. 

The report specifically detects that the section 21 companies failed as a consultation vehicle (p. 

84 of the SAHRA report).” "Regarding the section 21 companies the report further elaborates on 

the existing perception among the community that the section 21 companies are not democratically 

elected institutions. More reservations regarding the section 21 companies noted among various 

elements of the communities include the belief that the section 21 companies are in receipt of 

financial benefits from PPL, that the section 21 companies enjoy exclusive relationships with the 

tribal authority to the detriment of the wider community or that the legal representatives are not 

acting in the best interest of the community.” "The report further points out that international best 

practice concerning resettlement action plans recommended by the IFC were not followed (p. 87 

of the SAHRA report). It criticises that a representative community consultation committee allowing 

for representation from all major stakeholders had not been formulated at the start of the process, 

but in the latter half of 2007. The report proposes the participation of all major stakeholders in the 

future process and recommends reference to international guidance thorough several IFC 

publications (p. 88 of the SAHRA report).” "Moreover the SAHRC recommends that Anglo Platinum 

move beyond a compliance based approach in undertaking community consultation and achieving 

community consent and in future seek to achieve free, prior and informed consent as a key risk 

mitigation strategy (p. 90 of the SAHRA report).” "The mining company commented on the report 

of the Human Rights Commission stating that it merely complied with the law and did not regard 

itself as bound by the provisions in international law or best practice in the industry in South Africa 

and elsewhere. Anglo Platinum responded that “if the Commission is suggesting that the current 

legal framework insufficiently protects the rights of poor and vulnerable people, then we should be 

discussing changes in law, not just corporate practice.” (Henk Smith, 2003). 
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The new “democratic” government sought the allegiance of traditional leaders in paving the 

way for mining capital to penetrate these areas and to legitimise removals/relocations of 

communities such as those who found themselves dumped in Magobading. In the process a 

number of pieces of legislation dealing with traditional authorities were proposed, contested, 

withdrawn, and passed.  

 

The Draft Traditional Affairs Bill (TAB) was published in a Government Gazette notice by the 

Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs on 20 September 2013. Interested 

persons were invited to submit written comments on the draft Bill by 31 December 2013. The 

Bill was renamed as the Traditional and Khoi-San Leadership Bill (“TKLB”) and was made 

available to the public in September 2015. The Department of Traditional Affairs published a 

notice in the Government Gazette on 18 September 2015, saying that the Minister of 

Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs would introduce the Bill in Parliament. On 23 

September 2015, Parliament announced that the Bill had been introduced by the Minister and 

Minister Ramathlodi: more of the same, or the same, just more? 

In the mining villages of Ga-Pila where Anglo Platinum continues to profit from land 

grabbed from the traditional communities just west of Mokopane, the appointment of the 

new Minister of Mineral Resources, Advocate Ngoako Ramathlodi, has been met with a 

sense of betrayal. 

Ramatlhodi, Premier of Limpopo Province from 1994 to 2004, was considered to have 

had inside knowledge that Anglo Platinum were intending to use Sterkwater-De 

Hoogedoorns for its mining expansion and community resettlement programme. 

Ramatlhodi’s part in the 1996 purchase of a farm near an Anglo Platinum mine in Limpopo 

was partly obscured by the fact that a close corporation acted as the buyer. Ngoako 

Properties sold the farm two-and-a-half years later to Anglo Platinum for the company’s 

controversial resettlement of communities affected by the mines operations. The 

communities of Ga-Pila, Ga-Puka, Ga-Molekane and Ga-Chaba continue to resist the land 

grabs by Anglo Platinum and will once again march on the Mogalakwena mine on Tuesday 

17th June in their ongoing struggle for justice. 

The Ga-Pila community lost 1,800 hectares of agricultural land on the Sandsloot farm that 

it had occupied for generations. By contrast, the only land available for growing crops at 

Sterkwater (the plots the community was” forcibly” removed to) are the small plots that 

surround each house. By Anglo Platinum’s own admission, cited in a social survey done 

by the company, “a large percentage of the community depends on subsistence farming 

as a source of food...The communities depend on subsistence farming for their survival.” 

(Rutledge, 2014) 
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said that the Bill was referred to the Portfolio Committee on Cooperative Governance and 

Traditional Affairs. 

Although there are already laws on traditional leadership in South Africa, the department has 

said that this new law is needed for two main reasons:  

a) to put the various traditional leadership laws that currently exist into a single law, while 

at the same time solving problems that exist in the current laws; and  

b) to provide recognition to Khoi-San communities, leaders and councils, since this 

recognition has until now been absent.  

However, there are concerns that government has other motivations for creating the TAB. 

These include an attempt to head off the kind of opposition that saw the closely related 

Communal Land Rights Act, 2004 (Act No. 11 0f 2004) (CLaRA) struck down by the 

Constitutional Court, and resulted in Parliament being unable to pass the Traditional Courts 

Bill. In addition, there has been such widespread failure to meet the few protections contained 

in the Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework, 2003 (Act No. 41 of 2003) that 

many traditional councils are not properly constituted. Rather than address government’s 

structural failure to transform traditional councils as required by law, the draft is an attempt to 

roll the clock back and start again. Except this time the consequences of non-compliance are 

weakened. A close reading of the draft law is required to ensure that the types of 

unaccountable and centralised powers enjoyed by traditional leaders under apartheid are not 

being revived through the TAB’s provisions (Centre for Law and Society, Rural Women's Action 

Research Program, 2014, p. 1) 

4.5 Entrenching colonial and apartheid reserves and bantustans 

In 2003 Parliament passed the Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act, 2003 

(Act No. 41 of 2003) (TLGFA). This Act recognised “tribes” created in terms of the Native 

Administration Act, 1927 (Act No. 38 of 1927) as current “traditional communities”. It also 

recognised “tribal authorities” created in terms of the Bantu Authorities Act, 1951 (Act No. 68 

of 1951) as “traditional councils”. The sum of the tribal authority boundaries made up the 

bantustans under apartheid. The TAB has used these controversial boundaries to define the 

area where the Bill would apply. This means that this Bill applies only to people who live in the 

former bantustans, and that while the migrant worker is in the city, he or she has the rights of 

a citizen as defined in the Constitution, while in the labour-sending area the same person is 

no longer a citizen, but the subject of a “traditional leader.” (Centre for Law and Society, Rural 

Women’s Action Research Programme, 2014) This undermines the consensual nature of 

“customary” leadership and law. It also implies that mining corporations can grab land by 

consent of the king or traditional leader without “consulting” or negotiating with communities 

(Centre for Law and Society, Rural Women’s Action Research Programme, 2014, p. 1). 
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4.6 International standards 

Increasingly mining companies have come under scrutiny when removing communities from 

their land to access minerals underneath. Various voluntary standards such as the World Bank 

International Finance Corporation performance standards state all relocations should be seen 

as involuntary and as forced removals, placing onerous conditions on the corporation to 

ensure that communities’ human rights, right to life and livelihoods are protected.  

International Finance Corporation 

Anglo Platinum claims that it goes beyond the legislation in that it adheres to International 

Finance Corporation standards when relocating communities concerning resettlement. 

The IFC released a suite of policies with respect to environmental and social safeguards 

during 2006 and revised versions were released in January 2012. The performance standards 

(PS) underpin the new policy: 

• PS 1: Social and environmental assessment and management system; 

• PS 2: Labour and working conditions; 

• PS 3: Pollution prevention and abatement; 

Supports rural elite’s access to wealth and resources  

In many parts of the former homelands, valuable minerals have been, and are currently still being 

discovered. In several cases, this discovery of minerals has generated disputes around the 

management of revenue from mining, the environmental impacts of mining, and the 

accountability of traditional leaders to the people on whose land the mining is taking place. Cases 

have been reported around the country of traditional leaders making decisions regarding mining 

that do not reflect the wishes of the community. In these contexts, mechanisms that hold leaders 

accountable to their people are crucial. Many people have been excluded from decision-making 

roles by traditional leaders acting as the sole community representatives on the boards of mining 

companies. In the North West, where people have challenged traditional leaders making 

unilateral decisions around mining, they have often faced court orders punishing them with 

payment of the substantial costs of their court challenges. TAB has the potential to worsen cases 

of abuse by traditional leaders by allowing them to be allocated roles that are difficult for 

community members to trace. This top-down approach to traditional leadership greatly impacts 

the access of ordinary people to land, resources and basic services. (Centre for Law and Society, 

Rural Women’s Action Research Programme, 2014, p. 5) 
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• PS 4: Community health and safety; 

• PS 5: Land acquisition and involuntary resettlement; 

• PS 6: Conservation of biodiversity and sustainable natural resource management 

• PS 7: Indigenous peoples; and  

• PS 8: Cultural heritage (Synergy Global Consulting, 2013). 

How did Anglo Platinum fare against these performance standards set by the IFC? 

PS 1: Social and environmental assessment and management systems 

Anglo Platinum completely disregarded the social spatial arrangements required for the 

effective functioning of a traditional customary community. 

 

Photo 23: Magobading layout 

 

The photograph above shows the total disregard for culturally sound and accurate village 

layout. Those who planned Magobading paid no attention to the cultural and historical norms 

and standards prevailing amongst the Pedi people in Sekhukhuneland. The contrast with 

Seokodibeng village to the west of Magobading is stark as could be discerned in the 

photograph below of a portion of Seokodibeng village. The contrast shows the differences in 

space available to households in a customary setting. This space is essential for the economic 

and cultural activities associated with Pedi culture, which include pace for keeping cattle and 

livestock at night, for fruit and vegetable gardening and crop cultivation and for cultural events 

associated with Pedi customs.  
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Photo 24: Seobideng Village 

Clearly, the designers and architects of Magobading were not informed by the needs and 

requirements of a customary community, but by a neo-liberal mindset that seeks to break 

social cohesion, “free” the individual from traditional values and responsibilities, and break 

communal solidarity. All this is part of the process of securing surplus labour for a cheap labour 

economy predicated on the extractive industries. By the very design of Magobading, an 

agriculturally self-sustaining community is made impossible.  

The relocation also fell short in that the environmental assessment that should have been 

conducted prior to the relocation of the community to Magobading seems not to have been 

done. Thus a community that was a self-sustaining agricultural community prior to being 

relocated now find itself without a reliable water supply, without land for herding and cultivation 

and in a location where there are no employment opportunities in the formal market economy.  

PS 2: Labour and working conditions 

All the informants/households interviewed in Magobading indicated that as part of accepting 

relocation the people of Magobading were promised at least two jobs per household by Anglo 

Platinum. Researchers found that very few people are currently employed from this village by 

Anglo Platinum. Magobading village is in excess of 20 kms by road from Twickenham mine. 

This means that for people without transport, working in the mine is virtually impossible. 

Magobading itself is located very far from the closest central business districts of either 

Burgersfort or Mokopane. We may therefore conclude that the relocation did not measure up 

to either the promise of jobs or to the performance standard relating to labour and working 

conditions. 
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PS 3: Pollution and abatement 

While the communities around Twickenham and other mining operations in Sekhukhuneland 

all complain about the poor compliance of mining operations in respect of pollution and 

abatement, in terms of the destruction of the soil, air and water pollution, the situation specific 

to the relocation of communities to Magobading also leaves a lot to be desired. The township 

of Magobading clearly has no waste management plan, nor is there a waste removal service 

and it is doubtful that it has a waste management licence. It is doubtful whether there was ever 

an environmental impact assessment or management plan for the township. 

 

Photo 25: Anglo Platinum employee residential camp which pollutes the spring at Magobagobe 

PS 4: Community health and safety 

The Magobading community is, located far from the nearest Anglo Platinum mining operations. 

However, the Bench Marks research team found a community with high levels of 

unemployment, in which substance and alcohol abuse is rife, and both the older and younger 

generation of adults, our informants reported, suffer from depression. This is witnessed by the 

conversion of two houses into centres for the protection of women and children against 

violence in a community of a hundred households. Their depression is brought on by the fact 

that in the relocation process: 
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a) They were not adequately compensated; 

b) The jobs they were promised never materialised; 

c) Jobs outside of mining are non-existent; 

d) The houses into which they were relocated are of a very poor quality; 

e) The promised grazing land and land for cultivation was never honoured; 

f) People lost livestock as a result;  

g) Their access to water is unreliable; 

h) There was no consideration for the climatic conditions when the village was located on 

Mecklenburg A farm, where the blazing sun beats down on the community from sunrise 

to sunset; and 

i) It is impossible to restart a self-sustaining agricultural economy in the conditions of 

Magobading. 

 

Photo 26: Having no grazing land, the little remaining livestock of the Magobading community poses a risk to lives 

and traffic on a nearby national road. 

Although families agreed to the resettlement they could not foresee the problems that would 

arise because the resettlement altered the context within which family members were 

accustomed to interact with one another. They also did not anticipate that it would disrupt the 

old reciprocal relations which had made the customary family system seem equitable to family 

members. In their old villages, family members all had defined roles in terms of the place each 

family occupied in the village and in the family or household itself. The modern township layout 

of Magobading changed all of that. 

PS 5: Land acquisition and involuntary resettlement 

This performance standard seeks to provide a framework for the responsible and transparent 

management of involuntary resettlement and economic displacement. In addition, it 
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strengthens and clarifies many areas. These include scenarios of involuntary resettlement, 

negotiated settlement (as opposed to expropriation), living conditions at resettlement sites, 

the loss of collective assets, cash compensation, entitlements, security of tenure, and private 

sector responsibilities under government-managed resettlement. An important change 

introduced in terms of this standard is the clarification of planning requirements for physical 

displacement and acquisition of land rights through eminent domain (expropriation) on the one 

hand, and for transactions that do not involve the physical displacement of people on the other 

hand. In the former case, a resettlement action plan (RAP) is required. For the latter situation, 

the client is required to develop compensation procedures that meet the requirements of this 

standard. The Bench Marks Foundation holds that there should not be any instances of 

“involuntary resettlement” and would want to change the discourse to move “beyond free, prior 

and informed consent”, to a situation where affected parties and communities have the right 

to refuse the commencement of any operations that require that they be moved at all. The 

BMF suggests that the principle of free prior and informed consent or refusal be expanded in 

terms of time to include “continuous” free prior and informed consent/refusal.  

 

Photo 27: Boulder in kitchen of Magobagobe household. 

Interestingly, a few of the households at Magobagobe refused to move, and at least one of 

them had a nasty surprise when an enormous boulder rolled down the hill and landed in the 

family’s kitchen, see photo above. Given that Anglo located a residence for workers on the hill 

above, one would not have thought the ground to be so unstable as to dislodge this boulder. 

This brings into question the extent to which the relocation could be considered to have been 

voluntary at all. 

The Bench Marks Foundation is further concerned that the relocated community at 

Magobading does not have title deeds to the stands their new houses were constructed on, 

nor do they have the overall title deed for the farm Mecklenberg A on which Anglo Platinum 

constructed Magobading township. 
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In particular, the policy requires that possession of land for project activities may take place 

only after compensation has been paid, or alternatively, if adequate guarantees of 

compensation have been made to the RAP’s satisfaction. If the latter is chosen, compensation 

payments must not be delayed once resettlement has taken place. Resettlement sites, new 

homes and related infrastructure, public services and moving allowances must be provided to 

the affected persons in accordance with the provisions of the RAP. The Bench Marks 

Foundation notes with dismay that the compensation paid did not reflect the value of land from 

which the community was relocated, given that the value of the mineral resources under the 

land was not considered as part of the compensation calculation. Given that Anglo Platinum 

is not interested in the surface structures in which villagers resided and conducted their lives, 

but in the minerals under the land, compensation calculations should have taken this into 

consideration. 

The compensation amount also failed to take into consideration the aesthetic value of the 

location of the villages that were relocated, the cultural value of the mountain, the spring, the 

flat lands available for cultivation, the actual siting of the villages vis-à-vis the climatic 

conditions in Sekhukhuneland and so on. 

The community of Magobading also lives under a cloud of uncertainty as none of the 

homeowners in the new township has received title deeds for the houses and stands they 

occupy, neither have they received the title deed for the farm Mecklenberg A on which 

Magobading is located.  

PS 6: Conservation of biodiversity and sustainable natural resource management 

There is really no evidence that Anglo Platinum is engaged in the conservation of biodiversity 

or natural resource management at all. The spring where Magobagobe village is located is 

being polluted with sewage from the Anglo Platinum residential complex constructed on the 

hill, blasting is causing serious rock falls, and the general environment is in an appalling state, 

with communities claiming that the mine is releasing waste water into the river every afternoon. 

PS7: Indigenous people 

As has been pointed out in this report, the cultural practices of the indigenous people who 

were relocated was not taken into account by Anglo Platinum. 

PS 8: Cultural heritage 

PS 8 highlights the importance of cultural heritage for current/future generations, and aims to 

protect cultural heritage from adverse impacts of project activities, support its preservation, 

and promote equitable sharing of benefits from its use. Requirements are: 
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 In addition to complying with applicable laws, identifying/protecting cultural heritage by 

ensuring that internationally-recognised practices for protection, field-based study and 

documentation of cultural heritage are implemented. Where there is a chance of 

impacts to cultural heritage, competent professionals are required to assist in 

identification/protection of cultural heritage. 

The design of Magobading Township completely disregarded the living culture of the 

communities relocated. Magobading cannot be considered to be a customary village; it is a 

typical grid pattern township. It is impossible to conduct customary rituals and ceremonies in 

the places allocated to the residents of Magobading. The research team attended a wedding 

ceremony in GaNchabeleng and from the experience understood the importance of large 

stands to accommodate guests, tents, communal cooking, the ritual slaughtering of animals 

for the event, the allocation of space for older men, women, youth etc. The same would apply 

to funerals. 

Anglo Platinum claims to practice the International Finance Corporation principles including, 

where cultural heritage may be affected, consultation to take place with: 

 Affected communities who use or have used the cultural heritage for long-standing 

cultural purposes, to identify cultural heritage and incorporate their views into the 

decision-making process. The communities relocated to Magobading deny that such 

consultation took place. The Bench Marks Foundation rejects the term “consultation’, 

and insist that communities be negotiated with instead. 

 Relevant national or local regulatory agencies that are entrusted with the protection of 

cultural heritage. The Bench Marks Foundation believes that national regulatory 

agencies are compromised and that communities themselves are the custodians of 

their own cultural heritage.  

 Where the site contains cultural heritage or prevents access to previously accessible 

cultural heritage sites used by affected communities, allow continued access to the 

cultural site, or provide an alternative access route, subject to overriding health, safety, 

and security considerations.  

 For the removal of replicable heritage (non-critical): where avoidance is not feasible, 

apply a mitigation hierarchy that will minimise adverse impacts and implement 

restoration measures, in situ; where restoration in situ is not possible, restore the 

functionality of the cultural heritage, in a different location; where these are 

demonstrably not feasible, and where affected communities are using the cultural 

heritage for long-standing purposes, compensate for loss of that tangible cultural 

heritage. 
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 For removal of non-replicable heritage (non-critical): no nonreplicable cultural heritage 

to be removed unless all the following conditions are met: no technically/financially 

feasible alternatives; overall benefits of the project conclusively outweigh the 

anticipated loss from removal; any removal is conducted using the best available 

technique  

 No critical cultural heritage (internationally recognised or legally protected) to be 

removed, significantly altered or damaged. In exceptional circumstances when impacts 

are unavoidable, Informed Consultation and Participation (ICP) of Affected 

Communities to be used, with good faith negotiation that results in a documented 

outcome (Synergy Global Consulting, 2013). 

Interestingly the IFC standards talk about informed consultation and participation (ICP) when 

generally accepted global discourse on the matter refers to free, prior and informed consent 

(FPIC). The Bench Marks Foundation has taken the debate a step further by advocating for 

continued free, prior and informed consent or refusal (CFPICR), recognising the right of 

impacted communities to both continued information and the right to refuse a development. 

See previous discussions on Cultural Heritage issues. 

4.7 Anglo American standards 

Anglo American’s approach to planning and implementing projects, and the way in which the 

company manages its operations, is governed by a comprehensive set of mandatory 

performance requirements that form part of Anglo American’s way: the environment way, the 

social way, the people development way, the occupational health way, the safety way, and the 

projects way. The documents outline the vision, principles, policies, frameworks and 

management system requirements for the respective area of focus. 

Anglo American’s suite of performance standards covers key management areas and contains 

mandatory, high-level requirements set at corporate level. The Anglo American standards 

collectively have been developed to meet, at a minimum, the requirements of the IFC 

performance standards (discussed above). 

Anglo Platinum’s values and business principles drive its social strategy. The company aims: 

 To create and maintain strong and respectful relationships with the communities of 

which the company is a part;  

 To seek regular engagement about issues that may affect those communities;  

 To contribute to the creation of more prosperous and empowered communities;  
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 To regularly assess the company’s operations’ impact on local social and economic 

development, and report on it; and  

 To provide local mechanisms for the consideration and resolution of complaints and 

grievances, and do this in a fair, timely and accessible manner. 

The social vision, principles and policy inform the development of the social performance 

standards as set out in the social way. Of significance is the AA 1000 stakeholder engagement 

standard, according to which stakeholder engagement is planned and conducted. The social 

and environmental impact assessment (S&EIA) performance standard, outlined in the 

environment way, ensures that all projects proactively consider social and environmental 

matters in planning and decision-making for all stages of mining operation. 

Synergy Global Consulting claims that sustainable development aspects are fully integrated 

into Anglo Platinum’s strategy and management approach. Policies are in place on community 

engagement and human rights, including resettlement. For the latter, company policy is that 

resettlement has to be carried out in accordance with international best practice, and is thus 

bound to the following principles:  

 The avoidance of resettlement;  

 Freely conducted negotiation;  

 Continuing consultation with credible community representatives;  

 Fair compensation;  

 The provision of mechanisms for resolving grievances;  

 A presumption of collective resettlement; and  

 As a minimum, the restitution of livelihoods (Synergy Global Consulting 2013) 

 

It is interesting to note that the second bullet above refers to “freely conducted negotiations”, 

but avoids the word “informed” negotiations. Negotiations can only be considered ‘free’ if both 

parties have full and equal access to information about the implications of resettlement and of 

the long-term impacts of mining across the life of mine. 

Aside from this, the company also claims to be involved in supporting local development 

initiatives that seek to improve the quality of infrastructure, services, education, healthcare 

and skills development, yet there is very little evidence of this on the ground in Magobading. 

Anglo Platinum claims the relevance to the company’s community engagement and 
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development function is the formulation, through cooperation, of integrated community 

development plans, which “includes support in the provision of infrastructure, training and skills 

development, enterprise development and preferential procurement” (Synergy Global 

Consulting, 2013). Again, informants in Magobading are completely unaware of any such 

integrated community development plans. The Magobading Relocation Committee (MRC) 

claims great frustration because the corporation is dragging its feet with regard to plans for 

the repair of the poorly constructed houses in Magobading presented by the community 

(Magobading Relocation Committee, 2012).  The company asserts that it is guided by social 

and labour plans (SLPs) of operations, and by complementary stakeholder engagement that 

helps it target specific projects for community assistance. The MRC has challenged this 

assertion (Magobading Relocation Committee, 2012). 

Supporting the social dimension, Anglo America has developed a socio-economic assessment 

toolbox (SEAT), containing a set of tools designed to assist in building an understanding of 

each mining operation, providing standard formats in which key information about the 

operation can be reported. It is compulsory for operations to undertake a SEAT review and 

develop a SEAT report every three years. The toolbox includes methodologies on profiling and 

delineating the impacts of a mining operation, and tools relating to social performance 

management and socio-economic benefit development. The SEAT process enables capacity 

building within mine management to deal effectively with socio-economic issues. The relevant 

tools from the SEAT 3 are: 

 Tool 2B: Developing a stakeholder engagement plan; 

 Tool 4D: Resettlement planning and implementation; 

 Tool 5B: Local procurement;  

 Tool 5F: Developing alternative livelihoods; and  

 Tool 5G: Microcredit for SME development, 

Nowhere in Anglo American’s approach is there any mention of a community, or even a 

government’s right to refuse a mining operation. In Policy Gap 9 the Bench Marks Foundation 

makes a lengthy critique of Anglo American’s grievance mechanisms (Bench Marks 

Foundation, 2014). We suggest alternatively, that an independent national fund be created 

from which communities can draw to pay for independent experts to assist them in their 

engagement with corporations and for the creation of an independent national grievance 

mechanism to which impacted communities may refer their grievances. With reference to 

SEAT 3 tools, the Bench Marks Foundation is of the opinion that Anglo American has failed to 

meet its own standards about the Magobading community. The stakeholder engagement was 
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below par (Magobading Relocation Committee (MRC), 2012). 

 

The resettlement planning was poorly implemented. There is no procurement whatsoever from 

the Magobading community of either labour or services. There are no alternative livelihoods 

provided to the community. In fact, the community lost valuable agricultural land, grazing and 

most of its livestock, severely impacting on its economic viability as a community and on its 

identity as a people given the centrality of cattle to its culture. Finally, throwing a community 

severely impoverished by the relocation to loan sharks as suggested by Tool 5 G is highly 

irresponsible and in fact represents a cost externalisation by the corporation. 

Interviewer: My name is Thobejane Bonolo. And the reason for interviewing you is 

because I am doing it for Bench Marks. In this research we are interested in knowing 

how communities live now compared to the way they used to live in rural areas before 

mining operation started. 

Respondent: Here it is different to the way we used to live. We are not getting anything. 

We have been promised lot of things but even now we haven’t got anything. 

Interviewer: We are interested in your life before the mining activity started. How were 

you living? 

Respondent: We used to farm and eat vegetables. We were using our hands for survival 

and we were not dependent on money for survival. 

Interview: 19 July 2013 
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4.8 What is life like during mining for the Magobading community? 

“We may have a black president but apartheid lives on in another form,” says 53-year-old Jerry 

Tshehlakgolo, a resident of Magobading. “The mining companies just bribe local officials in 

the name of job creation. People are still being moved, apartheid-style, to make way for mining 

operations.” (Cropley and Flak, 2011) 

4.8.1  Settlement 

While the customary cosmology (world-view) defined the religion, culture, traditions and 

heritage of the relocated communities prior to relocation and determined their relationship to 

nature and the environment with which they interacted, no attention was paid to customary 

world view of the relocated people in the design and arrangement of space at Magobading. 

The relocated communities effectively lost their access: 

a) to water; 

b) to grazing land; 

c) to land with fertile soil for cultivation; 

d) to indigenous medicinal plants; 

e) to naturally available building materials; and 

f) to wildlife as an additional source of food. 

The relocation further disrupted customary: 

g) settlement patterns; 

h) building materials; 

i) livestock numbers; 

j) land availability for cultivation; 

k) access to water; 

l) consumption patterns, etc. 

The process of relocation ruptured the relationship between these communities and their 

herds of livestock which had defined not only their language, linguistic idioms, religion, cultural 

practices and rituals, but also their settlement patterns, architecture and cosmology. Tearing 

these people from their land - “Our title deeds to this land are our ancestors buried here” - and 
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alienating them from their livestock represented an attack on their identity and their human 

dignity. It was, in effect, an act of dehumanisation. 

In the pre-relocation villages, people settled on elevated sites in relatively large villages, 

divided into kgoro (pl dikgoro, groups centred on agnatic family clusters). Each consisted of a 

group of households, in huts built around a central area which served as meeting-place, cattle 

byre, graveyard and ancestral shrine. Household huts were ranked in order of seniority. Each 

wife of a polygynous marriage had her own round thatched hut, joined to other huts by a series 

of open-air enclosures (lapa) and encircled by mud walls. Older boys and girls, respectively, 

would be housed in separate huts (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). 

Aspirations to live in a more modern style, along with practicality, have led most families to 

abandon the round hut style for rectangular, flat tin-roofed houses.  

By relocating them into a grid pattern township without regard for seniority or the cultural 

determination of space, the relocation exercise disrupted the patterns that determined social 

cohesion, and social production and reproduction. 

In Magobading there is no distinction between male and female space, there is no space for 

burials inside the household enclosure, and there is no distinction between controlled and 

uncontrolled space. In being relocated far from their original Kgosi the community finds itself 

outside of their defined controlled space and away from the power of its ancestrally determined 

leadership. The community is, in effect, in uncontrolled, unsanitary, wild space or Naga at 

Magobading.  

 

Photo 28: Note the grave inside the yard of the household. 

Processes of forced and semi-voluntary relocation, and an apartheid government planning 

scheme implemented in the name of "betterment", have meant that many newer settlements, 

and the outskirts of many older ones, consist of houses built in grid-formation, occupied by 

individual families unrelated to their neighbours. Such living arrangements have not changed 

substantially since the advent of democracy in 1994 (van Schalkwyk, Moifatswane, Teichert, 

and Viljoen, 2005). Effectively the relocation of people from three different villages to 
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Magobading and the obvious disregard for living culture and heritage can simply be described 

as a continuation of colonial and apartheid arrogance towards rural communities. 

4.8.2 Impact on kinship in the relocated community 

The people of Magobading, having been relocated from three different villages, continue to 

pledge their allegiance to the Kgosi in the area from which they were relocated rather than to 

the Kgosi into whose area they were relocated. This poses a major problem for the relocated 

people, for the receiving community and for Anglo Platinum. Simply put, it leads to conflict and 

divisions. The relocated community, comprising people relocated from three different villages, 

lacks any customary cohesion. Supplying water to Magobading has had a negative impact on 

the water supply of the receiving community. Any corporate social investment or responsibility 

projects in terms of the relocation agreement done for Magobading is viewed enviously by the 

receiving community, thereby creating competition between them and the resettled 

community. 

Whereas in the pre-mining villages marriage was patrilocal, and represented a system of 

political integration and controlled recycling of bride-wealth (dikgomo di boela shakeng; 

returning of bride cattle), this has been disrupted by the relocation as most people in 

Magobading have lost most of their livestock, grazing and land for cultivation. This means that 

the entire customary system of marriage has been disrupted. 

Also disrupted is the customary system of inheritance. Previously the oldest son of a 

household within a polygynous family would inherit the house-property of his mother, including 

its cattle, and was supposed to act as custodian of these goods for the benefit of the 

household's other children. Given that there was already a decline of cattle-keeping due to the 

sharp increase in land-shortage and the change to a system of last-born inheritance, primarily 

of land due to the impact of colonialism and apartheid, the almost complete lack of access to 

land and cattle in Magobading means that parents have been left with nothing material to pass 

on to their children, leading to generational alienation. 

The relocation has also disrupted the life-cycle for both sexes which was differentiated by 

important rituals. Both girls and boys underwent initiation. Boys (bašemane, later mašoboro) 

spent their youth looking after cattle at remote outposts, in the company of peers and older 

youths. Now there is no livestock to look after.  
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Photo 29: Koma or male initiation site at the pre-mining village of GaNchabeleng in Sekhukhuneland. 

 

The tradition of circumcision and initiation at koma (initiation school) was held about once 

every five years. During this ceremony,  youths were socialised into groups of cohorts or 

regiments (mephato) bearing the leader’s name. Its members then maintained lifelong loyalty 

to each other, and often travelled together to find work on the farms or on the mines. These 

groups have been disrupted due to the fact that the relocated community has no affinity with 

the customary leader in the receiving community. Although Anglo Platinum promised, 

according to community informants, that two persons per household would be employed at 

Twickenham mine in the relocation agreement, this has not happened. 

Girls attended their own koma and were initiated into their own regiments (ditswa-bothuku), 

usually two years after the boy’s school. Initiation is still practised, and provides a considerable 

income to the chiefs who licence it for a fee or, in recent years, to private entrepreneurs who 

have established initiation schools beyond chiefs’ jurisdiction. This has happened particularly 

where traditional spatial arrangements and customary community relations had been broken 

(Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 2005). The association of women and girls 

with cultivation and the land has been dislocated for the relocated community in that they have 

no access to land in Magobading. 

Not a single heritage assessment done prior to the relocation of a community looked at the 

impact of relocation of the social relations of production and reproduction of communities in 

terms of the disruption of customary relations of power, rites, rituals and inheritance which are 

the essence of social production and reproduction and defines the identity not just of 

communities but of the roles and responsibilities of individuals within communities, and 

thereby the identity even of the person. The majority, indigenous African population has had 

to suffer dispossession, dislocation, disruption and relocation as part of the process of 

integration into the global economy which has located Africa as the supplier of cheap labour 

and the products of the extractive industries, namely minerals and raw materials. 
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The people of Magobading now find themselves under the direct management of local 

government instead of a customary headman or chief and customary law. Yet, Anglo Platinum 

continues to engage with traditional authorities which in effect leaves the community of 

Magobading in limbo. 

4.8.3 Impact on the environment 

4.8.3.1 Water:  

 

The Bench Marks Foundation requested that Anglo Platinum produces the required 

environmental impact assessment for the Magobading relocation. The BMF also requested 

that Anglo Platinum provides a copy of their water licence for the boreholes that they submitted 

to supply water to Magobading, The response to our request is contained in Appendix 8.1. 

However, the following paragraph is most revealing, “With respect to all these request (sic) 

according to our records all the Development Facilitation Act (DFA) applications for the 

Magobading community were not undertaken by Anglo Platinum (AAP) or any of its 

subsidiaries. Rather all proclamations, approvals and the actual township development were 

undertaken by a developer by the name of Mr Ping (unfortunately now deceased), who was 

appointed by IT Trust” (Chadwick, 2016). 

There are strong suggestions that, in sinking the boreholes to supply Magobading, the 

relocation exercise impacted on the water supply of existing villages adjacent to Magobading 

causing the water table to drop and village wells and boreholes to dry up (Ladski, Seshoka, 

Faysse, Lévite, and Koppen, 2004). From this report it is doubtful that a proper environmental 

impact assessment was done. 

This caused conflict in which villagers from the adjacent villages allegedly repeatedly 
sabotaged the pumps to the bulk storage reservoir (Ladski, Seshoka, Faysse, Lévite, and 
Koppen, 2004). 

Photo 30 a and b: Informant leading BMF team to fountain at Magobagobe and pointing out the exact point 
where sewage from Anglo Platinum residential site pollutes the fountain. 
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Villagers fondly remember the natural spring at Magobagobe from which they had been 
relocated.  

The spring is now polluted with sewage water from the nearby single quarters which Anglo 

Platinum constructed on the hill above where Magobagobe was located.  

The community complains that although they have potable water from taps in every yard, the 

water supply is intermittent and unreliable. There are also no streams or fountains on the land 

known as Mecklenburg A. It is therefore difficult to keep livestock such as cattle and goats. 

Photo 31: Anglo Platinum constructed a trough where Magobagobe used to be 

Photo 32: Mine-constructed canal into which mine water is released 
at 15h00 every afternoon into the Motse River 
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In the village of Botshabelo (the members of the community were also relocated to 

Magobading), people all contributed to a fund to put a borehole and provide tapped/potable 

water for the village, an achievement of which villagers were justifiably proud.  

Villagers took the BMF research team to observe mine water discharged daily from 

Twickenham mine through a constructed canal into the Motse river. Villagers claim that the 

daily water discharge is polluted and is poisoning their livestock. 

Magobading is also very poorly located and prone to flash floods. The houses constructed by 

Anglo Platinum were built on concrete slabs without proper foundations, and street drainage 

is non-existent. This has led to erosion around the slabs and cracking of houses.  

 

Photo 33: Houses in Magobading are prone to flooding during flash floods. 

4.8.3.2  Dust 

Magobading is located in a much drier part than the villages from where people were related 

and is therefore prone to severe dust storms during the windy season. 

 

Photo 34: Dust storm in the vicinity of Magobading 

4.8.3.3 Land 

Before agreeing to move, the community was promised land for cultivation and grazing at 

Magobading. This promise never materialised, according to informants.  
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Due to the loss of land for agriculture and grazing, formerly self-sustaining communities have 

lost their capacity to sustain and effectively reproduce themselves. 

The three relocated villages had historical and customary ties to their land, and informants told 

members of the research team that their customary title to the land was the fact that their 

ancestors are buried on the land. In the relocation process the communities were under the 

impression that the communities constituted into one community, “Magobading” would see 

either the community as a collective, or individual householders would receive a title deed for 

the land Mecklenburg A, or title deeds for individual stands. 

4.8.4 Loss of land, indigenous knowledge, art and science of herbal medicines 

We have already noted the impact of the loss of land and cattle in terms of rites, rituals 

inheritance. Little attention was paid to location. Magobading does not receive any shade at 

any time of the day, whereas the villages from people were relocated snuggled comfortably 

into mountain sides, getting early morning sun for warmth and mountain shade in the 

afternoons against the heat. On showing the research team where they used to stay, one of 

our guides commented, “It really saddens me to come here in the afternoon and feel the cool 

wind blowing on my face. In Magobading we are exposed to the heat of the sun all day long.” 

 

Having access to land also meant having access to fauna and flora in terms of traditional 

medicines and veld food. In Magobading the community no longer has access to either land 

or that which can be harvested from the veld. Those with the knowledge of traditional medicinal 

plants are now losing that knowledge, a loss not only to them but to the entire country. 

Informant: My name is Jan Lehlalerwa Mathabatha and this is my wife Meriam Mathabatha. We 

used to stay in Botshabelo until we relocated here in 2003. Where we used to live it was good 

because our plots were big. We had cattle and goats, kraals and chicken coops. We used to farm 

and it was always raining. We were able to reap different kinds of vegetables and maize. Like 

this thing we use to drink water, we got it from our farms.  

Source: 19 June 2014, Household Interview. 
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Photo 35: In the field with traditional healers. 

 

In GaNchabeleng the research team had the privilege of spending two days with traditional 

healers in this pre-mine community scouring the veld for medicinal plants, learning about their 

uses and locating water sources where the special water for making medicines are found. In 

Magobading one of the traditional healers the team met is now housebound. 

 

4.8.5 Impact on settlement patterns 

The report noted the customary settlement patterns that existed, and notes that in the 

relocation process Anglo Platinum did not pay due attention to customary settlement patterns. 

Thus three different lineage groups from three different villages were mixed up in one 

settlement. No attention was paid to lineage seniority in terms of spatial allocation and in not 

providing land for cultivation and herding, thus the role of women as cultivators, and the 

circulation of cattle and livestock, was broken as most community members lost their livestock.  

4.8.6 Impact on the customary self-sustaining economy 

The customary self-sustaining economy has effectively been destroyed in the relocation 

process. Most community members have lost most of their livestock, there is no room for 

domestic food gardening given that the stands are too small, and there is no land allocation 

for cultivation or land for the herding of livestock. The slaughter of animals plays a central role 

in customary communities. The loss of land and livestock has thus also led to the destruction 
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of ritual and ceremonial practices, such as birth rites, rites of passage, wedding ceremonies, 

funerals and the veneration and appeasement of ancestors. 

4.8.7  Impact on land tenure 

Customary land tenure was kinship based and everyone in the village, apart from being 

interrelated, had access to land by right. Every male had a right to cattle which was exchanged 

through the mechanism of bride-wealth. Every person had access to food through familial ties, 

and water was obtained from the community commons in the form of the local spring, stream, 

well or borehole. Grazing land was communal. Land for cultivation was sub-divided to families. 

Within the family, the head of the household allocated land for cultivation to wives and children. 

The land was passed on generationally within families.  

We reported that in the pre-mining context a man was granted land by the chief for each of his 

wives. Unused land was reallocated by the kgosi, rather than being inherited within families. 

However, many communities are losing their land in the face of predatory mining expansion 

into the areas into which they are residing (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi Cultural Development Trust, 

2005). 

In the case of Magobading, the relocated communities have lost links to their land as well as 

their kgosi. He can no longer allocate land to them, nor can they request him to do so. The 

community trusted that Anglo Platinum would provide them with alternate land for grazing and 

cultivation, but this has not materialised. 

4.8.8 Impact on agriculture 

a) Cultivation 

The Magobading community no longer has access to land. This impacts not only on the ability 

of the community to sustain itself in a customary manner, but also on the role definitions, 

including of the head of the household as the custodian of the land, of women as the providers 

of food on a daily basis and on the notion of collective/communal work. The sense of 

cooperation and community is broken down and individual competition now emerges. Where 

all had access to land and resources by right and through lineage in the past, people now only 

have access to commodities mediated by access to money. 

b) Herding 

See discussion above 

4.8.9 Water 

The chief was depended on to perform rain-making for his subjects. The link between the 

people in Magobading and their Kgosi has been severed. The link between the people of 
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Magobading and their original sources of ground and surface water has been disrupted. In 

2016, fourteen years after relocation, Anglo Platinum still has to deliver on its promise of 

dependable piped water. Community members report receiving water once a week. 

In the pre-mining villages women fetched water and gathered around the local fountain to do 

the washing. As such the fountain formed a place where women discussed the issues of the 

village and matters of particular concern to them without the interference of men. Fountain 

water was also an important ingredient of traditional medicines. On hot days, children could 

swim in the natural pools below the fountain. How then could a mining company place a 

monetary value on the loss of a fountain? Now they have neither fountain nor working taps. 

4.8.10 Impact on religion, arts and culture 

The loss of land and livestock has also led to the destruction of ritual and ceremonial practices, 

such as birth rites, rites of passage, wedding ceremonies, funerals and the veneration and 

appeasement of ancestors (as noted above) 

4.8.11 The aesthetic integration of landscape, religion, culture and music 

A key informant, Jerry Tshehlakgolo, took the research team to a musical rock or lithophone 

on the mountain above the village which was relocated; he spoke with great sadness of the 

loss to the relocated community of access to this rock. Lithophones are common among the 

Bapedi and we came across similar musical rocks at GaNchabeleng. It goes without saying 

that there are no lithophones on Magobading, and that few residents remember the lithophone 

left behind. Significantly none of the heritage reviews conducted by Anglo Platinum recorded 

the existence of this lithophone. 
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Photo 36: Lithophone affected by Twickenham operation 

These rocks may also have been considered to have sacred, spiritual powers. Heritage 

surveys submitted to the DMR and the South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA) 

by Anglo Platinum and reviewed by the Bench Marks Foundation fail to identify the important 

landmarks that inform the script of traditional/customary communities. Clearly money sounds 

more loudly than these rocks as SAHRA almost invariably gives permission for mining to 

proceed. The Bench Marks Foundation has yet to learn of any mining application turned down 

by SAHRA. SAHRA is indeed the instrument mining is using to write traditional/customary 

communities out of the history of South Africa, preferring the gaudy signage of mining 

corporations and their environmentally and culturally destructive activities to all references to 

our past… leaving South Africans without heritage, identity or dignity, and reducing them to 

cheap labour for global capital. 

Bench Marks is also concerned that the villages from which the community of Magobading 

had been relocated from buildings dedicated to the religious and spiritual needs of the 

community. Anglo Platinum did not, apparently, see the need for any structures dedicated to 

the religious and spiritual needs of the community in Magobading as no churches were 

constructed. 

4.8.12 Impact on housing and spatial arrangements  

The report noted the customary settlement patterns that existed, and notes that in the 

relocation process Anglo Platinum did not pay due attention to customary settlement patterns. 
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Thus three different lineage groups from three different villages were mixed up in one 

settlement. No attention was paid to lineage seniority in terms of spatial allocation and in not 

providing land for cultivation and herding. Thus the role of women as cultivators, and the 

circulation of cattle and livestock was broken as most community members lost their livestock.  

There has been an ongoing dispute around housing between the community and Anglo 

Platinum. Firstly, the houses did not have termite-treated wood roof beams and within months 

of construction became termite-infested, to the point of residents facing the collapse of roofs. 

Eventually by 2015, the roof beams of all the houses were replaced, after much pressure from 

the Magobading Relocation Committee, civil society, and the media. All the houses now have 

steel roof beams. However, the steel roof beams conduct electricity and in case of highveld 

thunderstorms, run the risk of endangering the lives of occupants should the houses be struck 

by lightning. Electrocution from electric wire short circuits also pose a risk.  

In a recent meeting attended between the MRC and Anglo Platinum and overseen by BMF, 

the community also raised the issue of some of the public buildings, such as the school, still 

having termite-invested roof beams and posing a danger to school children. 

The streets do not have a proper drainage system and they are not paved. This leads to the 

flooding of the houses. 

The occupants of houses claim that they do not have title deeds to the yards in which houses 

are situated This has led to a great deal of insecurity. 

4.8.13 Impact on arts  

There is no indication that the community is practicing any traditional arts and crafts anymore. 

4.8.14  Impact on identity 

It would be safe to conclude that the relocation has effectively wiped out the customary identity 

of this community. Sadly, the location of Magobading, the high rates of unemployment and 

lack of access to the means of the customary self-sustaining economy has left members in 

this community feeling worthless and dejected. 

4.8.15  Undermining community structures 

The mining company signed an MOU with BMF in Paris at the Platinum Round Table according 

to which BMF will facilitate a process of engagement between the MRC and Anglo Platinum 

to address outstanding issues from the original relocation agreements (de Man, 2010). BMF 

has facilitated a number of meetings between the MRC and Anglo Platinum, of which at least 

two have been disrupted, allegedly by the connivance of certain staff members of Anglo 

Platinum attempting to cloud the issues. Thus, on 15 March 2010 the Magobading community 

met after it was alleged that Anglo Platinum tried to cloud the relocation issues of the specific 
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Magobading community with general issues of its wider corporate social 

responsibility/investment programmes by bring in people from the broader community to a 

meeting which was specifically called to address relocation issues.  

 

The above “petition\” was signed by every household in Magobading.  

On 12 July 2016, BMF called another meeting at Twickenham Mine at the behest of the 

MRC with head office and local management of Anglo Platinum, to discuss progress with 

regards to the implementation of the MoU. The parties submitted the names of attendees to 

BMF. Mr Eric Mokua submitted the names to the Anglo Platinum management for purposes 

of arranging the venue and logistics of the meeting. Fifteen minutes into the meeting a 

disruptive group, whose names were not on any lists of attendees, arrived and it took an 

hour to effect the meeting. The MRC alleges that local Twickenham mine management were 

trying to disrupt any meaningful dialogue and to undermine the MRC.  
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5. Recommendations 
The BMF has reflected on the implications of life before, during and after mining and 

relocations of communities and has the following recommendations for various role players: 

5.1 Anglo American Platinum 

5.1.1 Land for grazing and cultivation 

That Anglo Platinum recognises the impact of not providing the relocated community at 

Magobading with adequate land for grazing and cultivation. The report recommends that Anglo 

Platinum provides the land for grazing and cultivation as promised in the original relocation 

process and funds the restoration of the customary cattle culture from which the community 

was dislocated. 

5.1.2  Title deeds to stands  

That Anglo Platinum recognises that it has increased the insecurity of the relocated population 

by not providing stand occupants and households with the title deeds to their stands in 

Magobading. The report recommends that Anglo Platinum secures and hands over the title 

deeds to the relocated community. 

5.1.3 Spatial arrangements 

That in future relocation processes, Anglo Platinum and other mining companies recognise 

that spatial arrangements are an integral part of role definitions, identity and culture in 

customary communities and that due attention must be paid to this fact in the spatial layout of 

communities to be relocated with community consent in future. 

5.1.4 Access to potable household water and water for agricultural purposes 

That Anglo Platinum recognises the centrality of water to customary culture, life and self-

sustaining economic activities as well as the constitutional right to water of every individual, 

and makes adequate provision for water before a community is relocated. The report further 

recommends that the untenable water situation at Magobading be immediately resolved. 

5.1.5 Fountains and streams 

a) That Anglo Platinum recognises the economic and cultural importance of fountains and 

streams to customary communities and at all costs avoids the pollution and/or 

destruction of such fountains and streams. Noting the pollution of the fountain at 

Magobagobe with sewage from the Anglo Platinum supplied employee 

accommodation there, the report recommends that the company immediately stops 

the pollution of this fountain. 
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b) The report further recommends that Anglo Platinum fills in the canal that leads from its 

Twickenham operation into the Motse river and stops the daily discharge of mine water 

into that river. 

5.1.6 The religious and spiritual needs of the Community 

It is recommended that Anglo American, other corporations and government ensure that any 

relocation of a community considers the religious and spiritual needs of the community and 

makes provision for those needs in terms of providing the necessary buildings and structures 

within which the community and providers may cater for them. 

5.1.7 Compliance with environmental impact assessments and environmental 
management plans 

It is recommended that Anglo Platinum take note that the law requires that every development 

project have an environmental impact assessment and management plan, whether it is a farm 

dam, a community relocation or a major mining project. It is concerning that the Bench Marks 

Foundation could not get any indication from the corporation that an environmental impact 

gassessment or management plan was prepared for the Magobading project. It is also not 

clear that there is a water licence for this project. 

5.2 General 

5.2.1 The creation of an independent fund 

BMF recommends that an independent fund be created to assist communities to more 

meaningfully engage with corporations. 

5.2.2 The creation of an independent national grievance mechanism 

The creation of an independent national grievance mechanism must be available to 

communities to enable them to lodge grievances about their relationship with their corporate 

neighbours with the aim of achieving objective and meaningful resolution of disputes with 

which all parties will abide. 

5.2.3 Going beyond compliance 

Mining companies need to go beyond compliance not only in terms of national laws and 

regulations, but also in terms of the economic model to which they ascribe. In their 

engagement with communities, they need to go beyond market principles. The disruption of 

certain aspects of community life and existence cannot be measured in monetary and market 

terms. However, the report has shown that even in terms of market values, relocated 

communities are short-changed.  
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5.2.4 The role of government and government departments 

Government departments and agencies must play a neutral and objective role in the 

relationship between corporations and communities and respect the constitutional, human, 

economic, cultural, heritage and other rights of communities in the decision-making process. 

5.3 Recommendations to the legislature, legislation and regulations 

5.3.1 The Constitution of South Africa 

The Bench Marks Foundation is of the view that the South African Constitution fails in that the 

so-called property clause largely refers to private property and lacks any detail relating to the 

expropriation of communal property.  The Constitution is also lacking in that it determines 

compensation in terms of “market value”.  The BMF therefore recommends that the socalled 

“property clause” be clarified so as to protect customary communities from predatory actions 

by corporations.  

5.3.2 Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002 (Act No. 28 of 2002) 

(MPRDA) 

The BMF notes that this Act is under review and that proposed amendments are being 

discussed in a public consultation process nationally. Previous amendments have seen water 

and environmental clauses in this Act revert back to the National Environmental Management 

Act and to the Water Act. However, the amendments included clauses through which the 

issuing of water use licences and approval of environmental impact assessments for mining 

reverts to the Minister of Mineral Resources, while the appeal against the issuing of such 

licenses are with the Minister of Environmental Affairs and the Minister of Water and 

Sanitation. The Bench Marks Foundation recommends that licensing and approvals remain 

with the relevant line function departments. Given the global seriousness of climate change 

and global warming and South Africa’s soil and water challenges it is inappropriate for the 

government to succumb to pressures from the mining industry to speed up environmental 

permissions and the issuing of water licences. 

5.3.3 National Environmental Waste Management Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008) 

Given that South Africa is responsible for 86% of Africa’s waste production and that most of 

that waste production may be ascribed to mining, the BMF notes with concern that the mining 

industry is excluded from the Waste Management Act. The BMF therefore recommends that 

mining be included in the Waste Management Act. 
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5.3.4 Disaster Management Act, 2002 (Act No. 57 of 2002)  

The BMF notes that mining operations are excluded from the requirements of the Disaster 

Management Act, 2002 (Act No. 57 of 2002). The BMF therefore recommends that all mining 

operations be made subject to the Disaster Management Act with immediate effect. 

5.3.5 Legislation and regulations pertaining to the relocation of graves 

The BMF notes human remains that are less than 60 years old are subject to provisions of the 

Human Tissue Act, 1983 (Act No. 65 of 1983) and to local regulations. Exhumation of graves 

must conform to the standards set out in the Ordinance on Excavations (Ordinance No. 12 of 

1980) (replacing the old Transvaal Ordinance No. 7 of 1925), and that these three acts date 

back to the apartheid era and are not in keeping with the democratic changes that have taken 

place in the country. The relocation of graves does not only require the permission of 

descendants, but also need to take into consideration the place of graves and of ancestors in 

the living culture of the affected community as is shown in the case of Magobading. We 

therefore recommend that these Acts be replaced with a single Act that consolidates all issues 

regarding the burial of human remains, the relocation of graves and paying due attention to 

the culture, heritage and traditions associated with the burial of human remains or the 

relocation of graves.  

5.4 Recommendations to civil society, the chamber of mines and 

mining corporations in general 

5.4.1 Community perception index 

The report recommends that the BMF, in consultation and collaboration with communities, 

other civil society organisations and the Chamber of Mines and mining companies in general 

completes its work on a community perception index and corporate rating agency. 

5.4.2 National grievance mechanism 

The report recommends that that the BMF, in consultation and collaboration with communities, 

other civil society organisations and in consultation with the Chamber of Mines and mining 

companies in general, come to agreement on the creation of a national grievance mechanism 

to resolve grievances and disputes between mine affected communities and mining 

corporations. 

5.4.3 Central mine-affected community fund 

The report recommends that that the BMF, in consultation and collaboration with communities, 

other civil society organisations and the Chamber of Mines and mining companies in general, 

come to agreement on the creation of a central community fund to which all mining 
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corporations will contribute and from which communities can draw to obtain their own 

independent experts to assist them in consultations, deliberations, negotiations and conflict 

resolution with mining corporations. 

5.4.4 Civil society and community collaboration 

The report recommends that NGOs, CBOs and CSOs collaborate more closely in sharing 

resources, time and skills to register progress in resolving issues affecting mine-impacted 

communities. 

5.5 Recommendations around the environment and corporate social 
investment 

5.5.1 Biodegradable packaging and rope manufacturing 

Noting that COP21 in Paris agreed to rapidly move away from fossil fuels to new green 

energies and products, the report recommends that mining corporations in their corporate 

social responsibility programmes fund community-based projects in the production of bio-

degradable packaging and rope manufacture using sisal which is in abundance in 

Sekhukhuneland. 

5.5.2 Aloe Vera production 

Noting that HIV/AIDS prevalence is significantly higher in areas where there is mining, the 

report recommends that mining corporations in their corporate social responsibility and 

investment programmes and the Department of Trade and Industry invest in community-based 

projects around the growing, harvesting, processing and production of Aloe Vera products. 

5.5.3 Indigenous knowledge systems (IKS) and protection of natural flora 

Noting that there are an abundance of plants used in traditional medicines in Sekhukhuneland 

that are under threat from mining operations, the report recommends that mining corporations 

in their corporate social responsibility and investment programmes, and the Department of 

Trade and Industry and the Department of Health invest in further research into IKS and the 

potential application of such plants in pharmaceuticals and community-based projects around 

the growing, harvesting, processing and production of such medicines. 
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5.6 Recommendations around the self-sustaining economy, 

environment, agriculture and corporate social responsibility. 

5.6.1 Land for grazing and cultivation 

That Anglo Platinum recognises the impact of not providing the relocated community at 

Magobading with adequate land for grazing and cultivation. The report recommends that Anglo 

Platinum provides the land for grazing and cultivation as promised in the original relocation 

process and funds the restoration of the customary cattle culture from which the community 

was dislocated. 

5.6.2 Title deeds to stands 

That Anglo Platinum recognises that it has increased the insecurity of the relocated population 

by not providing stand occupants and households with the title deeds to their stands in 

Magobading. The report recommends that Anglo Platinum secures and hands over the title 

deeds to the relocated community. 

5.6.3 Spatial arrangements 

That Anglo Platinum and other mining companies in future relocation processes recognise that 

spatial arrangements are an integral part of role definitions, identity and culture in customary 

communities and that due attention must be paid to this in the spatial layout of those 

communities who agree to be relocated in future. 

5.6.4 Access to potable household water and water for agricultural purposes 

That Anglo Platinum recognises the centrality of water to customary culture, life and self-

sustaining economic activities as well as the constitutional right to water of every individual, 

and makes adequate provision for water before a community is relocated. The report further 

recommends that the untenable water situation at Magobading be immediately resolved. 

5.6.5 Fountains and streams 

a) That Anglo Platinum recognises the economic and cultural importance of fountains and 

streams to customary communities and at all costs avoids the pollution and/or 

destruction of such fountains and streams. Noting the pollution of the fountain at 

Magobagobe with sewage from the company supplied employee accommodation, the 

report recommends that Anglo Platinum immediately stops the pollution of this 

fountain; and 

b) That Anglo Platinum fills in the canal that leads from its Twickenham operation into the 

Motse river and stops the daily discharge of mine water into that river. 
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5.6.6 The religious and spiritual needs of the community 

It is recommended that Anglo American, other corporations and government ensure that any 

relocation of a community considers the religious and spiritual needs of the community and 

makes provision for those needs in terms of providing the necessary buildings and structures 

within which the community and providers may cater for those needs. 

5.7 Recommendations around culture and heritage 

5.7.1 Social and labour plans 

The BMF is of the opinion that government departments dealing with heritage and culture 

should pay more attention to social and labour plans submitted by mining corporations to the 

DMR. The BMF therefore recommends that social and labour plans for mining projects are 

adjudicated by the Departments of Labour, the Department of Social Welfare and the 

Department of Heritage Arts and Culture and the Department of Trade and Industry, and not 

by the DMR. 

5.7.2 The protection of cultural artefacts such as lithophones 

Bench Marks Foundation is concerned about the fact that the South African Heritage 

Resources Agency (SAHRA) finds in favour of mining corporations in every instance in every 

assessment of the impact of mining on the cultural heritage of communities. The submissions 

from mining corporations invariably use private or university-based archaeologists whose 

main interest is in archaeological artefacts and structures and hardly ever in the relationship 

between these and living communities, as a result of which assessment processes exclude 

communities. Important historical, cultural and heritage local and national assets are 

destroyed in the process of mining. Communities are also never offered development options 

around their own culture and identity. It is recommended that a proper national cultural and 

heritage audit is conducted before the indigenous identity is entirely erased from the South 

African landscape and communities are degraded by mining. 

5.7.3 The protection of naturally occurring lithographs 

It is recommended that a proper anthropological study is done into the function of lithographs 

in indigenous culture and that lithographs receive proper protection. 

5.7.4 The religious and spiritual needs of the community 

It is recommended that corporations and government ensure that any relocation of a 

community considers the religious and spiritual needs of the community and makes provision 

for those needs in terms of providing the necessary buildings and structures within which the 

community and providers may cater for those needs.   
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5.7.5 Compliance with environmental impact assessments and environmental   
management plans 

It is recommended that mining corporations, and local, provincial and national government 

take note that the law requires that every development project requires an environmental 

impact assessment and management plan, whether it is a farm dam, a community relocation 

or a major mining project. It is concerning that the Bench Marks Foundation could not get any 

indication from the corporation that an environmental impact assessment or management plan 

was prepared for the Magobading project. It is also not clear that there is a water licence for 

this project. 
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6. Conclusion 
The Bench Marks Foundation has released reports on mining, the impact of mining on 

communities and the relationship between mines and communities annually for almost a 

decade. It is disconcerting that despite numerous engagements with mining corporations on 

behalf of and with communities, the relationship between mines and communities does not 

seem to improve. It is further worrying that mining corporations seem bent on remaining 

enclave operations exclusive of communities and community interests. Yet, when a mine 

reaches the end of its life, it is communities that remain with the environmental and social 

mess abandoned by the mining operation. This is untenable and entirely irresponsible. 

However, this is the consequence of the obvious imbalance of power and wealth between 

communities and mines. The Foundation hopes that the recommendations made in this study, 

once implemented, will go some way towards addressing these concerns. 
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7. Appendices 
7.1 Anglo response to BMF request for information regarding 
Magobading Relocation. 
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Documentation of historical sites in the Twickenham Platinum Mine development, 

Sekhukhune District, Limpopo Province  

During a survey undertaken to locate, identify and evaluate sites, objects and structures of 

cultural importance within the boundaries of the area in which it is proposed to develop a new 

platinum mine, a number of archaeological sites were discovered. It was determined that 

mitigation will have to be undertaken for at least some of these, as the sites eventually will be 

destroyed.  

Documenting the sites showed that it all belonged to a single extended family that have been 

living in the area for a number of generations. Suddenly, the history of a seemingly insignificant 

group of people became the object of study, giving us the opportunity to understand the 

problems they faced and continue to face in their daily lives.  

 Maps were drawn, interviews were conducted and photographical documentation was done. 

This material will hopefully one day be used in exhibits and publications to educate fellow 

South Africans and others, in order to create a climate of understanding between people of 

different backgrounds.  
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DOCUMENTATION OF HISTORICAL SITES IN THE TWICKENHAM PLATINUM MINE 

DEVELOPMENT, SEKHUKHUNE DISTRICT, LIMPOPO PROVINCE 

 1.  AIM OF THE PROJECT  

During a survey undertaken to locate, identify and evaluate sites, objects and structures of 

cultural importance within the boundaries of the area in which it is proposed to develop a new 

platinum mine (Fig. 1), a number of archaeological sites were discovered (Van Schalkwyk 

2002a, 2002b, 2002c). It was determined that mitigation will have to be undertaken for at least 

some of these, as the sites eventually will be destroyed. In fact, some of them have already 

being damaged as the result of roads that were made for exploration activities. The aim of the 

exercise was therefore to recover as much information in order to:  

• record the sites to preserve the cultural features identified;   

• reconstruct, if possible, the time-scale of the sites;  

• reconstruct the history and cultural background of the people who lived there.  

2. METHODOLOGY  

2.1  Preliminary investigation  

2.1.1 Survey of the literature  

A survey of the relevant literature was conducted with the aim of reviewing the previous 

research done. In this regard, various anthropological, archaeological and historical sources 

were consulted - see the list of references below. Settlement pattern is dealt with by authors 

such as Bothma (1962) and Monnig (1967).   

2.2 Site documentation  

The remaining structures, mainly stone and clay walling, was surveyed by means of a 

theodolite and from this scale drawings were produced. Concurrently, an examination was 

made of surface material in order to gain a better understanding of the sites. No excavations 

were done and no artefacts were removed. In support of this documentation, approximately 

100 photographs were taken.  

2.3 Oral histories  

Oral histories were taken down as given by local people in the vernacular. However, for the 

purpose of this documented, a translated summary is presented as part of the interpretation.  

2.4 Ethnographic analogies  

 A number of homesteads showing more traditional elements in layout and architecture and 

construction techniques were visited and interesting features were documented to support 

what were noted during the site documentation.  
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2.3.  DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA  

The sites that were documented are located on the farm Twickham 114KT, in the 

Sekhukhuneland district of Limpopo Province, South Africa (see Fig. 2).  

The topography of the area varies from mountains, to plains bisected by a number of smaller 

rivers. The geology made up of norite, with gabbro occurring to the west of the area. The 

original vegetation of the area consisted of two veld types – Mixed Bushveld and a section of 

Sourish Mixed Bushveld wedging in from the west. However, agricultural activities – ploughing 

and grazing – and harvesting of wood, has turned it largely into scrub veld.  

2.4. ORAL HISTORY 9  

According to local spokespersons, the recorded homesteads were all inhabited by the people 

of Sekiti, forming part of an extended family. They claim to have originated from the Koni of 

Matlala, living north west of Pietersburg at Matlala a Thaba. However, this may possibly be 

disputed as they have a totally different totem, revering phiri or the hyena, whereas the Koni 

of Matlala revere tlhantlhagane or the scaly feathered finch. It is not unknown for people to 

change totem after splitting off from a ‘parent’ group. But in this instance other groups found 

in the Sekhukhuneland area also claiming to be Koni and also revering the hyena, claim origins 

different than the Koni of Matlala.   

The date and reason for the Sekiti breaking away from their ‘parent’ group is not remembered 

anymore. However, after this breakaway, they eventually settled with the people of Mashabela 

at Mosego (on the farm Hackney 116KT). The people of Mashabela called themself the Pedi 

of Mongatane. They have kwena (crocodile) as totem.  

“The great-grand father (of Mmampshe, the spokesperson recounting the history) was a 

wealthy man, with many head of livestock. He married a woman from the Mashabela, but 

eventually he left the area due to a lack of grazing for his livestock. He moved up the Leolo 

mountain and over the mountain to the place called Mohlaletsi (Geluks Location), close to the 

present capital of the Pedi people. Originally he settled peacefully amongst the people there. 

However, this did not last long and conflict developed when he was appointed headman (tona 

or ramotsana) over the people of the area. The local people did not like this and fighting broke 

out between his followers and the local people. This conflict carried on, even after the death 

of the old man.   

                                                
9 

   In this section the material is presented as close to the original narration as 

possible. This is done to preserve the authenticity of the spoken material, thereby 

distinguishing it from more conventional historical sources. Only minor changes were made in 

order to facilitate logic and ease of presentation. Grammatical mistakes were edited out.   
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As a result of this fighting his three sons, Puleng, Moshoaneng and Phomphage (also known 

as Njubala), fled  back to Mashabela, settling with their aunt (sister to their deceased father). 

Here each of the three sons took one of their nieces as wife. After a time, they went to settle 

at Makgatlo (Twickenham 114KT), where the family of Makgwale later joined them. This took 

place c. 1928.  

We stayed here at Makgatlo until 1954, when we were forced to move away by the then 

government2 to the place called Sentlhana, together with the family of Makgwale. Later we 

were joined here by the family of Makola.  

When the development of malaene started, we were again forced to move and were resettled, 

in 1975, at our current place of residence at Magobagobe. Here a split took place as some 

people chose to follow chief Kgoputso Thobejane and other chose chief Mashabela.  

The place where we are today (i.e. busy documenting the sites) is called Sentlhana. It was so 

named because the point of this mountain itself was called Sentlhana - therefore the village 

also was called the same.  

Two chiefs reigned at this place called Magobagobe, Thobejane and Mashabela, but here at 

Sentlhana the chief was Mashabela. The headman or ramotsana was Moshoaneng. Three 

different kraals were found here at Sentlhana  

- Mashabela with the crocodile as their totem,  

- Sekiti with hyena as their totem,  

- Makola with the baboon as their totem.”  

The different homesteads, as documented in this area (see Fig. 3 for the order of numbering), 

was inhabited as follows:  

3. “Betterment”  

As result of over population, drought and bad farming practices, the agricultural potential of 

the black homelands (bantustans) declined drastically and government was trying to find 

solutions. A number of commissions were appointed to study this and present solutions. One 

was the Social and Economic Planning Council, whose report appeared in 1946 under the title 

The Native Reserves and their Place in the Economy of the Union of South Africa. In 1948 the 

National Party came to power and in order to solve these problems they also appointed a 

number of commissions, the most important of which was the Tomlinson Commission, whose 

report appeared in 1955.  

 The mayor problems identified in these reports had to do with the quality of the land on which 

black people were settled. It was therefore decided to address this in drastic manner. One was 

to lessen the number of livestock, as it exceeded the carrying capacity in most cases. The 

other was to urbanize the areas. These and other measure not mentioned here, over time, 

gave rise to the concept of “betterment”.  
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 According to the system of “betterment” a survey was made of all land in the homelands, 

which was then subdivided into three categories: land suitable for grazing, agriculture or 

settlement. ‘Surplus’ animals were culled, in most cases without the knowledge and consent 

of the owners. Further, new settlements were laid out according to planned townships and 

people were forced to move to these. This was later colloquially referred to as malaene, 

derived from the word line, with reference to the settlements being laid out in lines. (This, in 

all probability was the first move (1954) mentioned in the oral history.) Needless to say, it 

created a lot of resistance and strive amongst the different people and communities, especially 

in the Sekhukhuneland area (see Bundy 1987, Delius 1989, 1990). This was also confirmed 

by local spokespersons, who told in detail about their resistance to these forced moves.  

The second move (1975) referred to in the oral history, is basically a continuation of the 

forgoing events. In this case, however, it more specifically had to do with the concept of 

homeland consolidation and development with the eventual aim of achieving ‘independence’. 

This necessitated the implementation of the same principles as originally formulated for 

“betterment”. Needless to say, it had similar results as the people also resisted it.  

  

The old settlement that is in your left side when coming up with the Magobagobe valley 

belonged to Sephehle Sekiti. He and his wife Mmanake had four children:  

1. Puleng Hlegere (son)  

2. Mampshe (daughter)  

3. Tsakadume (son)  

4. Modiego (daughter)  

Across the road from the previous homestead, Makgotlodiwe Sekiti and his wife Raisibe 

lived. They were blessed with five children:  

5. Puleng Khalene (son)  

6. Tshipane (daughter)  

7. Lethube (daughter)  

8. Matseke (son)  

9. Thatiwe Mmamatshaba (daughter)  

 This is the homestead of the old lady Mohlakodise. It is on the left hand side when one goes 

down over the ridge. This old lady was of the family of Thobejane. She was unmarried.  

On the right side, across the road from the previous homestead, is the old homestead of 

Makola. We cannot remember their children  
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This homestead belonged to Mmapshe Sekiti, the son of the Moshoaneng Sekiti.  

This homestead belonged to Puleng Sekiti. Puleng, with his third wife, were blessed with five 

children:  

1. Mmampshe (son)  

2. Tshaka (daughter)  

3. Mphage (daughter)  

4. Sedume (daughter)  

5.  Mmabulane (daughter)  

This homestead belonged to Moshoaneng Sekiti. He had two wives, Mamasianoke and Mpou. 

The children of the first marriage were:  

1. Mampshe (son)  

2. Puleng (son)  

3. Sepedi (son)  

 The children of the second wife were:  

1. Mampshe (daughter)  

2. Maanake (daughter)  

3. Mante (daughter)  

4. Setshakadiwe (son)  

5. Makgolane (son)  

This homestead belonged to Ramatlape. The family of Ramatlape and his wife Mamatshele 

were as follows:  

1. Nkawu-Motsekatsi (daughter)  

2. Kgolane (daughter)  

3. Mpogo (son)  

4. Mantsho-Tsotsobane (daughter)  

The homestead belonged to Phomphage Sekiti Njubalala. He and his wife Mangakane have 

nine children:  

1. Mampshe (son)  
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2. Pitsi ye Kgolo (son)  

3. Madilwane (daughter)  

4. Mohube (son)  

5. Notlwane (daughter)  

6. Mogwabane (daughter)  

7. Mpaki (daughter)  

8. Putane (son)  

9. Tswele (daughter)  

Homesteads number ten and eleven were also inhabited by Sekiti’s people. However, this 

predate the above nine homesteads, as this was when they were settled at Makgatlo, before 

moving to Sentlhana (in other words, the period 1928 to 1954). The different spokespersons 

were a bit uncertain as to who occupied which particular homestead, attributing number ten to 

a certain Makau. Number eleven is very atypical and little can be said about it.  
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7.3 Settlement patterns and construction techniques 

Traditionally, villages grew up around the homestead of the most senior person to settle at a 

place. Here his house and the houses of his different wives would be found in an arch, with 

the lešaka (cattle kraal) in front and gathering place for men (kgoro) next to it. Female space 

is usually indicated by objects such as grindstones and fireplaces (cooking hearths). Other 

dependents and strangers would settle in increasing distances from this original core. The 

whole village would be surrounded by an area used for agricultural fields and grazing. This 

would represent the ideal pattern of settlement.  

The rules which determine the location and arrangement of households (malapa) in residential 

units, such as amongst the Ntshabeleng and the Pedi are described by Bothma (1962: 43-44) 

and Monnig (1967: 212-213).  

The locations of the malapa of the various homesteads are determined by social status and 

rank: the family group of the senior lineage head lives immediately to the left of the entrance 

to the senior lineage head’s dwelling and the second most senior group to the right of the 

entrance and the third most senior group to the left again, etc.  

While the lapa of a polygamist’s senior wife is normally situated in a central position in the 

kgoro, the second wife’s dwelling is located to the right of the senior wife’s. The third wife’s 

lapa is to the right of the senior wife and the lapa of the fourth is located to the left again, etc.   

In the case of the sites documented in this project, these distinctions do not occur clearly. It is 

believed it has largely to do with the physical nature and location of the homesteads that made 

the attainment of the ideal layout impossible. However, in most cases elements of the 

traditional settlement pattern can still be identified. One enters the area passing the kgoro or 

gathering place for men, with the cattle kraal closely associated with it.  

Individual households consisted of, at a minimum, a house shared by the parents and small 

children. These were either rondavel or square shaped structures. In the latter case, the 

structure was subdivided into smaller rooms.   

A second structure, usually in the shape of a rondavel, served as kitchen cum storeroom, and 

probably as sleeping quarters for a grandmother as well  

Apart from the kgoro and lešaka, it is possible to identify structures such as goat pens and 

pigsties. The latter is usually located some distance from the rest of the homestead 

An interesting feature here is that in a number of cases the ash was thrown onto an outer wall,  

or in a place that was specially created to keep the ash together. In early times, ash was 

usually buried or discarded on a midden. In this particular case it was deliberately ‘hoarded’ in 

a single spot. Local informants vary in their opinion as to the meaning of this practice, stating 

that it was to keep snakes out, which is not an acceptable explanation as in most cases it was 

confined to a single spot in walls many metres long. In all probability, the ash was used during 

rituals such as initiation (apparently a school is held regularly in the area).  
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The stone outer walls and the walls of the cattle kraal, kgoro, etc. were mostly built from stone. 

The technique used was by placing two rows of stone a short distance from each other and 

then filling the intervening space up with smaller stones and rubble. The walls mostly range in 

height from 0,50 m to 1,20 m. Thorn branches were placed on top of the walls, especially with 

goat pens, to increase the height and keep the goats inside.  

The house structures and lapa walls (courtyard walls) were by clayed up, using the box 

technique. Some of the larger structures had foundations of stone. Afterwards, when dry, the 

walls were plastered with a layer of clay and then whitewashed or painted with a thin slip of 

different colours of clay. It seems as if sun-dried bricks were not used at this stage, although 

it is currently one of the main building techniques used.   

Little remains from fittings such as doors and windows and the roofs. However, according to 

local spokespersons, these were largely the same as is still used in the construction of the 

more traditional homes.  

The roofs, for square houses, were made of tin and were mostly nearly flat. In contrast, the 

rondavels had conical thatched roofs.  

What was found in this study was a dynamic situation, in which people first willingly and later 

were forced to move around. Each time some necessary changes, because of local 

circumstances, different needs, etc. were undoubtedly made to their lives. This left a legacy in 

the landscape, which is ill documented, not only here, but for most areas of the country.  

It has been demonstrated by this particular case study that settlement pattern and architecture 

has been and still is heavily impacted by development activities in the area. Fewer and fewer 

homesteads containing elements of traditional architecture, building techniques and spatial 

layout are found in areas such as this.   

In the past, programmes of social engineering, such as “betterment” and urbanisation, 

impacted heavily on such traditional features. Lately, external factors such as mining activities 

and engineering projects such as dam building, impact just as heavily. The difference, 

however, is that contrary to past practices, the resettlement and changes today occur as result 

of negotiated agreements.  

However, this does not detract from the fact that our cultural heritage is disappearing at an 

alarming rate. It is postulated that over time this element of traditional culture will disappear, 

as with most other elements of traditional culture as well, which proves the value of projects 

such as this one.  

From our own perspective, what became very clear from this study was the value of an 

integrated, multi-disciplinary approach such as the one that was followed.   
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE TWICKENHAM HACKNEY PACHASKRAAL 

PLATINUM MINE, NORTHERN PROVINCE  

 INTRODUCTION  

Anglo-Platinum plans to develop the new Twickenham Hackney Pachaskraal (THP) Platinum 

Mine in the Northern Province. SRK Consulting, the environmental coordinators for the project, 

commissioned Archaeological Resources Management  (ARM), a research programme based 

in the School of Geography, Archaeology and Environmental Sciences at the University of the 

Witwatersrand, to survey the area for graves and sites of archaeological interest. The terms 

of reference were as follows:  

 ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES SPECIALIST  

STUDY  

PURPOSE  ACTIVITIES  

To identify and describe (in 

terms of  their conservation 

and / or preservation 

importance) sites of 

cultural and archaeological 

importance that may be 

affected by the mine 

infrastructure and 

activities. This study 

should include the 

identification of grave 

sites.  

  

Identify and describe 

impacts to archaeological 

and cultural resources.  

  

• Identify and describe sites of 

archaeological, historical or cultural 

interest and indicate these sites on a map 

with GPS references.  

• Estimate and map where possible the 

grave sites affected by surface 

infrastructure. This should be done in 

liaison with the social impact assessment 

team.  

• Describe the importance or significance of 

these sites and whether these sites need 

to be conserved, protected or relocated.  

• Describe the procedures for conservation, 

protection or relocation of sites and 

provide an indication of time required for 
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Identify and describe 

management measures.  

these management measures to be 

implemented.  

• Document findings and recommendations 

in a report in EMPR format.  

• Make provision for inputting into the 

development of an environmental 

management system.  

This is a stand alone report, in terms of the above, and forms part of the specialist studies for 

the THP Platinum Mine EMPR. This report should be read in conjunction with the EMPR.  

METHOD  

Two ARM staff, Ms MH Schoeman and Ms B van Doornum, visited the area from  11 to 13 

July 2001. On 11 July Ms Briony Liber from SRK, introduced ARM staff, as well as other Project 

Specialists, to the project area. ARM staff then traversed the area on foot. Sites were recorded 

with a GPS instrument, located on orthophotos and a map supplied by the mine, and then 

transferred to the 1:50 000 map 2429BD GaMankopane (Figure 1). The list of graves and 

possible graves were given to the social impact assessment team, Ms P Spence and Mr R 

Mathye of SRK.  

 DEFINITIONS  

Archaeological  

Material remains resulting from human activity which are in a state of disuse and are in, or on, 

land and which are older than100 years, including artefacts, human and hominid remains, and 

artificial features and structures;  

Contemporary  

Material remains resulting from recent human activity, and which is still in use, including 

artefacts, human remains and artificial features and structures.  

Grave  

A place of interment, including the contents, headstone or other marker of such a place, and 

any other structure on or associated with such place.  

Historic  
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Material remains resulting from human activity which is younger than 100 years, but no longer 

in use, including artefacts, human remains and artificial features and structures.  

In Situ material  

Material culture and surrounding deposits in their original location and context, for example a 

site that has not been disturbed by farming.  

Later Stone Age (LSA)  

Material remains resulting from human activity from ca 25 000 years ago onwards. This period 

is associated with Homo sapiens sapiens. The material culture from this period includes: 

microlithic stone tools; bone and wooden tools; personal ornamentation, such as beads and 

pendants made of ostrich eggshell, shells, ivory, wood and bone; rock art and formal burials.   

Middle Stone Age (MSA)  

Material remains resulting from human activity from ca 250 000 to 25 000 years ago. The MSA 

is associated first with archaic Homo sapiens and later Homo sapiens sapiens. Material culture 

includes stone tools with prepared platforms and stone tools attached to wooden handles. 

Some of these hafted tools were used as spears for hunting.   

RESULTS  

The development area is located in the core of the pre-colonial Pedi polity. Sekwati’s (the Pedi 

king until September 1861) grave is located on the farm Hackney  (24 28 52S 30 01 46E). No 

significant remains from this period were found on the THP Platinum mine area. Several other 

periods, however, were represented.  

Pachaskraal shaft  

Middle Stone Age (MSA) stone tools lay scattered over most of the area. Two dense clusters, 

one consisting mostly of cores ( 24 22 36.1S 30 00 33.9E) (Figure 2A) and the other of flakes 

( 24 22 35.6S 30 00 34.8E), were located on the surface on a rocky outcrop (Figure 2B). On 

a nearby higher outcrop (24 22 30.8S 30 00 36.1E) was another MSA cluster (Figure 2C), as 

well as a few Later Stone Age (LSA ) tools. The team collected representative samples.  

A grave marked by a square stone mound (24 22 50.2S 30 00 26.9E) was pointed out to the 

team by a community representative who accompanied Ms P Spence and  Mr R Mathye from 

SRK. It is associated with the ruins of an historic homestead.   

A round stone cairn approximately four metres in diameter, surrounded with smaller satellite 

stone piles, was found at 24 22 51.5S 30 00 28.9E. The purpose of this mound is not known; 

it might be a grave or ritual site.  
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 Significance  

• The MSA and LSA stone tool clusters have no archaeological significance.  

• The grave has high local significance.  

• The significance of the stone cairn needs to be established.  

Conveyor belt between Pachaskraal and Twickenham Shafts  

Ruins of several historic homesteads are located to the east of the current dirt road. Associated 

with one of these (24 23 28.8S  30 00 42.7 E) are five round stone cairns and one oval cairn. 

These appear to be the result of clearing, but they might also be graves.  

Two cemeteries stand west of the current road. The first (24 23 50.5S  30 01 02.1E) has twelve 

graves marked with cement and stone cairns.   

The second (24 23 56.1S 30 01 04.9E) contains thirty-one graves marked with cement, stone 

cairns or metal railing.   

 Significance  

• The cemeteries have high local significance.  

• The significance of the stone cairns needs to be established.  

Twickenham Plant and Construction Camp  

MSA stone tools are scattered over most of the area. There are a number of round and oval 

stone cairns in a cleared area (24 24 35.6S  30 01 37.5E), possibly an old field, surrounded 

by stone walls. These might be graves.   

There are stone walls at 24 24 44S  30 01 41.3E. These appear to be historic.  

 Significance  

• The MSA stone tool clusters have no archaeological significance.  

• The stone walls have no archaeological significance.  

• The significance of the stone cairns needs to be established.  
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Conveyor belt between Twickenham and Hackney Shafts  

There are number of graves to the west of the current road through Magobagobe, between 

the Twickenham and Hackney shafts. At 24 24 41.4S 30 01 51.5E there are two graves 

associated with the ruins of a historic homestead. Similarly there are four to five graves 

associated with homestead ruins at 24 24 42.1S 30 01 51.6E.   

At the base of the hill at 24 24 49.3S 30 01 58.3E there is a graveyard with five to seven graves 

in front of a contemporary house.   

Three formal contemporary cemeteries were noted at 24 26 14S 30 02 35.7E, 24 26  

15.3S 30 02 37.2E and 24 26 15.4S 30 02 36.5E.  

Significance  

• The graves and cemeteries have high local significance.  

Hackney Shaft  

Three different graveyards exist in the Maotsi area adjacent to the Hackney shaft. A formal 

cemetery with approximately 21 graves stands at 24 27 22.6S 30 03 18.25E. The graves are 

marked with stone cairns and cement. This area does not seem to be directly affected by the 

Hackney shaft.   

Two other cemeteries, however, are directly affected and both might have already been 

damaged by the prospecting road. Both are associated with historic ruins. The first (24 27 

39.2S 30 03 31E) contains approximately twelve graves marked by stone and soil mounds. 

The second (24 27 41.1S 30 03 30.7E) contains at least two graves marked by stone cairns.  

  

LSA stone tools have eroded out of the gravel at 24 27 35.9S  30 03 34.5E (Figure 3).  

Significance  

• The graves and cemeteries have high local significance.  

• The LSA stone tools have no archaeological significance.  

Tailings Dam  

MSA stone tools lie scattered over most of the area. Some scatters are associated with erosion 

gullies (e.g. 24 22 26S 30 02 46E) (Figure 4), whereas others (e.g. 24 22 35S 30 02 19.7E) 
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are located in old agricultural areas. As a result of these disturbances, the tools are not in situ 

and thus do not form sites.  

The ruins of a number of old homesteads (eg. 24 22 44.3S  30 02 29.3E and 24 22 38.4S  30 

02 17.6E) and fallow agricultural fields are located in the down slope area between Dithwaing 

and Botsabelo villages.  

No archaeological material was found on the slopes.   

There are 25 graves in Botsabelo. Community members felt that it was not appropriate to 

record them without a community representative. No representative was available, and 

consequently GPS readings were not taken. Permission to record the graves and a community 

representative to accompany the team will need to be arranged in advance.  

On the northern side of Botsabelo, MSA tools are scattered over the basal slopes.   

A bilobial stone-walled enclosure - an old kraal- was found northwest of Botsabelo at   

24 22 08.8S  30 01 29E. South of Botsabelo extensive stone terracing stands at  24 22 34S  

30 02 08.5E.  

 Significance  

• The MSA and LSA stone tool clusters have no archaeological significance.  

• The stone-walled kraal and terracing have no archaeological significance.  

• The graves have high local significance.  

DISCUSSION   

Archaeological remains were recorded in the survey and will be affected by the development. 

The remains, however, have no archaeological significance. The stone tool scatters are not in 

situ and therefore have no significance. No significant material was found in association with 

the stone walled kraal, or the terracing in the tailings dam area, and consequently neither 

require mitigation.   

A number of graves might be affected by this development. Two sets of legislation protect 

human burials: the Human Tissues Act (Act No 65 of 1983) and the National Heritage 

Resources Act (Act No 25 of 1999). The former applies to graves younger than sixty years, 

whereas the latter protects graves in formal cemeteries older than a hundred years, graves 

outside formal cemeteries older than sixty years, as well as graves of cultural significance or 

victims of conflict.    

Both Acts establish the steps to follow before remains are removed.  These include:  
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• Notification of the impending removals,  

• Consultation with individuals or communities related to the deceased,  

• Calling on relatives to claim the remains,  

• Notices at the grave sites,  

• Satisfactory arrangements for the exhumation and re-interment.  

Exhumations conducted under the National Heritage Resources Act (Act No 25 of 1999) must 

be supervised by an archaeologist. The removal must be conducted with due respect for the 

customs and beliefs of the affected relatives, and where requested, in the presence of relatives 

or community representatives (Appendix 1 and 2).  

RECOMMENDATIONS  

The Twickenham Hackney Pachaskraal Platinum Mine area is devoid of significant 

archaeological sites, and consequently mitigation is not needed.  

 The graves, however, may require mitigation.  Furthermore, the nature of the stone cairns 

noted here should be clarified before development. These may be graves. If possible, the 

development should avoid grave areas. If avoidance is not possible, then the graves must be 

relocated by specialists, in terms of existing legislation.  

With these constraints, there is no archaeological reason why the project should not proceed.  
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7.6 Additional Cultural Heritage Assessment for Twickenham 
Mine 

 

A report on a cultural heritage impact assessment for the proposed Twickenham 

Platinum Mine Project, close to Burgersfort, Limpopo Province 

Summary 

Archaetnos cc was requested by SRK Consulting to conduct a cultural heritage impact 

assessment (HIA) for the proposed Twickenham Platinum Mine Project. This is on the farms 

Twickenham 114 KT and Hackney 116 KT, to the north of the town of Burgersfort in the 

Limpopo Province. The HIA is done as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), 

Environmental Management Programme (EMP), Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) and Water 

Licence Application (WULA) of the mine. 

The Terms of Reference for the survey were to: 

1. Identify objects, sites, occurrences and structures of an archaeological or historical 

nature (cultural heritage sites) located on the property. 

2. Document the found cultural heritage sites according to best practice standards for 

heritage related studies. 

3. Study background information on the area to be developed. 

4. Assess the significance of the cultural resources in terms of their archaeological, 

historical, scientific, social, religious, aesthetic and tourism value. 

5. Describe the possible impact of the proposed development on these cultural remains, 

according to a standard set of conventions. 

6. Recommend suitable mitigation measures to minimize possible negative impacts on 

the cultural resources by the proposed development. 

7. Review applicable legislative requirements. 

  

Aspects concerning the conservation of cultural resources are dealt with mainly in two acts. 

The first of these are the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) which deals with 

the cultural heritage of the Republic of South Africa. The second is the National Environmental 

Management Act (Act 107 of 1998) which inter alia deals with cultural heritage as part of the 

Environmental Impact Assessment process. 

The methodology for the study includes a survey of literature and a field survey. The latter was 

conducted according to generally accepted HIA practices and was aimed at locating all 
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possible objects, sites and features of cultural significance in the area of proposed 

development. 

If required, the location/position of any site was determined by means of a Global Positioning 

System (GPS), while photographs were also taken where needed. The survey was undertaken 

by doing a physical survey via off-road vehicle and on foot and covered as much as possible 

of the area to be studied. Certain factors, such as accessibility, density of vegetation, etc. may 

however influence the coverage. 

All sites, objects features and structures identified were documented according to the general 

minimum standards accepted by the archaeological profession. Co-ordinates of individual 

localities were determined by means of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The information 

was added to the description in order to facilitate the identification of each locality. 

The evaluation of heritage sites is done by giving a field rating of each using the following 

criteria: 

 The unique nature of a site 

 The integrity of the archaeological deposit 

 The wider historic, archaeological and geographic context of the site 

 The location of the site in relation to other similar sites or features 

 The depth of the archaeological deposit (when it can be determined or is known) 

 The preservation condition of the site 

 Uniqueness of the site and 

 Potential to answer present research questions. 

  

The area that was surveyed is located within the Sekhukhune District. The traditional rural 

surroundings include many houses and informal streets spread all over the landscape. A large 

section of the surveyed area has been disturbed by recent human activities. 

One site of cultural heritage significance was located during the survey. Some background 

information is given in order to place the surveyed area in a historical context and to 

contextualize possible finds that could be unearthed during construction activities. A few 

heritage reports were written about the larger Burgersfort/ Steelpoort area. One report was 

done at the Twickenham Mine earlier. 

The survey of the indicated areas at the proposed Twickenham Mine Project was completed 

successfully. One LIA site was identified, but Stone Age tools was also noted in the surveyed 

area. Many graves are found associated with the villages. 
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The following is recommended: 

 As the LIA site has been almost completely demolished by ploughing activities, it is 

regarded as having a low cultural significance and may therefore be demolished. It 

should however be mitigated before destruction. 

 This is due to the possibility of skeletal remains being encountered during earthwork 

activities. A watching brief is therefore recommended, in order to be able handle any 

such remains that may be encountered. 

 During this time a collection of artefacts on site can also be made. 

 It therefore would be necessary to obtain an archaeological permit from SAHRA. 

 Although no graves were found to be in danger of being disturbed, many graves are 

found associated with the houses in the villages. These needs to be protected or 

relocated should the community be expected to move. This should be done in 

accordance with the legislation discussed. 

 The proposed development may continue, within the parameters set out by these 

recommendations. 

 It should be noted that the subterranean presence of archaeological and/or· historical 

sites, features or artifacts is always a distinct possibility. Care should therefore be taken 

when development commences that if any of these are discovered, a qualified 

archaeologist be called in to investigate the occurrence. 

8. Report by Prof. A.C. van Vollenhoven (L.AKAD.SA.) Accredited member of ASAPA 

Accredited member of SASCH 
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7.7 Focus group discussions and meetings 

Date Location Group Purpose 

15 June 

2014 

Magobading 
crèche 

Monitors Field work and interview 
training 

16 June 

2014 

Traditional 
palace 

Youth Youth views and concerns 
regarding the relocation 

17 June 

2014 

Tribal Council 

In the traditional 
palace 

Royalty Discussions about the costs 
and benefits and impacts of 
mining as well as concerns 
about the relocation 

18 June 
2014 

Magobading 
crèche 

Mogobading Relocation 
Committee. 
Representative Structure 
of the community around 
relocation issues 

The MoU between Anglo 
Platinum, the community and 
Bench Marks 

19June 

2014 

Magobading 
crèche 

Meeting with monitors 
and 

Final prep for household 
interviews and conducting the 
interviews 

6 August 
2014 

Tstate Museum 
Road 

Hawkers Discussion about how hawkers 
feel about mining. 

9/1/2015 GaNchabeleng 
village 

GaNchabeleng youth Discussion about heritage, 
culture and tradition and the 
possible impact of mining 

24/3/ 
2015 

Council offices, 
Traditional 
Authority, 
GaNchabeleng 

Traditional council Discuss what life is like in a 
community in which there is no 
mining yet. 

2/7/ 
2015 

Monametsi 

Atok mine 

Householders in this 
relocated community, 
also disgruntled by the 
appalling housing Anglo 
constructed with them 

Discussions about their 
relocation experience. 

4/7/15 Bushveld around 
GaNchabeleng 

Traditional healers Discussions about the value of 
springs, plants and animals to 
the preparations of traditional 
medicines. 

14/11/15 Wedding 
GaNchabeleng 

Wedding guests and 
village informants 

Discussions about the 
importance of residential 
space, heritage, culture, rituals 
and ceremonies. 

MEETINGS FACILITATED BETWEEN ANGLO PLATINUM AND THE COMMUNITY 
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Date Location Group Purpose 

18/02/10 Paris, France Signing of Memorandum 
of Understanding on 
behalf of Magobading 
Community, between 
BMF and Anglo Platinum 

To define roles and 
responsibilities that would 
allow BMF to facilitate a 
constructive engagement 
process between Anglo 
Platinum and the Magobading 
Community 

11/8/10 Magobading BMF facilitated meeting 
between the community 
and Anglo Platinum 

Meeting was allegedly gate 
crashed by youth from other 
communities. BMF alleged that 
Anglo Platinum officials were 
responsible 

16/08/10 Johannesburg Magobading Relocation 
Committee and Anglo 
Platinum in 
Johannesburg 

To get the MoU process back 
on track. 

24/7/15 Johannesburg Research Report Back 
Workshop with 
Magobading community 
and meeting with Anglo 
Platinum 

To report on research progress 
to the community 

5/7/16 Twickenham 
mine 

Meeting between the 
Magobading Relocation 
Committee and Anglo 
Platinum 

To review progress on the 
implementation of the MoU 

19/08/16 Anglo Platinum 
Head Office, 
Marshalltown 

Meeting between the 
Magobading Relocation 
Committee and Anglo 
Platinum 

To review progress on the 
implementation of the MoU 
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7.8 Community support for MRC 

 
The above document was signed by every single household in the community. 
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7.9 Bench Marks principles for relocation of communities 

The following principles, criteria and benchmarks were developed from studies done by 

various organisations on relocated communities, including the Bench Marks Foundation study. 

It incorporates IFC performance standards and others arising from research. Bench Marks 4, 

Principles for Global Corporate Responsibility-Bench Marks for Measuring Business 

Performance can be found at www.bench-marks.org.za. The Principles set out the ideal, the 

criteria what policy companies must adopt and the bench marks as to how companies will be 

assessed.  

Relocated communities - forced, voluntary and involuntary removal 

(Relocated communities for the sake of this section cover indigenous communities, long 

standing communal communities, who often do not have property titles but traditionally live off 

the land and have few rights, who are usually governed by a traditional authority) 

Principles  

1. The company shall respect and protect the community it intends to relocate by 

accepting the principle of free, prior and informed consent. 

2. The company will provide the community with knowledge and support the community’s 

access to its own expertise. 

3. The company is honest, giving full information on how different impacts will impact 

economic, social, cultural, ancestral, heritage and spiritual dimensions of communities 

contemplating relocating for the industry. 

4. The company will safeguard the community livelihood practices, kinship relations, 

spatial arrangements, ancestral and spiritual traditions. 

5. The company will enter into consultations, then negotiations with those that will be 

most impacted on and not engage the traditional authority unless the community trusts 

such an authority. 

6. The company will not take any shortcuts by avoiding direct contact with impacted 

communities and going through local government or chiefs to gain consent. 

7. The company does not employ outside consultants to consult on their behalf unless 

they are fully mandated with decision making powers, and does not set up its own 

community vehicles or structures or relocate communities. 

8. The company does not divide communities by offering some community member’s 

preferential treatment, offers of money or motor vehicles and avoids “bribery” as a way 

to relocate communities. 

9. The company ensures that if a community agrees to relocate that they are not worse 

off but better off. 
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10. The company supports proper compensation taking into account the community losses 

not only during the period of mining but after mining and compensation must be 

continuous taking into account how communities would have sustained themselves 

had the industry not come along. 

11. The company pays particular attention and ensures women are fully consulted and 

that any relocation does not negatively impact women. 

Criteria 

1. The company shall do a proper a human rights and social due diligence on the potential 

and actual impacts on the local and indigenous communities ensuring a role for non-

governmental organisations and local communities input. 

2. The company replaces like land with like land and ensures communities have access 

to safe and secure water, decent housing, arable land, transport and infrastructure. 

3. The company preserves social networks and structures and communities must be 

regrouped according to the same units and constellations and ensures that displaced 

people do not suffer isolation and discrimination.  

4. All relocations are treated as forced and involuntary removals and the highest 

standards are adhered to, such as the International Finance Corporation guidelines on 

forced and involuntary removals. 

5. The company upholds community’s human rights, the right to water, food security, 

health and reproductive health, and sustainable livelihoods development. 

6. The company pays particular attention to women and the impacts on women, their way 

of life, subsistence and dignity by ensuring their access to food, fuel, water, or 

employment. 

 

Bench Marks 

1. The company respects to the rights of communities to freely associate, protest and 

demonstrate against any impact on livelihoods, way of life, social and economic 

security. 

2. The company respects the right of the community to say no to mining especially when 

it can be demonstrated that the community will be the loser in the long-term and that 

their economic and livelihood and way of life will be destroyed. 

3. The company does not co-opt local authorities, traditional leaders, politicians who are 

allied with or have interest in the project. 

4. The company does not conduct smear campaigns, direct persecution, criminalisation, 

harassment, arrest and abuse by private security and public security forces of 

communities.  
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5. The company subscribes to the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders adopted 

in 1998 that states that “everyone has the right to individually and in association with 

others, promote and strive for the protection and realisation of human rights and 

fundamental freedoms at national and international levels”.  

6. The company will abide by its own due diligence and that done by outside agencies 

that interrogate right to life, integrity, security, health, and freedom of expression, 

association and assembly, freedom from torture and cruel inhumane and degrading 

treatment and non-discrimination.  

7. The company will demonstrate that relocated communities are better off and 

compensation is given not only in monetary value, but in land, and all others ways that 

preserve the communities’ basic human rights to life, reproduction, and livelihoods. 

8. The company treats relocated communities as aggrieved parties and right-bearers and 

not as beneficiaries.  

9. The company goes beyond legal compliance, local laws that might be discriminatory 

and demonstrates through outcomes that communities are fairly treated and better off. 

10. The company ensures communities have sufficient knowledge and expertise to advise 

them when engaging communities on possible relocations, 

11. The company supports communities’ rights to access to justice and adopts a grievance 

mechanism independent of the company to resolve disputes and abides by the findings 

of any dispute outcome, 

The company keeps a record of all engagements with communities and the outcomes of 

each meeting, 
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